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Abstract 

One of the fundamental questions in developmental biology is how cells 

communicate during embryonic development to pattern the animal with defined axes 

and correctly placed organs. There are several key signal transduction pathways whose 

signaling has been found to be crucial during this period in the life history of many model 

organisms and whose functions have been well conserved between species.  Two of 

those are the Notch and Hedgehog signal transduction pathways.  Previous work 

established that the Notch pathway is important in the specification of mesoderm in the 

sea urchin embryo.  Here it is established that the Hedgehog pathway is important for 

mesoderm patterning in the echinoderm embryo. 

In many animals, including the sea urchin, endomesoderm is specified as a 

bipotential tissue which is then subdivided through cell signaling to become endoderm 

and mesoderm. Notch signaling was found to be critical for that dichotomy;  

endomesoderm that received the Notch signal becomes mesoderm, the remaining 

endomesoderm becomes endoderm.   Prior to this work, no functional roles for Hedgehog 

signaling in the sea urchin had been defined, though this pathway is known to operate in 

organisms throughout the animal kingdom. Here we find through analysis and 

comparison of the sea urchin genome with cnidarians, arthropods, urochordates, and 

vertebrates that key components and modifiers of the Notch and Hedgehog signaling 

pathways are well conserved among metazoans.  Many animals contain the full suite of 

genes that constitute both pathways, and in deuterostomes the pathways operate in 

embryos to mediate similar fate decisions.  The Notch pathway, for example, is engaged 

in endomesoderm gene regulatory networks and in neural functions. In the sea urchin 
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RNA in situ hybridization of Notch pathway members confirms that Notch functions 

sequentially in the vegetal-most secondary mesenchyme cells and later in the endoderm. 

The Hh signaling pathway is essential for patterning of many structures in vertebrates 

ranging from the nervous system, chordamesoderm, and limb to endodermal organs. In the sea 

urchin, a basal deuterostome, we show that Hedgehog (Hh) signaling participates in organizing 

the mesoderm. During gastrulation expression of the hh ligand is localized to the endoderm while 

the co-receptors patched (ptc) and smoothened (smo) are expressed in the neighboring secondary 

mesoderm and in the ventrolaterally clustered primary mesenchyme cells where skeletogenesis 

initiates.  Perturbations of Hh signaling cause embryos to develop with skeletal defects, as well as 

inappropriate secondary mesoderm patterning, although initial specification of secondary 

mesoderm occurs normally. Perturbations of Hedgehog pathway members altered normal 

numbers of pigment and blastocoelar cells, randomized left-right signaling in coelomic pouches, 

and resulted in disorganization of the circumesophageal muscle, causing an inability to perform 

peristaltic movements. Together our data support the requirement of Hh signaling in patterning 

each of the mesoderm subtypes in the sea urchin embryo. 

Activation of the Hedgehog pathway requires FoxA acting upstream of hedgehog 

transcription, early in gastrulation. When FoxA is knocked-down there is a loss of 

transcription of hedgehog and hh expression is expanded in embryos expressing ectopic 

FoxA.  In collaboration with another lab, we found that FoxA acts to repress 

mesodermal genes within the endoderm as part of the endomesoderm dichotomy.  If 

FoxA expression is reduced by a morpholino, more endomesoderm cells become pigment 

and other mesenchymal cell types, and less gut is specified.  Conversely, when FoxA is 

ectopically expressed, endoderm is increased at the expense of mesoderm.  More 

specifically we found through mosaic analysis that FoxA acts in a portion of the 
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endomesoderm derived from one of two tiers of vegetal cells at the 60-cell stage called 

the veg2 cells. foxA remains on in all endoderm and its territory of expression is 

superimposeable with the location of hh expression. 

The data we present here together with previous studies suggest a model in 

which Notch signaling cues cells of the endomesoderm to become mesoderm, while cells 

of the nascent endoderm upregulate FoxA.   FoxA ensures proper partitioning of 

endoderm from mesoderm by repressing mesoderm genes, as well as positively regulating 

transcription of hedgehog in the endoderm. The ptc and smo transducing apparatus is 

separately expressed in mesoderm.  Hh then signals to its receptors in the mesoderm to 

convey patterning information of tissues derived from that mesoderm.  Thus, Hh, Ptc 

and Smo molecules diverge during specification then converge during signaling to play 

important roles in mesoderm development in the sea urchin.   
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The sea urchin embryo gastrulates with about 1000 cells.  Prior to that each cell is 

specified as ectoderm, mesoderm or endoderm.  Following gastrulation cells signal to one 

another to refine further specification and organize tissue patterning. Here two signaling 

systems, the Notch pathway and the Hedgehog signaling pathway are investigated and 

shown to play crucial roles in subdivision of cells via early specification, and to refine 

mesodermal cell types via later patterning interactions.  The Notch pathway mediates 

the early decisions and the Hedgehog pathway mediates the later decisions. In addition, 

the transcription factor, FoxA, acts during the separation of mesoderm from a 

bipotential endomesoderm at a step between the early specification of the mesoderm 

and the later patterning of tissues derived from the mesoderm.  FoxA acts to ensure the 

proper separation of endoderm from mesoderm by repressing mesodermal genes within 

endodermal cells and positively regulates expression of endodermal genes such as 

hedgehog.  Hedgehog in turn then acts to pattern the mesoderm through reception of its 

signal by its mesodermally expressed receptors. 

Endomesoderm Development in the Sea Urchin 

Fate map studies have determined that the animal half of the Lytechinus 

variegatus embryo gives rise to the ectoderm and nervous system of the embryo while the 

vegetal half produces the mesoderm, endoderm, and some ectoderm (Logan and 

McClay, 1997; Ruffins and Ettensohn, 1996).  Within the vegetal half of the embryo, at 

the 60 cell stage there are 3 tiers of cells in order from the vegetal pole toward the animal 

pole: the micromeres which arose from an unequal cleavage at the 16 cell stage, the veg2 

cells and the veg1 cells.  The micromeres give rise to the skeletal mesoderm of the embryo 

while the veg2 tier typically gives rise to the endoderm and non-skeletogenic mesoderm 
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or secondary mesoderm cells (SMCs), and the veg1 tier is divided into endoderm and 

ectoderm (Logan and McClay, 1997; Ruffins and Ettensohn, 1996).  
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Figure 1.1: Sea urchin fate map at the 60-cell stage. Colors represent the different 

territories that give rise to the various tissue layers. The animal half of the embryo gives 

rise to the ectoderm of the animal which will produce the nervous system. The vegetal 

half of the embryo consists of 4 tiers of cells: the veg1 tier which will give rise to both 

ectoderm and endoderm, the veg2 tier which will give rise to both endoderm and non-

skeletogenic mesoderm, the micromeres which will give rise to the skeleton, and the small 

micromeres which are thought to give rise to the germ cells. The non-skeletogenic 

mesoderm will be futher subdivided into pigment cells, blastocoelar cells, muscle and 

coelomic pouch.  
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A series of gene regulatory networks specify cells, and cell signaling events 

convey information from tier to tier to coordinate the initial patterning of the embryo 

(Davidson, 1989).  The earliest known Network activating signal in the sea urchin is the 

nuclear localization of -catenin, beginning in the micromeres and spreading sequentially 

through neighboring tiers of cells from micromeres to the veg2 and then to the veg1 layer. 

This nuclearization of -catenin is directed by maternal factors that are localized to the 

vegetal cortex of the egg (Croce et al., submitted) and that initial nuclearization is 

required to specify endomesoderm from the vegetal cells (Logan et al., 1999; McClay et 

al., 2000; Peterson and McClay, 2003). -catenin transcriptional activity induces the 

expression of a number of key genes to initiate specification of endomesoderm., One of 

the genes activated is delta, which is expressed by micromeres to signal to the adjacent 

veg2 cells to specify secondary mesenchyme (Sherwood and McClay, 1999; Sweet et al., 

2002).    

Origin of the Mesoderm and Endoderm 

Endoderm and mesoderm are initially specified as a bipotential tissue and are 

later subdivided into endoderm and mesoderm sometime between the 7th (120 cell stage) 

cleavage and 9th cleavage (blastula stage).  One of the main signals responsible for the 

division of mesoderm from endoderm and also the subsequent subdivision of that 

mesoderm into four subtypes is Delta-Notch.  During the blastula stage, the Delta ligand 

is expressed on the surface of the micromeres while the Notch receptor is expressed on 

the overlying veg2 cells. The veg2 cells that receive the Delta signal continuously between 

the 7th and 9th cleavages from neighboring micromeres will become SMCs (Sherwood and 

McClay, 1999; Sweet et al., 2002)(at 8th cleavage half the Veg2 cells lose contact with 

the Delta-expressing micromeres and these “upper” Veg2 cells remain endomesoderm).  
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When Notch or Delta is expressed ectopically, there is an increase in mesoderm at the 

expense of endoderm.  Conversely, when Delta-Notch signaling is lost embryos have a 

loss of SMCs accompanied by a corresponding expansion of endoderm (Sherwood and 

McClay, 1999; Sweet et al., 2002 (Ransick and Davidson, 2006).   

The SMCs are subdivided into four different cell fates: muscle cells, coelomic 

pouch, pigment cells, and blastocoelar cells. Muscle cells form the circumesophageal 

muscle, which contracts in a coordinated manner to allow the gut of the embryo to 

perform peristalsis. There are additional muscles located at the top of the oral hood as 

well as throughout the arms to aid steering and locomotion of the embryos (Beach et al., 

1999; Burke and Alvarez, 1988; Venuti et al., 1993; Venuti et al., 1991; Wessel et al., 

1990). Coelomic pouch cells extend and form a lining around the gut of the embryo and 

eventually the left coelomic pouch becomes the rudiment that will give rise to the adult 

embryo at metamorphosis (Davidson et al., 1998; Gustafson and Wolpert, 1963).  The 

blastocoelar cells are thought to give rise to the immune system of the embryo and adult 

(Hibino et al., 2006b; Rast et al., 2006), while the pigment cells may provide some 

defense against predators and/or pathogens (Calestani et al., 2003), though aside from 

coloration there is no known function for these cells.  
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Figure 1.2: Lateral and vegetal views of fate maps during endomesoderm division. 

Pseudocolored embryos in A-D show lateral view fate map with corresponding vegetal 

view fate maps showing division of endomesoderm between blastula and mesenchyme 

blastula stages.  Light blue represents aboral ectoderm, blue represents oral ectoderm, 

yellow represents endomesoderm at blastula and endoderm at mesenchyme blastula, red 

represents skeletogenic mesoderm, orange represents nonskeletogenic mesoderm, and 

dark red represents the germ cells.  Nonskeletogenic mesoderm will be subdivided into 

pigment cells, blastocoelar cells, muscle and coelomic pouch. 
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 Experiments at this time suggest that the SMC fate decisions are plastic and 

depend on signaling, but that the specification is conditional and can be altered until the 

fates are committed at a later time.  In addition, specification of the SMC subtypes 

appears to occur in two separate phases.  First pigment and blastocoelar cells are 

specified, and then muscle cell and coelomic pouch specification occurs later 

(Fernandez-Serra et al., 2004; Tokuoka et al., 2002). The Delta-Notch signal from 

micromeres to the overlying veg2 cells at the blastula stage largely specifies pigment and 

blastocoelar cells. However, several more Notch signaling inputs occur after that first 

Delta-Notch signal. Notch signaling within the SMCs during the mesenchyme blastula 

stage regulates the subdivision of remaining endomesoderm into muscle and coelomic 

pouch cells (Sweet et al., 2002).  While Notch signaling plays a role in both phases of 

SMC development, a stronger influence appears to be exerted during the earlier phase of 

SMC subtype specification with activation of Notch signaling.  Loss of Notch signaling 

results in almost complete loss of pigment cells, while the blastocoelar, coelomic pouch 

and muscle cell counterparts are decreased by approximately 60%.  Conversely, 

activation of Notch signaling results in about a 30% increase of pigment and blastocoelar 

cells while muscle is only increased 15% and coelomic pouch cells show no significant 

change (Sherwood and McClay, 1999).   Presumably these differences are the reflection 

of differential gene regulatory states of the different cell subtypes at the time they receive 

the Notch signal.   Along this line, many modifiers of Notch signaling have been 

identified in the sea urchin genome (Walton et al., 2006).  The function of several of 

these has been characterized including Numb, Neuralized and Fringe (Peterson and 

McClay, 2005; Range, 2005; Range et al., submitted). In addition, Glial Cells Missing 

(GCM) through activation by suppressor of hairless (Su(H)) downstream from Delta-

Notch signaling has been shown to be responsible for specifying the pigment cell fate 
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(Ransick and Davidson, 2006).  The downstream signals for the other SMC subtypes 

have not yet been identified. 

Notch is not the only signal participating in endomesoderm cell diversification.  

In Chapter 3, I show that Hedgehog signaling is shown to play a major role.  In addition, 

on the other side of the division of endomesoderm into endoderm and mesoderm, there 

must be factors that promote endoderm versus mesoderm.  In collaboration with another 

lab, we found that the transcription factor, FoxA (a homolog of HNF3  in vertebrates) 

promotes endoderm specification by repressing mesoderm specific genes (Chapter 4 and 

(Oliveri et al., 2006).  Knockdown of FoxA expression by injection with a morpholino 

antisense oligoncleotide (MASO) results in embryos with increased mesoderm and 

decreased endoderm. foxA morpholino-injected embryos have increased expression of 

mesodermal markers and decreased expression of endodermal markers (including 

hedgehog) via QPCR and by RNA in situ hybridization.  To analyze the effect of FoxA in 

particular lineages, we also performed transplants to create mosaic animals.  Our results 

show that only veg2 progeny are affected.  foxA morpholino-injected veg2 cells 

overproduce mesoderm at the expense of endoderm.  In contrast, overexpression of 

FoxA by injection of the mRNA resulted in embryos with large guts and decreased 

mesoderm.  

Developmental Networks & Annotation of the Sea Urchin Genome 

Networks of signaling factors and transcription factor pathways are at work in 

the development of the endomesoderm and its subsequent division into endoderm and 

mesoderm, as well as the later subdivision and patterning of the mesoderm.  Notch, 

FoxA and Hedgehog are three key effectors in those developmental processes.  These 

molecules are shown in the chapters that follow to be important for several phases of 
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development but they operate only in the context of many other signals and 

transcription factors.  Thus it is necessary to establish that network context in order to 

truly understand how these molecules work. 

The sea urchin embryo provides several distinct advantages towards its 

application as a model organism for studying gene networks.  It is a simple 

developmental system that lacks duplicated genes.  The genome has been sequenced and 

is now publicly available through NCBI. Finally, the Sea Urchin Gene Regulatory 

Network is one of the the most comprehensive systems known in a model organism to 

date however, the existing process diagram (http://sugp.caltech.edu/endomes/) is a 

foundation for the continuing evolution of understanding in the realm of network 

signaling.  

The sea urchin community has completed a first round of annotation of the 

genome, with over 12,000 genes completed.  My participation in this annotation project 

contributed to several publications (Byrum et al., 2006; Lapraz et al., 2006; Sodergren et 

al., 2006; Walton et al., 2006).  The findings of the annotation of the Hedgehog and 

Notch Pathways were my primary responsibility and are published in Walton et al. 

(2006), and are presented here in Chapter 2. We found that all primary components of 

both the Hedgehog and Notch signaling pathways previously identified from other 

organisms are also present in the sea urchin.  Comprehensive examination of many of the 

known modifiers of Hedgehog and Notch signaling also showed that most of those 

elements of the signaling pathway are also conserved in the sea urchin. Annotation of 

the members of the Hedgehog signaling pathway has also revealed some interesting 

differences. Specifically, the sea urchin annotation has revealed one hedgehog gene while 

vertebrates have three hedgehog clades.  Similarly, the sea urchin expresses one Patched 

receptor as compared to two in vertebrates, and as in all organisms identified thus far, 
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there is only one smoothened gene.  The sea urchin has one orthologous gene for the three 

vertebrate gli genes.  Additionally, there are two sea urchin gli-similar genes as there are 

in vertebrates.  Most other main pathway components were present.  Interestingly, 

hedgehog-interacting protein (hip), previously identified only in vertebrates, was also 

annotated. 

A History of the Hedgehog Signaling Pathway 

Hedgehog (Hh) is a morphogen that is involved in defining boundaries and 

setting up patterning in many model organisms.  It has been shown to be critical in cell-

cell communication between tissue compartments for control of specification, and 

proliferation.  The signaling pathway for Hedgehog is complex and knowledge about 

how the signal is conveyed is still being elaborated.  Here I describe some of the key 

discoveries in that history and how they have molded our understanding of Hh 

signaling. 

 

Hedgehog 

Hedgehog was first described in a summary paper of segment number and 

polarity mutants identified by THE large scale fly mutagenesis screen (the Heidelberg 

Screen) led by Christiane Nusslein-Volhard and Eric Wieschaus (Nusslein-Volhard and 

Wieschaus, 1980).  Each segment in the fly epidermis is composed of an anterior half 

marked by 6 rows of denticles and a posterior half, which is naked.  The hedgehog 

“segment polarity” mutation led to the loss of the naked cuticle such that the posterior 

half became a mirror-image duplication of the anterior so that the embryo was covered 

in denticles and resembled a hedgehog.  Mutations in three other members of the 
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Hedgehog signaling pathway, cubitus interruptus, fused, and patched, also led to segment 

polarity defects in this screen.  

Using a weak hh mutant allele (viable at 18°C, embryonic lethal when raised at 

25*C), Jym Mohler was able to narrow the activity of Hh to two periods.  The first is a 

window during embryonic development from gastrulation through the beginning of 

segmentation.  The second window is from late larval stages through early pupal 

development (Mohler, 1988).  These periods of activity are reflected in the phenotypes 

of the embryos demonstrating that Hh is necessary for proper segmentation of the cuticle 

(window 1) and for correct patterning of imaginally derived structures.  Furthermore, he 

was able to determine that Hh was required in the posterior (Engrailed expressing) 

domains of the antennae and leg imaginal discs through somatic mosaics resulting from 

x-ray induced somatic recombination of heterozygotes during early larval stages and 

that it was acting non-autonomously.    

The Drosophila hedgehog gene was cloned and its gene product was identified as 

a putative secreted protein (Lee et al., 1992; Mohler and Vani, 1992; Tabata et al., 1992; 

Tashiro et al., 1993).  engrailed mRNA was expressed in the same cells as hedgehog 

mRNA, however co-immuno staining of anti-Hedgehog with anti-Engrailed showed that 

Hedgehog protein was detected outside the cells where its mRNA was expressed 

(Tabata and Kornberg, 1994). These studies also showed that hedgehog expression is 

activated by Wingless, produced by neighboring cells at the parasegment border.  

Reciprocally, Hh signaling induces wingless (Ingham, 1993). In addition, ectopic 

expression of Hh was found to induce ectopic wingless or decapentaplegic expression in 

neighboring cells and thus induce pattern changes in the anterior, while loss of Hh 

function led to decreased growth and compartment patterning in both the anterior and 

posterior compartments (Basler and Struhl, 1994).  Together, these studies led to a 
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model of parasegment boundary formation where within a segment, Wingless expression 

in the anterior cell is induced by Hh secretion from the Engrailed and Hedgehog 

producing cell to the posterior. Wingless secretion from the anterior cell then induces 

more Hedgehog production in the posterior cell.  

 

Identification of Homologs in Other Organisms 

Hedgehog has been identified in many other organisms including: sea urchin, 

leech, mosquito, flour beetle (Chang et al., 1994) Amphioxus (Shimeld, 1999), frog 

(Roelink et al., 1995), zebrafish (Krauss et al., 1993), chick (Riddle et al., 1993), mouse 

(Echelard et al., 1993) and human (Chang et al., 1994).   

Riddle et al. isolated a chick homolog of hedgehog and showed that it is 

expressed in notochord, floorplate of the neural tube and in the zone of polarizing 

activity (ZPA) in developing limb buds (Riddle et al., 1993). ZPA grafts had shown that 

the ZPA specifies anteroposterior patterning in the limb, and this activity had been 

proposed to be mediated by a morphogen (Tickle, 1981; Wolpert, 1969).  The whole 

mount in situ expression pattern for sonic hedgehog exactly matched spatially and 

temporally the site of the ZPA.  Furthermore, sonic hedgehog expression was induced by 

Retinoic Acid (known to induce ectopic ZPA (Summerbell and Harvey, 1983; Wanek et 

al., 1991).  Finally, chick embryo fibroblasts infected with a viral construct of Sonic 

hedgehog were able to reproduce the mirror-image digit duplication phenotypes and 

sequential induction of hoxd genes seen in the ZPA grafts.   

Echelard et al. isolated a family of three mouse homologs of hedgehog: desert, 

indian and sonic (Echelard et al., 1993).  Characterization of Sonic hedgehog (Shh) 

showed that mouse Shh is also expressed in the notochord, floorplate and ZPA.  They 

generated transgenic mice expressing two copies of chick shh inserted in an expression 
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vector with the wnt1 promoter.  These transgenic mice had defects of the central nervous 

system including failure of cranial neural tube closure.   

Krauss et al. isolated a family of zebrafish homologs of hedgehog.  Yet again, they 

showed that zebrafish Shh is expressed in the notochord, floorplate and posterior fin 

mesoderm. Ectopic expression of Shh by injection of mRNA induced expression of 

Axial, a marker of floor plate.  Overexpression of Drosophila Hh or zebrafish Shh 

driven by a heatshock promoter in Drosophila both resulted in the same expansion of 

wingless expression in each parasegment indicating that the vertebrate molecules were 

functional orthologs of the Drosophila gene.   

Signals from the notochord previously had been shown to induce floorplate and 

direct motor neuron differentiation (Jessell and Dodd, 1990; Placzek et al., 1993; 

Placzek et al., 1990; Placzek et al., 1991; Smith, 1993; Tanabe et al., 1995; van Straaten 

et al., 1988; Yamada et al., 1993).  Roelink et al. first demonstrated that Shh acted as 

the morphogen responsible for these activities with low concentrations of Shh inducing 

motor neurons while high concentrations induce floor plate cells at the expense of motor 

neurons (Roelink et al., 1995).  Threshold levels in between produce different neuronal 

fates in a concentration dependent manner (Ericson et al., 1995; Jacob and Briscoe, 

2003). 

 

Hedgehog Processing and Activity 

The most active signaling form of the Hedgehog protein (HH-N) is formed 

following the autoproteolysis of the precursor protein and covalent addition of 

cholesterol (Bumcrot et al., 1995; Lee et al., 1994; Porter et al., 1996a; Porter et al., 

1995).  The protein is further modified by the addition of a palmitate group to its N-

terminal end (Chamoun et al., 2001; Pepinsky et al., 1998).  The exact function of the 
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modifications in Hedgehog signaling is yet to be determined. Speculation suggests that 

the cholesterol may act to tether Hedgehog to membranes or to concentrate Hedgehog in 

lipid rafts within the membrane (Rietveld et al., 1999). Palmitoylated Hedgehog has 

higher signaling activity than forms without palmitate (Chamoun et al., 2001) (Lee et al., 

2001), however, palmitoylation may not be essential for signaling since a hydrophobic 

amino acid can be substituted at the N-terminal end of the protein to achieve a similar 

increase in Hedgehog activity (Taylor et al., 2001). 

 

Patched 

Nakano et al. (Nakano et al., 1989) and Hooper and Scott (Hooper and Scott, 

1989) cloned Drosophila patched. Hooper and Scott described several important 

findings (Hooper and Scott, 1989).  First, they examined the predicted structure of the 

gene product and deduced that unlike other known segment polarity genes, it was a 

transmembrane protein with seven membrane passes. Second, they examined the mRNA 

localization pattern of ptc and saw that it was expressed in a broad stripe in each 

segment that later becomes divided into two stripes in each segment.  It was known from 

the previous work of the Heidelberg Screen that mutations in ptc lead to a 

transformation of the middle of each segment to resemble the segment border pattern 

(Nusslein-Volhard and Wieschaus, 1980) and so it was surprising that the mRNA 

expression pattern of ptc did not predict the transformation seen in the ptc mutant flies.  

Third, they noted that the expression of ptc is different between the mesoderm and the 

ectoderm.  In the ectoderm, the expression of ptc was excluded from areas where 

engrailed and hedgehog are expressed, although in the mesoderm there was overlap. 

Finally, they found that ptc was expressed in all cells that are responsive to Hh but not 

in Hh-secreting cells which are insensitive to Hh  (Capdevila et al., 1994; Hooper and 
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Scott, 1989; Nakano et al., 1989; Phillips et al., 1990; Tabata and Kornberg, 1994; 

Taylor et al., 1993).  

In 1990, Alicia Hidalgo and Philip Ingham carefully examined the spatial 

relationships between patched, engrailed, cubitus interruptus, wingless and engrailed 

(Hidalgo and Ingham, 1990).  Upon careful examination of timing and spatial 

relationships of expression of these genes, they were able to see that the initial 

refinement of ptc is an exclusion from the engrailed expressing areas and the highest 

expression where wingless is also expressed.  Further analysis of embryos mutant for 

engrailed showed that ptc expression remains ubiquitous in the ectoderm, supporting a 

negative role for Engrailed in regulation of ptc expression.  Mutations in naked (shown to 

lead to expansion of the engrailed domain (Martinez-Arias et al., 1988) also resulted in 

decreased expression of ptc.  They also observed a disappearance of ptc expression later 

in development in wingless, hedgehog and engrailed mutants, indicating that these genes 

participate in maintaining ptc expression.  Finally, they also noted that cubitus 

interruptus mutations and mutations in ptc itself lead to alterations in the expression 

pattern of ptc.  This rise in ptc expression in response to Hh signaling has been 

corroborated by many other studies and has been used as a standard output to assay 

Hh activity (Hooper & Scott 1989, Nakano, Philips, Capdevila, Tabata, Goodrich 1996, 

Marigo 1996, Vortkamp 1996).  

Chen & Struhl used genetics to examine Patched more closely as a receptor for 

Hh (Chen and Struhl, 1996).  They were able to produce clones of patched-mutant cells 

near the anterior-posterior boundary of the developing wing.  These clones revealed that 

Patched was required to limit the range of Hh action (activation of patched and dpp 

expression).  Transgenic patched was able to rescue the spread of Hh action seen in the 

patched mutant clones, thus supporting the idea that Patched is able to bind and 
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sequester Hh.   Loss of patched expression in clones at a distance from the anterior-

posterior boundary phenocopied mirror-image wing duplications seen when Hedgehog 

was ectopically expressed in that area.  Double mutations of patched and smoothened 

eliminated this wing duplication, indicating that Smoothened is required for Hedgehog 

activity. They proposed a model in which Hh binds to Patched or a Patched-

Smoothened complex such that Hh binding alleviates a repression of Patched on 

Smoothened, thereby activating Smoothened to potentiate Hh signaling.  ptc expression 

was found to be a downstream target of Hh signaling, presenting an interesting 

mechanism for a negative feedback loop within the signaling pathway. 

In the same issue of Nature, Marigo et al. and Stone et al. performed binding 

assays to examine whether Hedgehog, Patched and Smoothened physically interact 

(Marigo et al., 1996; Stone et al., 1996).  Marigo et al. used labeled Shh to look for 

binding with chick Ptc expressed by Xenopus oocytes.  They found that Shh bound to the 

Patched-injected oocytes, but not to uninjected or control-injected oocytes.  Unlabeled 

Shh and a Shh antibody competed away and blocked labeled Shh from binding.  Stone 

et al. cloned a rat homologue of Drosophila Smoothened which they used in a series of 

binding assays with Shh.  Competition-binding, cross-linking and co-

immunoprecipitation experiments all failed to find any physical interaction between 

Smoothened and Hedgehog.  On the other hand, Patched and Shh were co-

immunoprecipitated and competition-binding assays showed that Shh and Patched 

bind with high affinity.  Furthermore, Patched and Smoothened were co-

immunoprecipitated and Shh could be immunoprecipitated from cells expressing 

Patched and Smoothened, but not Smoothened alone.  These data supported the 

hypothesis that Hh binds to Ptc and Ptc binds to Smoothened.  In the absence of Hh, 

Ptc inhibits Smoothened activity. 
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Smoothened 

Smoothened is a seven transmembrane pass protein with similarity to the Wnt 

co-receptor, Frizzled and G protein coupled receptors (Alcedo et al., 1996), (van den 

Heuvel and Ingham, 1996).  It is required for transduction of all Hh signaling to date 

(Alcedo et al., 1996; Chen et al., 2001; Chen and Struhl, 1996; van den Heuvel and 

Ingham, 1996). Unlike hedgehog and patched, only one smoothened gene is known to exist 

in vertebrates. 

The exact nature of the Patched/Smoothened relationship in Hh signaling is not 

completely understood.  The stoichiometry (or lack thereof) of the Patched-Smoothened 

relationship is not consistent with a model of direct interaction.  Although biochemical 

studies have shown that Patched and Smoothened can be co-immunoprecipitated, in 

vivo data actually suggests that Patched and Smoothened are not localized in the same 

compartments within the cell (Denef et al., 2000).  Ptc seems to be localized to the cell 

surface and to be contained in internal vesicles while Smo resides in intracellular 

structures when Hh signal is not present (Zhu et al., 2003).  Upon arrival of Hh, Smo 

moves from intracellular compartments to the cell surface in Drosophila melanogaster S2 

cells (Zhu et al., 2003). In addition, Smoothened was shown to accumulate at the 

plasma membrane in cells where Hh has inhibited Patched activity, but it is targeted to 

vesicles for degradation in cells where Patched is functioning (Nakano et al., 2004). 

Movement of Smo to the cell surface coincides with transduction of the Hh signal.  

Perhaps Patched controls Hh signaling through a combination of controlling Smoothened 

localization and/or degradation and admission of small molecule modulators of 

Smoothened conformation into cells (described below in Formulating the Signaling 

Pathway).   
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Phosphorylation of the C-terminal domain of Smoothened is required for its 

activity.  In Drosophila two kinases have been implicated to phosphorylate Smo: PKA 

and CKI (Jia et al., 2004).  In Drosophila phosphorylation leads to accumulation of cell 

surface Smo and an increase in Smo activity. In vertebrates a different kinase, G-protein-

coupled receptor kinase 2 (Grk2), has been shown to be responsible for phosphorylating 

Smo (Chen et al., 2004).  Instead of Smo accumulating at the cell surface though, this 

phosphorylation leads to the internalization of Smo through a -arrestin2 dependent 

process.  Since -arrestin2 plays a positive role in Hh signal transduction, 

internalization of Smo appears to promote Hh signaling in vertebrates (Wilbanks et al., 

2004). 

 

Cubitus Interruptus/Gli 

Cloning and characterization of cubitus interruptus revealed that ci was highly 

similar to the Gli family of transcription factors in vertebrates (Orenic et al., 1990).  

Binding sites for Ci were also found upstream of the Hh target genes, wingless and 

patched (Von Ohlen and Hooper, 1997; Von Ohlen et al., 1997).  Ci is cleaved so that the 

cytoplasmic tethering domain is removed and a shortened 75 kDa repressor protein 

remains containing the zinc finger DNA binding domain (Aza-Blanc et al., 1997).  Hh 

signaling reduces phosphorylation of the full-length 155 kDa Ci protein which is thought 

to decrease proteolytic cleavage of Ci (Chen et al., 1999).  This suggests that Hh 

signaling regulates Ci at the protein level by stabilizing the full-length form.  The full 

length Ci protein contains a transcriptional activation domain (Alexandre et al., 1996) 

and a binding site for CBP (Akimaru et al., 1997) at its C-terminal end.  Exactly how the 

activator and repressor forms of Ci function in regulating transcription of target genes is 

complicated.  Elimination of the repressor form is enough to activate transcription of 
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dpp (Aza-Blanc et al., 1997) while activation of wingless and patched require positive 

regulation by Ci (Methot and Basler, 1999; Muller and Basler, 2000).  The vertebrate Gli 

proteins act both as repressors and activators depending upon the context. Gli2 and 

Gli3 contain both activator and repressor domains (Dai et al., 1999; Sasaki et al., 1999) 

and can be processed similar to Ci (Wang et al., 2000a).  Despite their ability to perform 

both activator and repressor function, in general Gli3 acts predominantly as a repressor 

and Gli2 acts predominantly as an activator (Ding et al., 1998; Hui and Joyner, 1993; 

Matise et al., 1998).  In contrast, Gli1 does not contain a repressor domain and is not 

proteolytically processed and therefore appears to act only as an activator (Dai et al., 

1999; Matise et al., 1998). 

Formulating the Signaling Pathway 

Segment polarity mutants continued to be described and several of these shared 

phenotypes similar to that of hedgehog.  Characterization of smoothened, fused, and 

cubitus interruptus mutants also revealed that like hedgehog mutants, wingless was lost at 

the parasegment boundaries in these mutants (Alcedo et al., 1996; Forbes et al., 1993; 

Ingham, 1993; Motzny and Holmgren, 1995; Preat et al., 1993; van den Heuvel and 

Ingham, 1996; van den Heuvel et al., 1993).  However, in the patched segment polarity 

mutants, an increase in wingless expression was observed (Bejsovec and Wieschaus, 

1993; Ingham et al., 1991; Martinez-Arias et al., 1988).  Genetic analysis of double 

mutants of patched with the other segment polarity genes suggested that Ptc is epistatic 

to Smoothened, Fused, and Cubitus interruptus (Forbes et al., 1993; Hooper, 1994).  

Furthermore, transcription of wingless appears to be independent of Hedgehog signaling 

in patched mutants (Ingham and Hidalgo, 1993).  Taken together, these results suggest 

that Patched antagonizes Smoothened, Fused, and Cubitus interruptus while Hedgehog 
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antagonizes Patched.  Since Hedgehog was shown to have nonautonomous effects 

(Mohler, 1988) and the structure of Patched suggested it was a transmembrane protein, 

Ingham et al. suggested that Hedgehog acts as a ligand for the Patched receptor (Ingham 

et al., 1991).  High affinity binding of Patched with Sonic hedgehog was demonstrated in 

vitro by Marigo et al. and Stone et al. (Marigo et al., 1996; Stone et al., 1996).  

Furthermore, Hedgehog was shown to diffuse across patched mutant clones, but it is then 

sequestered at the edge of the mutant clone when it reaches wild-type Ptc expressing 

cells, as if Ptc binds Hedgehog and sequesters it (Chen and Struhl, 1996).  Cloning and 

characterization of smoothened also showed that it was a transmembrane protein similar 

to G-protein coupled receptors (Alcedo et al., 1996; van den Heuvel and Ingham, 1996).  

Based upon genetic studies it is clear that Hedgehog and Smoothened interact in the 

same signaling pathway, however no binding assays have been able to show a direct 

interaction between Hedgehog and Smoothened (Stone et al., 1996).  Smoothened and 

Patched may interact directly since they can be co-immunoprecipitated (Stone et al., 

1996).  Furthermore, deletion of the extracellular domain of Patched results in the loss of 

Hedgehog signal transduction (Briscoe et al., 2001; Mullor and Guerrero, 2000).  This 

leads to the model that Patched interacts with Smoothened to inhibit Smoothened’s 

activity while Hedgehog then can bind to Patched and thereby release the inhibition of 

Patched on Smoothened.  In some instances Hedgehog has been shown to be able to 

signal in the absence of Patched, suggesting that there may be alternate 

receptors/pathways for Hedgehog signaling (Bejsovec and Wieschaus, 1993; Ramirez-

Weber et al., 2000; Testaz et al., 2001). 
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Other Modulators of the Signaling Pathway 

Cyclopamine is one of several steroidal alkaloids derived from the plant 

Veratrum.  In 1962 Binns et al. described severe malformations resulting in cyclopia in a 

flock of lambs whose mothers had eaten Veratrum (Binns et al., 1962).  In 1965 the 

connection between Veratrum derivatives and head defects was confirmed (Binns et al., 

1965).  Between 1967 and 1968 Binns, Keeler, and Shupe published several more papers 

describing the teratogenic effects of ingestion of the Veratrum plant by the mother on the 

developing offspring (Binns et al., 1968; Keeler and Binns, 1968; Keeler et al., 1967; 

Keeler and Binns, 1967; Shupe et al., 1968).  Following these initial descriptions, several 

more papers showed the same deformities in lambs, calves and goats (Binns et al., 

1972), chick embryos (Bryden et al., 1973), rabbits (Keeler, 1971), and rats, mice and 

hamsters (Keeler, 1975).  Typical effects of cyclopamine include varying severity of 

holoprosencephaly (loss of midline ranging from cleft palate to cyclopia) and limb 

deformities.  Once the connection was made between the deformities induced by 

cyclopamine and the phenotypes of shh null mice (Chiang et al., 1996), studies began to 

elucidate how cyclopamine affects the Hh signaling pathway.  The first thought was that 

cyclopamine might act by altering the sterol modifications to Shh since perturbations in 

cholesterol homeostasis can cause holoprosencephaly (described in (Cooper et al., 

1998).  Careful examination of the forms of Shh present upon treatment with 

cyclopamine and tomatidine (structurally similar to cyclopamine, but is thought not to 

have teratogenic effects in vertebrates) revealed that cyclopamine had no effect on Shh 

processing.  The second train of thought was that cyclopamine may exert its role through 

Patched since Patched contains a sterol-sensing domain.  This again was shown not to 

be the case because cyclopamine could antagonize Hh signaling in a Patched 

independent manner since cyclopamine inhibited Shh activation in embryonic fibroblasts 
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from patched null mice (Taipale et al., 2000).  Cyclopamine was able to inhibit Hh 

signaling in mammalian cells overexpressing ShhNp and Smo, but not Gli2, and 

cyclopamine was less effective at blocking Hh activation by oncogenic forms of Smo.  

Taken together these data suggest that cyclopamine exerts its effect on a pathway 

component that is between Patched and Gli and is able to suppress induction of Hh 

signaling by Smoothened (Taipale et al., 2000). In 2002, Chen et al. found that 

cyclopamine binds to the heptahelical bundle of Smo (Chen et al., 2002a; Chen et al., 

2002b) and may influence Smo activity by changing its conformation (Chen et al., 

2002b).  Using two different forms of fluorescently conjugated cyclopamine, Chen et al. 

showed that cyclopamine bound to transfected Smo, but did not bind an activated form 

of Smo (smoA1) or Drosophila Smo. Taipale et al. had also seen that cyclopamine had 

no effect in blocking Hh activation in Drosophila melanogaster S2 cells, suggesting that 

there are differences between vertebrate and Drosophila Smoothened (Taipale et al., 

2000).  

Truncations of Smo that removed either the N terminal extracellular or C-

terminal intracellular domains of the protein were still able to bind cyclopamine, 

indicating that cyclopamine binds to the transmembrane heptahelical domain.  The Smo 

activating mutations that have lower binding of cyclopamine are the result of altered 

amino acids within the 6th and 7th transmembrane passes of the protein.  These 

mutations are thought cause the protein to take on an activated conformation.  Smo 

similarity to G protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) has led to the idea that Smo activity 

may be regulated by small molecules binding and altering the relative orientation of the 

6th and 7th transmembrane passes.  These proposed conformational changes are similar 

those that activate Smoothened in some types of cancer (Chen et al., 2002a; Taipale et 

al., 2000). Several other small molecules were also found to modulate Hedgehog activity 
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through Smoothened (Chen et al., 2002b).  The Smoothened-binding Hh agonist (SAG) 

was shown to bind to the heptahelical domain of smoothened as cyclopamine does and 

could reverse the inhibitory effects of cyclopamine on Hh signaling.  Four other 

Smoothened binding Hh antagonists were also identified (SANT-1 through SANT-4) 

with varying affinities for Smoothened.  All were able to reverse the effects of SAG and 

the activated form of Smoothened on Hh signaling, although SANT-1 was the most 

potent effector.  Because Ptc resembles a bacterial permease, it has been proposed that 

normal regulation of Hh signaling may involve small molecule modulation since Ptc may 

serve to transport small molecules that bind to Smo to suppress activity (Taipale et al., 

2002).  

These small molecule modulators of Hh signaling may be potential candidates for 

treatment of various forms of cancer resulting from inappropriate activation of the Hh 

pathway.  Cyclopamine has been shown to inhibit growth of medullablastomas in mice 

(Berman et al., 2002) and in small cell lung cancer (Watkins et al., 2003).  

 

Cilia and Intraflagellar Transport Proteins in Hedgehog Signaling 

A major difference between Hh signaling in Drosophila and in vertebrates is the 

use of intraflagellar transport in vertebrates. IFTs are required to assemble and maintain 

cilia (Rosenbaum and Witman, 2002). They are also required for Gli processing and 

activity (Huangfu and Anderson, 2005).  In addition, Smo becomes localized to the cilia 

in higher concentrations than in other parts of the cell in response to Hh signaling (Corbit 

et al., 2005).  Therefore, IFTs seem to play a critical role in Hh signaling in vertebrates, 

although they appear to be dispensable in Drosophila as fly IFT mutants do not display 

defects typical of disruption of Hh signaling (Avidor-Reiss et al., 2004) (Han et al., 

2003; Ray et al., 1999).  
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Hedgehog Signaling in Cancer 

Dysregulation of the Hh signaling pathway has been implicated in the etiology of 

a range of tumors from skin (basal cell carcinoma, BCC), skin-derived tissues such as the 

mammary gland and muscle (rhabdomyosarcoma), and the nervous system 

(medullablastoma).  The link between inappropriate Hh signaling and cancer was first 

shown by identifying inactivating mutations in the patched gene (a negative regulator of 

the Hh signaling pathway) in connection with BCC, the most prevalent form of cancer 

(Fan et al., 1997; Gailani et al., 1996; Johnson et al., 1996; Taipale et al., 2000).  

Inactivating ptc mutations also lead to mammary gland ductal hyperplasias in mice 

(Lewis et al., 1999) and medulloblastoma in mice (Zurawel et al., 2000).  Ptc missense 

mutations have also been identified in some human breast carcinomas (Xie et al., 1997).   

Activating mutations in smo also result in BCC (Xie et al., 1998) (Lam et al., 

1999).  Increased levels of Gli, a transcription factor whose active form is increased by 

Hh signaling, have been detected in many tumors.  Hh and Gli1 (an active form of Gli) 

transgenic overexpression in mice also induces BCC (Nilsson et al., 2000; Oro et al., 

1997).  Gli misexpression also induces hyperproliferation of the central nervous system 

(Dahmane et al., 2001; Sampath et al., 1998) and Shh overexpression through retroviral 

infection induces medullablastoma in developing mice (Weiner et al., 2002). It has also 

been shown that small-cell lung cancers (SCLC) require activation of Hh to maintain 

malignant growth and that treatment with cyclopamine, a drug that blocks Hh signaling, 

can inhibit tumor growth (Watkins et al., 2003).  Thus, altered forms or misexpression of 

many Hh pathway members are involved in tumor development. 
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Defining a Functional Role for Hedgehog Signaling in the Sea Urchin 

Although a hedgehog homolog had previously been cloned, no functional role for 

Hh signaling had been defined in sea urchin.  In order to begin addressing a functional 

role for Hh signaling in sea urchin development, homologs for the main pathway 

components were cloned.  Analysis of the expression patterns for hh, ptc and smo 

revealed that hh is expressed in the endoderm while the receptors, ptc and smo are 

expressed in the neighboring mesoderm.  This pattern of expression suggested a role for 

Hh signaling in the development of the mesoderm. 

The following tools were also developed to perturb Hh signaling: full-length hh 

mRNA for overexpression, an activated form of smoothened mRNA for ectopic 

expression, and MASOs to knock down Ptc all result in increased Hh signaling, while 

MASOs for hh and smo and pharmacological inhibitor, cyclopamine, were used to 

decrease Hh signaling.  In all cases, mesoderm patterning was affected. All affected 

skeletal patterning, SMC subtype allocations, and SMC patterning.  Detailed analysis 

was performed with the perturbations that increased Hh signaling as they allowed more 

precise analysis of the affects of Hh signaling on mesoderm development.  Specifically, 

increased Hh signaling resulted in skeletal defects, an increase of pigment and 

blastocoelar cells, randomization of the left-right decision process in coelomic pouch 

cells, and disorganization of the muscle.  The data presented in Chapter 3 has been 

submitted for review as a manuscript for publication in Developmental Biology. 
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Introduction 

The transducing machinery in both the Notch and the Hh signaling systems is 

relatively simple compared to the number of modifying components in other signal 

transduction pathways.  Nevertheless the pathways are tightly controlled and modifiers 

play a clear role as reported in many animal systems.  Based on published data, 

numerous duplications occur in vertebrates, and other duplications or losses are 

reported in various organisms.  All of these changes tend to obscure ancestral function in 

development.  Using a comparative approach, animals such as the sea urchin that 

occupy a basal position in the deuterostome clade, provide a means of gaining 

perspective on how these pathways operate in development. The sequencing of the sea 

urchin genome gives an opportunity to explore these signal transduction pathways in 

detail.  The goal of this project, therefore, was to annotate all members of both signal 

transduction pathways and then to begin to explore where and how some of the main 

components of these pathways operate in the sea urchin embryo.   

Figure 2.1 depicts the main components of both the Hh and the Notch signaling 

pathways as a combination of molecules known from studies largely in Drosophila and 

vertebrates.  Although differences exist between vertebrates and Drosophila (reviewed 

in (Huangfu and Anderson, 2006), a generalized Hh pathway can be described as 

follows.   Hh is a secreted protein that is enzymatically modified to make it active 

(Bumcrot et al., 1995; Chamoun et al., 2001; Lee et al., 1994; Pepinsky et al., 1998; 

Porter et al., 1995; Porter et al., 1996b) and it binds to its cognate receptor Ptc (Chen 

and Struhl, 1996; Marigo et al., 1996; Stone et al., 1996).  In the absence of Hh, the 

receptor Patched (Ptc) operates as an inhibitor by blocking the ability of Smoothened 
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(Smo) to activate the pathway. In this case the downstream transcription factor Cubitus 

interruptus (Ci, or Gli in vertebrates, note that there are 3 forms of Gli in vertebrates: 

Gli1, Gli2, and Gli3) becomes phosphorylated by PKA, GSK3  and CK1, and is 

subsequently targeted for processing by the protease, Slimb (Chen et al., 1998; Jia et al., 

2002; Jiang and Struhl, 1998; Price and Kalderon, 2002; Theodosiou et al., 1998).  Slimb 

cleaves the full-length 155 kDa Ci to a shortened 75 kDa form and this shortened form 

translocates to the nucleus where it acts as a repressor (Akimaru et al., 1997; Aza-Blanc 

et al., 1997; Chen et al., 1999). Gli3 (and Gli2 in some contexts) is also similarly cleaved 

in vertebrates and it is thought that the ratio of full-length activator forms to shortened 

repressor forms determines the transcriptional regulatory action (von Mering and Basler, 

1999).  Costal-2 (Cos2) is a kinesin-like protein which is part of a complex of proteins 

that act to sequester Ci/Gli in the cytoplasm and promote the cleavage of the full-length 

Ci in Drosophila, however the currently identified vertebrate orthologs of Cos2 appears 

unable to affect subcellular localization of Glis or promote their cleavage (Chen et al., 

1999; Lefers et al., 2001; Methot and Basler, 1999; Methot and Basler, 2000; Varjosalo 

et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2000b).  Suppressor of Fused (Su(Fu)) and Fused are also part 

of this protein complex (Preat, 1992).  Su(Fu) is a weak antagonist of Hh signaling in 

Drosophila, but can act as a potent inhibitor of Hh signaling in vertebrate cells 

(Varjosalo et al., 2006) while Fused is a kinase thought to inactivate Su(Fu) possibly by 

direct phosphorylation (Lum et al., 2003; Methot and Basler, 2000).  

When Hh is present, it binds to Ptc, alleviating the inhibition of Smo.   Smo is 

then able to antagonize Cos2 activity and Slimb protease activity is prevented.  As a 

result the full-length form of Ci is retained and this molecule proceeds to the nucleus 

where it activates transcription, often of the same genes that previously were repressed 

by the smaller Ci protein (Methot and Basler, 2000). 
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In addition to the major components described above, the Hh pathway includes 

other modifiers: Dispatched (Disp), Exostosins (Exts), Rab23, Hedgehog-interacting 

protein (Hip), Intraflagellar transport proteins (IFTs), Tectonic (Tect), SIL, Talpid3 and 

FKBP8.  Disp is required for Hh secretion from Hh releasing cells (Burke et al., 1999).  

The Drosophila tout-velu (ttv) genes, which are homologs of the vertebrate ext genes, are 

critical to the movement of the Hh signal between cells, and are required in the receiving 

cells (Bellaiche et al., 1998; The et al., 1999).  Rab23 is a negative regulator of vertebrate 

Hh signaling and is a member of the small GTP-activated proteins, which are associated 

with membrane trafficking (Eggenschwiler et al., 2001).  Its function appears to be in 

localizing some factor in Hh signaling that acts between Ptc and Smo and the 

downstream transcription factor, Gli (Eggenschwiler et al., 2006).  Hip, a Hh binding 

protein previously thought to be vertebrate specific, is upregulated by Hh signaling and 

has a negative effect on that signal, thereby providing a feedback mechanism (Chuang 

and McMahon, 1999).  IFTs are required for assembling cilia and flagella (Rosenbaum 

and Witman, 2002) and are necessary for Gli activity in response to Hh signaling in 

vertebrates at a step between Smo and Gli (Huangfu and Anderson, 2005; Huangfu et 

al., 2003; Liu et al., 2005).  This requirement for IFTs in Hh signaling appears not to be 

conserved in Drosophila since IFT knock out flies do not have the phenotypic patterning 

defects of Hh pathway mutations (Avidor-Reiss et al., 2004; Han et al., 2003; Ray et al., 

1999). Tect, SIL, Talpid3, and FKBP8 are some relatively new additions to the 

vertebrate pathway.  Tect appears to function in the Hh pathway somewhere 

downstream of Smo and Rab23. (Reiter and Skarnes, 2006).  It is a transmembrane 

protein and is required for full activation of Hh signaling and specification of the ventral 

most cell types in the neural tube and may also play a separate role in repressing Hh 

activity.  SIL is a cytosolic protein required in mouse for left-right axis development and 
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Shh signaling (Izraeli et al., 2001; Izraeli et al., 1999). Talpid3 is another cytoplasmic 

protein required for the function of Gli repressor and Gli activator in chickens (Davey et 

al., 2006).  Finally, FKBP8 is a member of the FK506-binding protein family and is an 

antagonist of Shh signaling in the development of the central nervous system (Bulgakov 

et al., 2004).   

In contrast to the Hh pathway, activation of The Notch pathway (Figure 2.1) 

involves direct cell contact. Ligands of the Notch pathway are transmembrane proteins 

of the DSL family known as Delta and Serrate (Fehon et al., 1990; Rebay et al., 1991) 

while the receptor Notch is also a transmembrane protein. Prior to contact between the 

ligand and receptor, several modifiers are involved. In the cells displaying Delta or 

Serrate, the neuralized and the mind bomb genes encode ubiquitin-3 ligases that are 

thought to interact with the ligands and stimulate their endocytosis and signaling 

activity (Deblandre et al., 2001; Fleming et al., 1997; Lai et al., 2001; Panin et al., 1997; 

Pavlopoulos et al., 2001; Pitsouli and Delidakis, 2005).  On the other hand in the cells 

expressing Notch, the Notch receptor has to be processed before its arrival at the 

membrane. The Notch protein is made as a long precursor molecule with 36 EGF repeats 

on the external chain (35 in the sea urchin, Sherwood and McClay, 1997), a single pass 

transmembrane region and a long cytoplasmic domain containing ankyrin repeats, 

(Artavanis-Tsakonas et al., 1999). Prior to its arrival at the cell surface Notch is cleaved 

on the future extracellular surface by the furin protease and the two fragments are linked 

by disulfide bonds (Logeat et al., 1998).  Some Notch-bearing cells express a Fringe 

protein (Peterson and McClay, 2005), a glycosyl transferase, that modifies the Notch 

receptors making them receptive to the Delta signal.  Absence of Fringe-catalyzed 

glycosylation makes the Notch-bearing cell selectively receptive to the other signal, the 

Serrate signal (Fleming, et. al., 1997).  After the binding of either Delta or Serrate, Notch 
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receptors undergo two further specific cleavages required for the activation and 

transduction of the signal.  The second cleavage (after the first furin-dependent 

cleavage) follows ligand binding and is mediated by an ADAM metalloprotease while 

the third is based on -secretase activity and releases the Notch Intracellular Domain 

(NICD) (Annaert and De Strooper, 1999; Brou et al., 2000; Lieber et al., 2002; Mumm et 

al., 2000; Sotillos et al., 1997; Weinmaster, 2000).  When the NICD goes to the nucleus it 

binds to a transcription factor of the CSL family, such as Suppressor of Hairless 

(Su(H)), where it converts the CSL factor’s regulation from repression to activation 

(Kopan, 2002).  Targets of Notch signaling are quite varied throughout the animal 

kingdom, but a common target is hairy (Davidson, et al., 2002; Ransick, 2006).  

Additional modifiers of Notch pathway are found in the Notch-bearing cell as 

shown in Figure 2.1.  Nicastrin is a membrane protein that is part of the Presenilin 

complex in vertebrates.  Functionally, it enables the -secretase cut of Notch and 

therefore enables activation of the transcription of Notch target genes.  Numb is a 

cytosolic protein that is localized close to the membrane of the Notch containing cell and 

that acts in many animal systems as an antagonizer of Notch signaling possibly through 

a role in the endocytosis of a positive modifier of the signaling pathway (Cayouette and 

Raff, 2002).  Deltex is another cytosolic protein that regulates Notch signaling in some 

contexts.  It is an E3 ubiquitin ligase that binds to the ankyrin repeats of Notch and 

promotes Notch endocytic trafficking to the late endosome and possibly activates 

Su(H), although it appears not to be essential during development in Drosophila 

(Diederich et al., 1994; Fuwa et al., 2006; Matsuno et al., 1995).  
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Figure 2.1: Diagram of the major components and modifiers of the Hh and Notch 

signaling pathways that were identified in the annotation of the S.purpuratus 

genome. These components and modifiers are also listed in Table 2.1 and 2.2 along with 

their other names, Glean3 model/SPU_ numbers, best human genome blast hit and 

relative level of embryonic expression detected by the tiling array experiment.  See the 

text for a brief functional description of these pathways. 
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of the Hedgehog and Notch signaling 
pathways 
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Homologs for all of the genes in the Hh and Notch signaling pathways listed in 

Tables 2.1 and 2.2 have been identified within the sea urchin genome.  Functional roles 

for all of the Hh pathway components as well as for many of the Notch pathway 

components have not yet been determined in detail in the sea urchin embryo but an early 

picture has emerged. Oligonucleotide tiling microarrays covering the genome were 

explored in silico and temporal and spatial patterns of expression for some of the main 

components of these pathways were examined to determine when and where the 

pathways operate.  Here, we begin to address Hh signaling function and add to a 

growing knowledge about Notch signaling function in the sea urchin during development. 
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Table 2.1: Chart of all annotated genes in the Hh signaling pathway with Glean3 

model/SPU_ number, best human blast hit from GenBank, and High-density 

oligonucleotide microarray relative expression level.         High expression above 20,          

medium expression between 5-20,         no expression detected. 
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Table 2.1: Hedgehog pathway signaling components and modifiers 
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Table 2.1 continued: Chart of all annotated genes in the Hh signaling pathway with 

Glean3 model/SPU_ number, best human blast hit from GenBank, and High-density 

oligonucleotide microarray relative expression level.         High expression above 20,          

medium expression between 5-20,         no expression detected. 
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Table 2.1: Hedgehog pathway components and modifiers continued 
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Table 2.2: Chart of all annotated genes in the Notch signaling pathway with Glean3 

model/SPU_ number, best human blast hit from GenBank, and High-density 

oligonucleotide microarray relative expression level.         High expression above 20,          

medium expression between 5-20,         no expression detected. 
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Table 2.2: Notch signaling pathway components and modifiers 
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Table 2.2 continued: Chart of all annotated genes in the Notch signaling pathway with 

Glean3 model/SPU_ number, best human blast hit from GenBank, and High-density 

oligonucleotide microarray relative expression level.         High expression above 20,          

medium expression between 5-20,         no expression detected. 
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Table 2.2: Notch signaling pathway components and modifiers continued 
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Methods 

Identification and naming of Sea urchin homologs 

S. purpuratus homologs were identified by blasting (tblastn)(Altschul et al., 1997) 

protein sequences from other species against the S.purpuratus Glean3 predicted model 

database released July 18, 2005 

(http://www.hgsc.bcm.tmc.edu/blast/blast.cgi?organism=Spurpuratus).  Matches 

were confirmed by blasting (blastp) the predicted protein sequence of the Glean3 model 

against the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) GenBank protein 

database.  Glean3 models were named according to the best blast matches identified 

from GenBank and confirmed by bootstrap and neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree 

analysis against human, Ciona intestinalis, Drosophila melanogaster, and Nematostella 

vectensis.  Sequences for human and Drosophila were obtained from GenBank and 

Ensembl.  Ciona sequences were obtained from GenBank and the Ciona database 

ANISEED or Ascidian Network for In Situ Expression and Embryological Data 

(http://crfb.univ-mrs.fr/aniseed/index.php).  Nematostella sequences were identified 

by domain searches and blast searches in the Nematostella vectensis genomics database 

StellaBase (http://www.stellabase.org/).  Neighbor-joining and bootstrap phylogenetic 

tree analyses were performed in PAUP from nexus files prepared with Clustal-X.  1000 

repetitions were used for the bootstrap analyses. 

 

High-density Oligonucleotide Tiling Microarrays  

High-density oligonucleotide tiling microarrays were performed as described in 

Samanta et al., 2006.  Briefly, 50 oligonucleotide lengths at a time were arrayed on glass 

slides and hybridized with labeled RNA pooled from equal quantities of egg, early 
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blastula, gastrula and prism RNA.  Where labeled RNA hybridized with the arrayed 

oligonucleotides, levels of hybridization were optically detected.  Hybridization levels 

for each of the oligonucleotides were then coordinately matched with their corresponding 

location on the genomic scaffolds of sequence so that the levels of hybridization could be 

viewed as they appear along the sequence scaffold.  This information is available for 

review using Genboree (http://www.genboree.org/java-bin/login.jsp).  Each Glean 

model listed in the tables was examined in Genboree.  The resulting transcript levels for 

each area were considered against the exon predictions for each Glean model and 

relative levels of transcript were assigned as described in the figure legends. 

 

Cloning of sea urchin genes 

Primers were designed within highly conserved regions of the predicted 

S.purpuratus Glean3 models to amplify partial sequences of those genes by PCR.  

Primers were also used in some cases with L. variegatus cDNA at lower annealing 

temperatures.  PCR products were ligated into pGEMT Easy vector and electroporated 

into XL-1 blue competent cells. Plasmids were extracted using Qiagen miniprep and 

maxiprep kits.  Clones were sequenced to confirm their identity and orientation within 

the vector. 

 

Quantitative PCR  

RNA was extracted from embryos at various stages of development using Trizol 

reagent followed by ethanol washes and resuspension in nuclease free water.  2 mg of 

total RNA were treated with DNaseI and used as a template for reverse transcription 

with the TaqMan cDNA synthesis kit (Roche Cat #N808-0234).  0.5 ml of cDNA was 

then used in a quantitative PCR reaction using the Roche LightCycler Fast Start DNA 
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Master SYBR Green I kit (Roche Cat#12 239 264 001).  Primers were designed using the 

Probe Design program for the Roche Light Cycler.  Primer sets were as follows: Sp/Lvhh, 

F: GACACATTTGGTGCCAGTGG, R: GTCTTTGCATCGCTGTGTC; LvPtc, F: 

GATCCTTCAGACCGGC, R: TGACTTACTTGTGACATCG; LvSmo, F: 

GCTCAGTGGGAGAAGG, R: TCCGCTTCCATATAGCC; LvGli, F: 

TCTGTCGATGGCGTGA, R: GGTACATCCGGCGTGA; LvNotch, F: 

TCCCGGCTTAGTCCCGT, R: AGGTTGTACCGCGCTG; LvDelta, F: 

TTCGGCGGACCCAACTG, R: CCCGGATGTTAGGCCGT 

Primer sets were validated using plasmid cloned templates for each gene for a 

positive control or water as a negative control.   Threshold crossing cycle determined by 

the Light Cycler program was averaged for at least two runs per set of developmentally 

staged cDNAs.  Within each data set, the threshold crossing cycle was also determined 

for ubiquitin.  The number of transcripts per embryo was calculated assuming 87,000 

transcripts for ubiquitin per embryo at each stage of development and a QPCR 

amplification rate of 1.9-fold per cycle (Nemer et al., 1991; Ransick et al., 2002).  

Transcripts per embryo at each stage of development were plotted using a logarithmic 

scale to allow the timecourses to be evaluated on the same scale when there was a 

variety of maximum and minimum transcript levels.  Dashed lines at 150 and 350 

transcripts were included to indicate the minimum and maximum range of significance 

for biological activity of a gene transcript. 

 

RNA in situ hybridization 

Embryos were fixed in 4% PFA/ASW with 10 mM EPPS for 1 hour at room 

temperature. Then they were washed with ASW and stored in methanol at -20°C.  

Stored embryos were rehydrated and prehybridized with 50% formamide, 25% 20X SSC 
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pH 5.0, 0.001% of 50 mg/ml of heparin, 0.001% of 50 mg.ml of yeast tRNA, and 

0.002% of 50% tween 20.  Digoxigenin labeled probes were hybridized overnight at 65°C 

at 1 ng/ml and washed through a series of hybridization solution, and SSCT from 2X to 

0.1X at 65°C.  Embryos were then blocked in 0.5% BSA and 2% heat-inactivated goat 

serum in 1XTBST for 1 hour and then incubated in anti-digoxigenin antibody at 1:2000 

in blocking solution for 2 hours.  Embryos were then washed several times in 1X TBST.  

Color reactions were performed with NBT/BCIP for 2 hours at room temperature or 

overnight at 4°C.  Images were taken at 200X magnification using a Zeiss Axioplan2 

microscope with a Zeiss AxioCam HRc camera and AxioVision Rel.4.4 software.  

Processing of the images was performed in Adobe Photoshop to orient and crop the 

images.   
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Results & Discussion 

The sea urchin Hh pathway 

To date the composition of the Hh pathway has mainly been studied in two 

evolutionary groups, vertebrates representing deuterostome lineages and arthropods for 

the protostome lineages. The evolutionary position of the sea urchin as a basal 

deuterostome provides an opportunity to examine basal deuterostome components, thus 

is an organism that could answer some questions about the evolution of this pathway. 

The vertebrate and Drosophila Hh pathways contain 30 and 18 genes respectively 

(excluding newly identified modifiers of the pathway). The sea urchin genome was 

examined to find orthologs for each pathway component and to augment the study we 

also included in our survey Hh pathway orthologs in the urochordate genome of Ciona 

intestinalis and Nematostella, a Cnidarian, to include an animal basal to bilaterians.  We 

identified 25 genes (30 including the newly identified modifiers of the pathway) 

belonging to the Hh pathway in the sea urchin genome (Table 2.1).  All of the Hh 

pathway genes in Drosophila and most of the vertebrate genes are present in S. 

purpuratus, although in some cases fewer paralogs of the genes were found, probably due 

to the later genome duplication in the vertebrate line.  Below we describe some of the 

more intriguing results from the annotation as well as the expression patterns of some of 

the main components in the Hh pathway.   

In vertebrates three distinct hh ligands are present, Ciona has two, and 

Drosophila and sea urchins each have only one.  Despite the numbers of paralogs, S. 

purpuratus Hh, Nematostella Hh and Drosophila Hh were equally similar to the human 

Hhs.  Surprisingly, all were more similar to the human Hhs than Ciona Hhs (Figure 2.3A) 

suggesting that the Ciona hh gene diverged from the ancestral, and more conserved gene.  
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Vertebrates also have more ptc paralogs (two ptc genes) than Ciona, Drosophila, 

or S. purpuratus, each of which have only one ptc gene. S. purpuratus Ptc is similar to 

other deuterostome Ptc proteins as its predicted protein clades with bootstrap values of 

92 to Ciona Ptc and to human Ptc 1 and Ptc 2.  Drosophila Ptc demonstrates an earlier 

divergence (Figure 2.3 B).  One disp and two dispatched-like genes were also identified as 

homologs to human and Ciona disp along with two Nematostella predicted proteins.   

A single smo gene was found in the S. purpuratus genome which agrees with the 

number found in all other organisms sequenced to date.  The sea urchin Smo protein is 

most similar to human Smo and the most different from a predicted Nematostella protein 

and the Drosophila Smo (Figure 2.3 C).  This correlates with an apparent divergence of 

the cytoplasmic domain in Drosophila relative to deuterostome Smos.  The cytoplasmic 

portion of the Smo protein was shown to convey the Hh signal (Hooper, 2003; Jia et al., 

2003; Nakano et al., 2004), yet there is a great difference in the length of these tails 

between Drosophila and vertebrates and differences in the role that phosphorylation of 

this domain may play in Hh signaling as well differences in its interaction with Cos2 

(Huangfu and Anderson, 2006; Jia et al., 2003; Varjosalo et al., 2006). Protein alignment 

of human, Drosophila and Sp Smo reveal that S. purpuratus Smo is 43% similar to 

human Smo and 30% similar to Drosophila Smo while an alignment of the C-terminal 

portions (CTD) of these Smo proteins shows that this portion of S. purpuratus Smo is 

similar in length to the vertebrate CTD and is 31% similar to human and only 18% 

similar to Drosophila Smo.  The similarity of the sea urchin Smo in CTD length to 

vertebrates may suggest that the cytoplasmic function of Smo may be more similar to 

that of vertebrates than Drosophila. 

Sea urchin and Ciona each have a single ortholog of gli that is related to the three 

vertebrate gli transcription factors. Sea urchin GliA is most similar to the Nematostella 
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Gli and is more similar to human Gli2 and Gli3 than it is to human Gli1 by neighbor- 

joining phylogenetic analysis (Figure 2.3 D).  Drosophila Ci and vertebrate Gli2 and Gli3 

are cleaved to produce a shortened repressor form while Gli1 is not cleaved.  

Phosphorylation of Ci/Gli by PKA, CKI and GSK3-  is required for proteolysis to the 

shortened form. There are 3 PKA, 3 CKI, and 2 GSK3-  sites occurring in 3 clusters that 

are conserved between Ci and the Gli proteins (Lefers and Holmgren, 2002).  Alignment 

of S. purpuratus GliA with human and mouse Gli1, 2 and 3 and Drosophila Ci revealed 

conservation of these sites (Figure 2.2), indicating the likelihood that S. purpuratus GliA 

is cleaved similarly to a shortened form. Additionally, there are two sea urchin gli-

similar genes (glisB and glisC) that were predicted as compared to the three in 

vertebrates. S. purpuratus GlisC is most similar to human Glis2 and S. purpuratus GlisB is 

more similar to human Glis3 and Glis1.  The S. purpuratus Glis appear similar in length 

to the shortened form of Ci when aligned with Ci and the Gli proteins, suggesting that 

these genes may represent repressor forms of Gli-similar proteins in the sea urchin.  
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Figure 2.2: Protein alignment of Drosophila Ci, Human Gli1, 2 and 3 and S. 

purpuratus GliA.  PKA, CKI, and GSK3  phosphorylation sites thought to be important 

in Slimb cleavage of these proteins are conserved (modified from Lefers and Holmgren, 

2002). 
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Figure 2.2: Protein alignment of Drosophila Ci, Human Gli1, 2 and 3 and SpGliA 
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Hedgehog-interacting protein (hip), previously thought to be vertebrate specific, 

was also identified in the sea urchin extending its history to all deuterostomes.  

Phylogenetic analysis revealed that sea urchin Hip is an ortholog of a Ciona Hip with a 

bootstrap value of 100.  Sea urchin and Ciona Hip have a weaker but significant 

similarity to the human protein (Figure 2.3 E).  
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Figure 2.3: Phylogenetic neighbor-joining analysis with bootstrap values for Hh 

signaling pathway components. (A) Hh homolog comparison. (B) Ptc, Niemann-Pick 

and Disp homolog comparison. (C) Smo comparison. (D) Gli and Glis comparison. (E) 

Hip/KIAA1822 comparison. Outgroups were: (A) C. elegans Warthog, (B) C. elegans 

Ptc, (C) human and Drosophila Frizzled, (D) human BCL5 and Drosophila kruppel, (E) 

Oryza sativa glucose/sorbosone dehydrogenases-like and Mycobacterium tuberculosis 

gi15842564. S. purpuratus Glean3 model numbers, C. intestinalis ANISEED numbers, N. 

vectensis StellaBase numbers, and H. sapiens Ensembl numbers are indicated in the 

figure. Other GenBank accession numbers (gi) were: DmHh gi37999912, HsShh 

gi51094663, HsIhh 51467741, HsDhh gi19482158, CiHh1 gi74096313, CiHh2 

gi74096315, CeWarthog1 gi2731171; HsNPC2 gi5453678, HsNPC1 gi4557803, 

DmNPC1 gi5921280, HsNPC1like1 gi7019469, HsDisp1 gi295952134, HsDisp2 

gi25121980, DmDisp gi6683905, DmPtc gi8390, CiPtc1 gi70570843, HsPtc gi4506247, 

HsPtc2 52145305, CePtc1 gi17536373; DmFrz gi7981, HsSmo 5032099, DmSmo 

gi2613076, HsFrz1 gi4503825; HsGlis1 gi56749098, HsGlis3 gi34303944, HsGlis2 

gi14211891, CiGli12 gi70569782, HsGli1 gi20152843, HsGli2 gi12644112, HsGli3 

gi13518032, DmCi, gi25453428, DmKruppel gi17647565, HsBCL5 gi2136417; Hs Hip 

gi11528010, Mt gi15842564; Os g/s-dehydrogenases-like gi50510121. Bootstrap values 

less than 50 are not shown. Dashed line indicates weak similarity. 
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Figure 2.3: Phylogenetic analysis for Hh signaling pathway components 
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Several other components of the Hh signaling pathway were also annotated and 

are represented in the schematic of the signaling pathway in Figure 2.1.  In summary, the 

main Hh pathway components are all present in the sea urchin genome. The function of 

some of the vertebrate-specific components of the pathway (Hip, IFTs, SIL, Rab23, 

FKBP8, Tect, and Talpid3), remain to be investigated in detail.  In examining the 30 

genes in the Hh pathway family it is clear that a number of patterns of evolutionary 

dispersion are found indicating that the pathway was not treated as a unit by 

evolutionary selection.   

  

Embryonic expression of Hh genes in sea urchin 

To assess when and where genes present in the Hh pathway function in the 

developing embryo, we first surveyed the high-density oligonucleotide tiling microarray 

hybridizations performed by Samanta et al. for embryonic expression of the genes 

(Samanta et al., 2006; accessed through Genboree at http://www.genboree.org/java-

bin/login.jsp).  These data reveal that all genes in the Hh pathway are expressed 

embryonically (Table 2.1) with the exception of su(fu), disp, tect and hip. For those genes 

not showing embryonic expression on the high-density oligonucleotide tiling microarray 

hybridizations, we searched in silico for transcripts of these genes by Blast searching of 

an embryonic EST database (accessed at 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/seq/BlastGen/BlastGen.cgi?taxid=7668).  

These searches revealed ESTs for su(fu) and disp.  These were respectively: CD306952.1 

and CD291291.1.  EST CD306952.1 is from a 2-3 week larva stage library.  Using the 

sequence of EST CD291291.1 in a tblastn comparison against the GenBank protein 

database reveals that this EST is most similar to su(fu).  EST CD291291.1 is from a 

primary mesenchyme cell library.  When the sequence of EST CD306952.1 is compared 
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to the GenBank protein database by tblastn, it is most similar to ptc.  No ESTs were 

discovered by blast comparison of the predicted proteins for the annotated tect and hip 

genes.  EST data was not available for many of these genes since most of the Hh 

signaling pathway components seem to be expressed at low levels at the early stages of 

development when most of the EST libraries are currently available.  

 

Temporal expression patterns of key Hh pathway components 

Since most pathway components are present in the embryo, we next cloned 

several Hh pathway components in L. variegatus and S. purpuratus to confirm annotation 

predictions and analyze in situ patterns for pathway localization. The predicted Hh 

sequence matched well with the GenBank database sequences for S. purpuratus, L. 

variegatus, and H. pulcherrimus (gi60593030, gi3089555, gi60677667).  The timing of 

expression of several of the key components of the pathway were examined by 

Quantitative PCR.  Lytechinus variegatus (Lv) hh mRNA begins to accumulate during the 

late blastula to mesenchyme blastula stages and accumulates throughout gastrulation 

and into the prism and pluteus stages (Figure 2.4 A).  L. variegatus ptc mRNA is 

expressed in a highly varying pattern with an overall increase in expression from the 

blastula stages through gastrulation (Figure 2.4 B).  L. variegatus smo mRNA is expressed 

in a pattern similar to that of L. variegatus hh.  There is a small peak at 16 cell stage with 

an overall increasing trend from the hatched blastula stage through the gastrula stages 

and a large increase at the late pluteus stage (Figure 2.4 C).  L. variegatus gliA appears to 

have maternal transcripts with zygotic mRNA beginning to be expressed during the 

hatched blastula stage and increases throughout the later blastula stages and 

gastrulation (Figure 2.4 D).  Much of the specification for endoderm and mesoderm 

occurs prior to the gastrula stage of development, and this is followed by a later 
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refinement of specification and patterning of these tissues in the gastrula stage.  The 

pattern of accumulation of Hh pathway members during gastrulation and into the 

pluteus stage suggests that Hh signaling is a relatively late event during the development 

of the endoderm and mesoderm of the sea urchin.  Specification of SMC cell types 

appears to occur in 3 phases during the separation of the endomesodermal compartment 

(A. Ransick personal communication).  During phase 1 and 2 initial specification of 

endoderm and mesoderm occurs and specification of the pigment and blastocoelar cell 

SMC subtypes takes place.  Little is known about the signals involved in the third phase 

when the late specification of muscle and coelomic pouch SMC cell types occurs, except 

that more endomesoderm is committed toward these late SMC subtypes.  
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Figure 2.4: Quantitative PCR for major components of the Hh and Notch signaling 

pathways.  (A) hh mRNA; (B) ptc mRNA; (C) smo mRNA; (D) gliA mRNA; (E) notch 

mRNA; (F) delta mRNA begins to accumulate during the blastula and gastrula stages. 

Stages are: egg, 16-cell, 60-cell, hatched blastula, early mesenchyme blastula, 

mesenchyme blastula, early gastrula, mid-gastrula, late gastrula, prism, pluteus, and late 

pluteus. Data are shown on logarithmic scales as the number of transcripts per embryo 

at a given stage of development. Dashed lines at 150 and 350 transcripts were included 

to indicate the minimum and maximum range of significance for biological activity of a 

gene transcript. 
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Figure 2.4: QPCR for major components of the Hh and Notch signaling pathways 
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RNA localization patterns of key Hh pathway components 

 RNA in situ hybridization shows a localization pattern for L. variegatus hh in the 

endoderm of the embryo during the gastrula stages, which continues through the prism 

and early pluteus stages (Figure 2.5 A-D). At a later stage of pluteus larva, L. variegatus 

hh expression is confined to the esophagus with higher expression at the sphincters than 

elsewhere along the archenteron (Figure 2.5 E).  Our in situ analysis was unable to repeat 

previously published patterns of Hh expression in Strongylocentrotus purpuratus and 

Hemicentrotus pulcherrimus (Hp) (Egana and Ernst, 2004; Hara and Katow, 2005).  

Egana and Ernst (2004) used what were purported to be cross-reactive antibodies to 

localize S. purpuratus Hh in the secondary mesenchyme cells, however the in situ pattern 

of expression occurs in the endoderm.  The RNA localization of Hemicentrotus 

pulcherrimus hh to the small micromeres by Hara and Katow (2005) also was not 

repeated and that pattern fails to correlate either with the expression pattern for S. 

purpuratus hh RNA published in Egana and Ernst, 2004, nor with the QPCR pattern for 

L. variegatus hh RNA shown here in Figure 2.5 A.  The localization of hh to the endoderm 

in L. variegatus, shown here (Figure 2.5 A-E) is in agreement with the QPCR data in 

terms of timing and by a strong RNA in situ hybridization signal that is highly 

repeatable.  Further, one might predict that the hh expression profile is adjacent to the 

tissue expressing ptc and smo, and the data on expression of these genes support that 

prediction, reported here for the first time in the sea urchin.  Further, expression of the 

Hh pathway in the sea urchin matches a well-described comparative function of 

endoderm signaling to mesoderm in both Drosophila and vertebrates (see below, RNA in 

situ analysis shows that L. variegatus ptc is expressed in the secondary mesenchyme cells 

throughout gastrulation and continues to be expressed in SMC-derived tissues in the 2 

day old pluteus (Figure 2.5 F-J).  RNA in situ analysis shows that L. variegatus smo is 
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expressed in the same pattern as L. variegatus ptc with localization in the secondary 

mesenchyme cells throughout gastrulation with continued expression in SMC-derived 

tissues (Figure 2.5 K-O). 

These data on all Hh pathway members suggests that the pathway functions 

most strongly during late embryonic development. A functional role for Hh signaling has 

not yet been described in the sea urchin, however the patterns seen here by RNA in situ 

hybridization for L. variegatus hh, L. variegatus ptc, and L. variegatus smo suggest that the 

Hedgehog signal is produced by the endodermal tissues of the archenteron and function 

in formation of the mesodermal tissues. 
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Figure 2.5: RNA in situ localization pattern for main components of the Hh signaling 

pathway (A–E) hh; (F–J) ptc; (K–O) smo. Stages are: EG, early gastrula; MG, 

midgastrula; LG, late gastrula; PR, prism; EPl, early pluteus; PL, 2-day pluteus. All 

views are lateral. 
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Figure 2.5: RNA localization for main components of the Hh signaling pathway 
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Role of Hh in germ layer specification across the animal kingdom  

Hh signaling is used in a wide variety of contexts during embryonic development 

in other model systems.  One such role for Hh signaling is in the development of the gut 

where pathway components are expressed in a variety of animals during development 

including: chicken (Sukegawa et al., 2000), leech (Kang et al., 2003), Amphioxus 

(Shimeld, 1999), mouse (Bitgood and McMahon, 1995; Echelard et al., 1993), Drosophila 

(Mohler and Vani, 1992), zebrafish (Strahle et al., 1996), and Xenopus (Ekker et al., 

1995).  Hh signaling is essential for patterning the gut in these animals since mutations or 

interference with other components of the Hh signaling pathway result in a variety of gut 

malformations (reviewed in (Lees et al., 2005).  Communication between endoderm and 

the overlying mesoderm are essential to specification and patterning of the gut.  Sonic 

hedgehog is one molecule that is essential to this communication since it has been shown 

to be expressed in the epithelium and signals to Ptc and Gli that are expressed in the 

neighboring mesenchyme cells (Ramalho-Santos et al., 2000).  Based on expression 

patterns of hh and ptc plus smo, a similar function in sea urchins may occur as the 

embryonic coelomic pouches are specified in preparation for metamorphosis.  Functional 

studies based on the molecules described herein will further our understanding of how 

these two pathways are involved first in specification of germ layers, and later in 

modification of those germ layers to generate functional larval structures.   

 

An overview of the Notch signaling pathway 

The Notch pathway in sea urchins 

The Notch pathway in vertebrates, arthropods, and nematodes is well studied, 

with much less information available about the Notch pathway from other phyla.  

Analysis of the Notch signaling system in the sea urchin (as a basal deuterostome) 
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provides important information about the evolution and comparative function of this 

pathway.  Similar to the Hh signaling pathway, the Notch pathway in the sea urchin has 

an intermediate global number of genes as compared to Drosophila and vertebrates (23 

sea urchin genes compared to 36 in humans and 20 in Drosophila, excluding Notch-

ligands besides Delta and Serrate/Jagged).  Orthologs for all major components of the 

Notch pathway were identified with thirty-one members of the identified in the S. 

purpuratus genome (including Notch-like ligands).  A complete list of genes that were 

examined is in Table 2.2. Several other main components were also identified and are 

represented in the schematic of the signaling pathway in Figure 2.1. Below we describe 

the most informative of our results from the annotation as well as the expression 

patterns of notch and delta in the sea urchin. 

 

Notch Pathway components present in the sea urchin genome  

Relative to vertebrates, the sea urchin genome contains fewer paralogs in some 

gene families.  For example humans have 4 notch genes while Drosophila has one notch 

gene and sea urchins have one notch gene plus two notch-like genes. In humans there are 

seven hairy gene homologs (hairy and enhancer of split) while sea urchin appears to have 

two and Drosophila just one.  Most other genes had equal numbers in all three genome 

groups examined with the exception of fringe, su(h) and deltex, each of which  were 

expanded, presumably by duplications, in vertebrates.   

The notch receptor, as well as its ligands delta and serrate/jagged, were identified 

and subjected to phylogenetic analysis for comparison.  The computationally predicted 

gene sequences for notch, delta and serrate matched strongly to previously published 

sequences in L. variegatus and S. purpuratus (GenBank gi2570351, gi18535661, 

gi18535657).  Neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree analysis shows that sea urchin Notch is 
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most closely related to D. melanogaster Notch with a bootstrap confidence level of 68 

(Figure 2.6 A).  Drosophila and sea urchin form a clade with human and Ciona Notch 

with a bootstrap value of 99.  L. variegatus delta was cloned and previously described 

(Sweet et al., 2002).  Phylogenetic analysis showed that sea urchin Deltas (H. 

pulcherrimus, S. purpuratus and L. variegatus) join in a clade with Delta from other 

species and are most closely related to Ciona Delta with a bootstrap value of 70 (Figure 

2.6 B).  Finally, S. purpuratus Nicastrin was analyzed and is most similar to human 

Nicastrin (bootstrap value of 96) suggesting that the nicastrin gene is conserved in 

deuterostomes.  Taken together, these data suggest that the Notch pathway did not 

evolve as a unit, but rather each component changed subject to independent 

evolutionary selection.   
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Figure 2.6: Phylogenetic neighbor-joining analysis with bootstrap values for Notch 

signaling pathway components. (A) Notch homolog comparison. (B) Nicastrin homolog 

comparison. (C) Notch ligand comparison including Delta, Jagged/Serrate, and Notch-

like ligands. Outgroups were: (A) human and Drosophila epidermal growth factor 

receptor, (B) Oryza sativa putative nicastrin, (C) human and Drosophila crumbs. S. 

purpuratus Glean3 model numbers, C. intestinalis ANISEED numbers, N. vectensis 

StellaBase numbers, and H. sapiens Ensembl numbers are indicated in the figure. Other 

GenBank accession numbers (gi) were: HsNotch1 gi27894368, HsNotch2 gi11275978, 

HsNotch3 gi4557799, HsNotch4 gi57209680, DmNotch gi24639454, HsEGFRa 

gi29725609, DmEGFRA gi17136534; DmNicastrin CG7012-PA gi24649805, 

DmNicastrin CG7012-PB gi45553509, Os putative Nicastrin gi50912531; HsCrumbs1 

gi41327708, DmCrumbs gi552087, HsDelta4 gi76827108, HsDelta1 gi9963831, 

DmDelta gi577774, CiDelta gi70569213, DmSerrate gi8564, HsDelta3 gi12652923, 

HsJagged2a gi21704277, HsJagged2b gi21704279, HsJagged1 gi1695274. Bootstrap 

values less than 50 are not shown. 
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Figure 2.6: Phylogenetic analysis for Notch signaling pathway components 
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Much more is known about the function of the Notch pathway in the sea urchin 

as compared to the Hh pathway.  Notch is known to play a key role in the segregation 

of mesoderm from endoderm, the specification of the SMC derived pigment and 

blastocoelar cells, and in setting the boundary between endoderm and ectoderm 

(Sherwood and McClay, 1999; Sherwood and McClay, 2001).  Complementary to the 

Notch experiments, Delta expressed in the micromeres is the ligand that activates the 

Notch receptor triggering pigment and blastocoelar cell specification, while Delta 

expressed by veg2 progeny signals to specifiy blastocoelar cells, coelomic pouches and 

muscle cells (Sweet et al., 2002). Gcm is a target of Notch signaling in the sea urchin and 

is essential for pigment cell specification (Ransick, 2006).  Fringe modification of Notch 

is also required for Notch signaling in the sea urchin to specify SMCs and some 

endodermal genes (Peterson and McClay, 2005).   

 

Expression of Notch genes in the sea urchin embryo  

Data from the high-density oligonucleotide tiling microarray performed by 

Samanta et al. was examined for Notch pathway components (Samanta, 2006).  These 

data reveal that all pathway genes are expressed embryonically with the exception of 

serrate (Table 2.2).  We were unable to amplify serrate from embryonic cDNA. An in silico 

search for sea urchin serrate transcripts by Blast comparison of the Glean3 predicted sea 

urchin Serrate protein against the sea urchin EST database did identify several possible 

serrate ESTs 

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/seq/BlastGen/BlastGen.cgi?taxid=7668).  

However, these same ESTs matched with higher identity to delta than to serrate.  

Additionally, blast comparison of the ESTs against the GenBank protein database 

matched the delta sequence of other species.  Several other Notch-ligands were also 
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identified as possible DSL family members since they have EGF repeats and a DSL 

domain, however they did not form a clade with Delta or Serrate/Jagged in the  

phylogenetic analyses.  Thus, by some criteria, serrate is present, but this gene is not 

expressed by the embryo, and it does not form a clade distinct from Delta-related 

ligands. 

 

Temporal RNA expression patterns of sea urchin delta and notch  

Three sea urchin Notch pathway genes were cloned.  Notch and delta were cloned 

in Lytechinus variegatus and have previously been described (Sherwood and McClay, 

1997); (Sherwood and McClay, 1999); (Sherwood and McClay, 2001); (Sweet et al., 

2002).  The RNA expression patterns of notch and delta were examined by Quantitative 

PCR.  Notch is expressed maternally, decreases during the first cleavages and then 

begins to increase again at the blastula stages (Figure 2.4 F).  This pattern agrees with the 

previously published northern analysis data (Sherwood and McClay, 1997).  Delta 

begins to accumulate during the blastula and gastrula stages (Figure 2.4 G).  This pattern 

agrees with the previously published northern analysis (Sweet et al., 2002) with the 

exception of a continued expression pattern at later stages not seen in the published 

northern analysis. 

 

RNA localization patterns for delta and notch  

The delta RNA in situ expression pattern observed matches the previously 

published pattern (Sweet et al., 2002), in which delta first localizes to micromeres.  Then 

it localizes to a ring of cells at the vegetal pole at the hatched blastula stage and is 

expressed in the vegetal plate cells with the exception of the primary mesenchyme cells 

at the mesenchyme blastula stage (Figure 2.7 B and C).  Expression is confined to the 
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secondary mesenchyme cells at the prism stage (Figure 2.7 D) with the possible 

exception being expression in presumptive neuroblasts at the apical region (Burke et al., 

2006a).  

Zygotic notch mRNA is confined to ring of cells in the presumptive endoderm at 

the mesenchyme blastula stage (Figure 2.7 E and F).  That ring of notch expression is 

predictably outside the ring of delta expression at the same stage (Figure 2.7 C). Earlier 

in development Notch protein was shown with antibodies initially to be expressed on all 

cells of the embryo, and the early maternally expressed Notch on presumptive SMCs is 

activated by Delta from micromeres as a necessary step in SMC specification (Sherwood 

and McClay, 1997. 1999, 2001). Notch continues to be expressed in the endoderm 

throughout gastrulation where it plays an essential role in defining the fate of endoderm, 

just as it earlier had an important role in separation of SMCs and endoderm from early 

endomesoderm (Sherwood and McClay, 1999).  Notch also appears to have a later role 

in determining the border between endoderm and ectoderm (Sherwood and McClay, 

2001). A further role in patterning of the endoderm itself is suggested by the interaction 

of Notch with other molecules within the Endomesodermal Gene Regulatory Network 

(McClay, unpublished data), however further investigation is needed to define this 

endodermal patterning role.  
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Figure 2.7: RNA in situ localization pattern for main components of the Notch 

signaling pathway. (A–D) delta; (E–G) notch. Stages are: HB, hatched blastula; MB, 

mesenchyme blastula; EG, early gastrula; LG, late gastrula; PR, prism. All views are 

lateral except panels C, F and J which are indicated as vegetal views. 
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Figure 2.7: RNA localization for main components of the Notch signaling pathway 
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Role of Notch in germ layer specification across the animal kingdom  

Notch is expressed in the gut of amphioxus (Holland et al., 2001) and developing 

mouse embryos (Schroder and Gossler, 2002) and is essential to gut development.  

Notch has also been shown to play a role in endoderm development in xenopus 

(Contakos et al., 2005), chicken (Matsuda et al., 2005), zebrafish (Kikuchi et al., 2004), 

and Drosophila (Fuss and Hoch, 2002).   Thus, in addition to its well characterized role 

in neural specification, the Notch pathway is involved broadly in the specification of 

other tissues in the embryo.  A later pattern of expression in the sea urchin suggests that 

Delta-Notch could be used for neural specification (Figure 2.7 D), but functional data 

testing this hypothesis is lacking at present. 
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Summary 

Thirty Hh pathway genes and twenty-three Notch pathway genes (excluding 

notch-ligands besides delta and serrate) have been identified from the sea urchin genome. 

Analysis of these genes revealed that for the most part all main components and 

modifiers were present in the sea urchin and that the number of copies of genes was 

consistent with its place in evolutionary history.  In addition, the differences in 

relationships of the proteins produced from these genes relative to humans, Ciona, 

Drosophila and Nematostella suggests that the pathways did not evolve as a unit, but 

rather each component was subjected to its own evolutionary selection.  Finally, 

temporal and spatial RNA expression patterns for these genes suggest their importance 

in gut development is conserved in the sea urchin relative to similar known functions in 

other species. 
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Introduction 

The Hedgehog (Hh) signaling pathway was first elucidated in Drosophila but 

since then Hh pathway components have been reported throughout the animal kingdom 

from Nematostella (Matus et al., 2007), sea urchin (Walton et al., 2006), leech (Kang et 

al., 2003), Amphioxus (Shimeld, 1999), zebrafish (Krauss et al., 1993), Xenopus (Roelink 

et al., 1994), chick (Riddle et al., 1993), mouse (Echelard et al., 1993), and humans 

(Chang et al., 1994).  Strikingly, the only animal model system lacking the pathway to 

date is Caenorhabditis elegans (Aspock et al., 1999; Kuwabara et al., 2000).  The Hh 

signaling pathway is composed of four main components: the Hh ligand, its receptor 

Patched (Ptc) and co-receptor Smoothened (Smo) and the downstream transcription 

factor Cubitous interruptus (Ci or Gli in vertebrates, henceforth referred to as Gli in this 

manuscript).  In a simplified model for Hh signal transduction, in the absence of Hh the 

receptor Patched (Ptc) inhibits the activity of Smoothened thus allowing Gli to be 

cleaved to a shortened repressor form.  When Hh binds to its receptor Ptc, the 

repression of Ptc on Smo is alleviated.  Smoothened activity then leads to the 

stabilization of the long form of Gli, which then activates transcription of target genes 

(reviewed in (Huangfu and Anderson, 2006; Ingham and McMahon, 2001; Lum and 

Beachy, 2004).   

In the sea urchin, through a genome survey we showed that single homologous 

genes are present for each of the main Hedgehog pathway components (Walton et al., 

2006), however no functional role for any of these genes has previously been described.  

Lytechinus variegatus (Lv) hh is expressed in the endoderm while ptc and smo are 

expressed in the neighboring mesoderm, a theme that is similar to expression of these 

components in other phyla (Walton et al., 2006 and this study). These expression 
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profiles obviously suggest a role for paracrine Hh signaling in patterning the mesoderm. 

In the sea urchin, embryonic mesoderm is initially subdivided into the skeletal mesoderm 

and the non-skeletal mesoderm. The founder cells of the skeletal mesoderm are the 

micromeres which arise from an unequal fourth cleavage at the vegetal pole of the 

embryo. Primary Mesenchyme Cells (PMCs), the descendants of the micromeres, are the 

first cells to ingress into the blastocoel.  After ingression, the PMCs migrate inside the 

blastocoel and form two clusters at the base of the archenteron on the oral side.  These 

ventrolateral clusters and are the sites where skeletogenesis initiates.  Patterning 

information for skeletogenesis is delivered from the overlying ectoderm to the PMCs  

(Armstrong et al., 1993; Armstrong and McClay, 1994; Duloquin et al., 2007; Peterson 

and McClay, 2003). Other studies have suggested that a second source of signaling for 

skeletal patterning might come from the endoderm (Benink et al., 1997; Croce et al., 

2006), based on perturbation studies of endodermally-expressed genes.   

Secondary mesenchyme cells (SMCs) are specified later than PMCs, and are 

derived from the subdivision of the bipotential endomesoderm into endoderm and 

mesoderm. The SMCs later subdivide into to four different cell types: pigment cells, 

(Calestani et al., 2003); blastocoelar cells (Hibino et al., 2006b; Rast et al., 2006); 

coelomic pouches, the left one of which eventually forms the rudiment of the adult 

embryo (Davidson et al., 1998; Gustafson and Wolpert, 1963); and muscle cells that 

mainly surround the foregut of the larva and organize peristaltic contractions to force 

food into the midgut where it is digested (Burke and Alvarez, 1988; Wessel et al., 1990) 

(Beach et al., 1999; Venuti et al., 1993; Venuti et al., 1991).  

Delta-Notch signaling is required for specification of SMCs; loss of Notch 

activity impairs development of all SMC derivatives while increasing the signal results in 

an excess number of SMCs (Sherwood and McClay, 1999; Sweet et al., 2002; Sweet et 
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al., 1999). Other genes known to be involved in SMC specification include the 

transcription factor Glial Cells Missing (GCM), which is essential for specification of 

pigment cells and has recently been reported to be a direct down-stream target of Delta-

Notch signaling (Ransick and Davidson, 2006).   ERK signaling is important for 

maintenance and/or enhancement of expression of genes involved in SMC specification 

and is essential for terminal differentiation and structure formation of muscle cells and 

coelomic pouch (Fernandez-Serra et al., 2004).  Nodal signaling has been shown to be 

important in defining the left-right identity between the coelomic pouches. Loss of Nodal 

expression, normally present in the right coelomic pouch, and the ectoderm above, 

results in embryos with an ectopic rudiment forming from the right coelomic pouch.   

Increased expression of Nodal to both coelomic pouches inhibits any rudiment from 

forming (Duboc et al., 2005). Comparatively, within the muscle lineage, MyoD/SUM-1 

(sea urchin myogenic factor 1) has been shown to induce mammalian fibroblast cells to 

form muscle and is expressed in SMC cells co-incident with the timing of muscle cell 

subdivision  (Beach et al., 1999; Venuti et al., 1993; Venuti et al., 1991). Despite the 

knowledge that Notch-Delta signaling, ERK signaling, Nodal signaling, and 

MyoD/SUM-1 all influence mesoderm specification and/or patterning, much remains to 

be learned about how the SMC subtypes are delineated and subsequently patterned.   

Here, we show that in the sea urchin Lytechinus variegatus, Hh in the endoderm 

signals to both of the adjacent mesodermal lineages and influences patterning of the 

structures derived from those tissues. We found that increasing Hh signaling causes 

skeletal defects as well as excess pigment cells, randomization of left/right coelomic 

pouches, and disorganization of the muscles. Thus, Hh signaling in the sea urchin, as in 

other organisms, plays an important role in subdividing and dictating pattern in the 

mesodermal structures.  In addition, the identification of this role for Hh signaling in 
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mesoderm extends the growing knowledge about the networks of molecules that are 

involved in mesoderm development in the sea urchin. 
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Methods and Materials 

Animals 

L. variegatus adults were obtained from Florida (Ken Nedimyer at Sea Life, 

Tavernier, FL), or from the Duke University Marine Laboratory at Beaufort, NC. 

Gametes were harvested and cultured by standard methods. 

 

RNA extraction 

RNA was extracted from whole embryos at various stages of development with 

Trizol reagent (Invitrogen Cat# 15596-026) followed by chloroform extraction, 

precipitation, ethanol washes and resuspension in nuclease free water.  

 

Cloning 

Full length hh, ptc, smo sequencing 

Primers were designed within highly conserved regions of the predicted gene 

based on the Strongylocentrotus purpuratus (Sp) genome sequence.  PCR amplification 

was performed using cDNA prepared from Lytechinus variegatus (Lv) RNA extracted 

from embryos between late gastrula and 3-day pluteus stages and the proofreading 

polymerase, Advantage2 (ClonTech Cat# 639206). PCR products were cloned into 

pGEMT Easy vector (Cat# A1360) and sequenced.  Using the Lv sequence obtained in 

this way, nested primers for Rapid Amplification of cDNA Ends (RACE) were 

designed.  5’ and 3’ RACE cDNA was prepared from RNA extracted from late gastrula 

and 3 day-old embryos using the Ambion First Choice RLM-RACE kit (Cat#1700).  

Products were again cloned into pGEMT Easy vector and sequenced with ABI prism Big 

Dye Termination using M13 forward and M13 reverse primers.  Assembly of the various 
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RACE and PCR products was performed in Sequencher 4.5 and new primers were 

designed to amplify the full-length sequence of the genes by PCR with Advantage 2.  

These products were then cloned into pGEMT Easy vector to use as templates for 

preparation of RNA whole mount in situ hybridization probes.  Full-length sequences for 

Lvhedgehog, Lvpatched and Lvsmoothened can be found at: AF059606, DQ916038, 

DQ915163 respectively. 

 

Full-length hh was cloned as described above and cloned into pCS2 vector using 

primers to add ClaI and XbaI sites during the PCR amplification with Pfu polymerase of 

the full-length sequence (primers were: 5’ccatcgatatggttcatgcggacatgg-3’ and 5’-

gttctagacaacctatacatcaaagcctgggtatag-3’). Following restriction enzyme digest, the PCR 

product was ligated into pCS2 and amplified in XL-1 Blue E. coli electrocompetent cells. 

Purification of the plasmid DNA was performed using the Qiagen miniprep kit and the 

clone’s sequence was confirmed by sequencing.  Larger preparations of plasmid DNA 

then amplified from frozen bacterial stocks and purified by Qiagen midiprep kit. Full-

length hh in pCS2 was then linearized with NotI restriction enzyme and used as a 

template to prepare mRNA for injection using the Ambion Sp6 mMESSAGE 

mMACHINE High Yield Capped RNA Transcription Kit (cat# 1340).  RNA was diluted 

with Rhodamine Dextran in 40% glycerol and injected at a concentration of 0.58 pg/pl. 

 

Mutagenesis for Act Smo 

Full-length LvSmo was cloned as described above and cloned into pCS2 vector 

using primers to add ClaI and XhoI restriction sites during the PCR amplification of the 

full length sequence (primers were: 5’-cccatcgatggtgcaatggatggattactgggttcaaag-3’ and 

5’ggactcgagtcatatgtacattacagcataaaacaaggcctgaaattgaaagttgcc-3’).  Following restriction 
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enzyme digestion, the PCR product was ligated to pCS2 and amplified in XL-1 Blue 

E.coli electrocompetent cells. Purification of the plasmid DNA was performed using the 

Qiagen miniprep kit.  Sequencing of the plasmid confirmed the veracity of the clone’s 

sequence, which was then used as a template for in vitro mutagenesis to prepare the 

Activated Smoothened clone.  Activated smoothened is the result of a single base pair 

mutation of G to T resulting in an amino acid change of W to L consistent with the 

mouse Smo activating mutation of W539L (SmoA1) described in Taipale et al., 2000.  

Mutagenesis was performed by PCR amplification with Pfu using overlapping primers 

bearing the base-pair change to amplify the entire plasmid. The primers used for 

mutagenesis were: 5’-gcatcgccatgagtatgttggtctggacccccgcaac-3’ and 5’-

gttgcgggggtccagaccaacatactcatggcgatgc-3’. Following mutagenesis the PCR products were 

digested with DpnI to remove the wildtype Smo methylated template DNA used in the 

PCR reaction. The remaining PCR generated Activated smoothened plasmid containing 

the single base-pair change was then electroporated into XL-1 Blue E. coli for 

amplification, purification and sequencing.  Sequencing confirmed the single base-pair 

mutation resulting in Activated Smoothened (Act-Smo).  mRNA was prepared from the 

Act-Smo in pCS2 vector by linearization with NotI and transcribed using the Ambion 

Sp6 mMESSAGE mMACHINE High Yield Capped RNA Transcription Kit (cat# 1340).  

RNA was diluted with Rhodamine Dextran in 40% glycerol and injected at a 

concentration of 0.63 pg/pl , 0.32 pg/pl, and 0.08 pg/pl. 

 

Injections 

Morpholino antisense oligonucleotides (MASOs) were designed to bind near the 

start sites in the mRNA sequence and block translation.  Two non-overlapping MASOs 

were designed and tested for Ptc: 5’-caggtactgcccaacgctccatatc-3’ and 5’-
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gatacataggtttcctgccacagtc-3’.  The hh MASO was 5’-ctttaccatgtccgcatgaaccatg- 3’and 

LvSmo was 5’-tttgaacccagtaatccatccattg-3’.  All MASOs were manufactured by Gene 

Tools, Philomath, OR. MASOs were diluted with Rhodamine dextran in 40% glycerol 

and injected between 0.75 mM or 0.5 mM with delivery of about 1pl per egg. 

Full-length hh and activated smoothened mRNA were prepared as described above 

and diluted with Rhodamine dextran in 40% glycerol for injection at the 1 cell stage. 

 

In situs (clones, probe preparation, hybridization) 

Full-length sequences of hh, ptc and smo were obtained by PCR and ligated into 

pGEMT Easy vector (Full-length sequences are available from GenBank AF056906, 

DQ916038, and DQ915163).  Probes were prepared as described in Walton et al., 2006. 

In the case of hh, untranslated mRNA was also included to provide a longer template 

for preparation of the in situ probe.  For this clone, the primers used to amplify it were: 

5’-cagggtcgctcaaactgtcg-3’ and 5’-catgaatgccttgtcatagagc-3’.  Plasmids were 

electroporated into XL-1 Blue E. coli for amplification and then purified with Qiagen 

miniprep and midiprep kits.  Plasmids were sequenced to verify their identity and 

orientation in the vector.  Following linearization 4 mg of plasmid was used as a 

template for transcription of digoxigenin labeled RNA probes as described in (Lepage 

and Gache, 1990).  hh was linearized with NcoI and transcribed with Sp6, Ptc was 

linearized with SpeI and transcribed with T7, Smo was linearized with ClaI and 

transcribed with Sp6. The Delta probe was prepared as in (Sweet et al., 2002). The 

clone sequences of GCM and AA29 in pGEMT Easy vector are available at: EU306538 

and EU306539.  The GCM and AA29 clones were linearized with NcoI and NdeI and 

transcribed with Sp6 and T7 RNA polymerases respectively. Partial clones for SoxE and 

Scl were amplified by PCR from cDNA using primers designed from the S.purpuratus 
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sequences and ligated into pGEMT Easy vector and sequences.  Those clones can be 

found at: Scl EU306536, SoxE EU306537, SoxE and Scl were linearized with SpeI and 

digoxigenin labeled probes were transcribed with T7. 

 

Fixation and Hybridization 

Embryos were fixed in 4% PFA/ASW with 10 mM EPPS for 1 hour at room 

temperature, rinsed briefly with ASW and stored in methanol at -20° C. Stored embryos 

were rehydrated and prehybridized with 50% formamide, 25% 20x SSC pH 5.0, 0.001% 

of 50 mg/ml heparin, 0.001% of 50 mg/ml yeast tRNA, and 0.002% of 50% Tween20 

for 1 hour at 65°C.  1 ng/ml of RNA probes labeled with Digoxigenin were hybridized 

overnight at 65°C (or 40°C for pluteus stages of embryos).  Following hybridization with 

the RNA probe, embryos were washed through hybridization solution, 2x SSCT, 1x 

SSCT and 0.1x SSCT at 65°C.  Washed embryos were then blocked for 1 hour at room 

temperature in 0.5% BSA/ 2% heat-inactivated goat serum in 1X TBST. Anti-digoxigenin 

antibody was incubated at 1:2000 in blocking solution for 2 hours at room temperature.  

Embryos were then washed 5 times with 1x TBST and color reactions were performed 

with NBT/BCIP for a few hours at room temperature or overnight at 4°C.   

 

Ab staining 

Embryos were fixed in ice-cold methanol for several minutes and rinsed with 1x 

PBST. Following fixation embryos were blocked in 4% normal goat serum (NGS) for 1 

hour at room temperature and then incubated in primary antibody diluted in 4% NGS 

overnight at 4°C.  Dilutions for antibodies were: 1:750 for myosin (Wessel et al., 1990), 

1:50 for 1e11 (Burke et al., 2006b) and 1:200 for 1d5 (McClay et al., 1983), 1:200 for 

SMC-2 (Sweet et al., 1999) and rabbit anti-serotonin antibody (Sigma).  After the 
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primary antibody incubation, embryos were washed 4 times with 1x PBST and 

incubated in secondary antibody diluted at 1:200 in 4% NGS for 1 hour at room 

temperature.  A Zeiss 410 confocal microscope was used to image the antibody staining 

at 40x magnification.  3-D projections were compiled of stacks of the images with the 

Zeiss 410 confocal software. 

 

Feeding beads 

Embryos were added to 1 ml of ASW to which 100 ml of a solution where one 

drop of concentrated 10 mm sized polystyrene beads were diluted in 1 ml of ASW 

(Polysciences, Inc Warrington, PA cat# 17136).  Embryos were allowed to feed on the 

beads for 30 minutes.  After 30 minutes embryos were imaged and their ability or lack 

thereof to ingest beads was recorded. 

 

Movies 

Movies were also acquired of control embryos and Ptc MASO injected embryos 

that were fed polystyrene beads.  2000 images were captured continuously on a Zeiss 

Axio Imager widefield fluorescence microscope at 40x and 20x magnification for 5 

minutes for both controls and Ptc MASO injected embryos. Stacks were made into 

movies compressed into 1 minute and 12 seconds using the Metamorph 7.1 software.  

These movies are available as supplemental materials on the Developmental Biology 

web site. 

 

Transplants 

Eggs were fertilized in ASW with PABA and injected at the one cell stage with 

either Ptc MASO at 75 pg/pl diluted with Rhodamine dextran and FITC in 40% glycerol 
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or with FITC in 40% glycerol. Embryos were transferred to calcium free seawater and 

animal and vegetal halves were microsurgically separated between the 32 and 60 cell 

stages and reciprocally recombined.  Following recombination the chimeras were 

transferred to ASW and cultured for two days before being fed beads (as above) and 

immunostained (as above).  
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Results 

The hh ligand is transcribed in endoderm while the patched and smoothened co-
receptors are transcribed in the mesoderm 
 

Sea urchin hh, ptc and smo were identified during the annotation of the 

Strongylocentrotus purpuratus (Sp) genome (Walton et al., 2006). Partial sequences of the 

Lytechinus variegatus (Lv) mRNAs were obtained by PCR amplification from prism and 

pluteus stage cDNA using primers designed against the Sp sequences.  Then, complete 

sequences were obtained through 5’ and 3’ RACE PCR. Full-length clones were spliced 

by high fidelity PCR using primers designed from the Lv sequence identified during 

RACE PCR.  Northern analysis (data not shown) and quantitative PCR data showed 

that hh is expressed zygotically with accumulation beginning during the blastula stages 

and continuing throughout gastrulation (Walton et al., 2006).  Whole-mount in situ 

hybridization analyses also revealed that hh is expressed in the endoderm throughout 

gastrulation and in plutei larvae  (Figure 3.1 A1-A3 and Walton et al., 2006). In 

contrast, mRNAs encoding the receptors ptc and smo were detected during gastrulation 

at the tip of the archenteron in the developing mesodermal territory that gives rise to the 

four SMC derivatives.  At the pluteus stage ptc and smo expression was restricted to the 

mesoderm surrounding the foregut which gives rise to the circumesophageal muscle 

(Figure 3.1 B1-B3 , C1-C3). In addition, ptc and smo were observed at low levels in the 

primary mesenchyme cells (PMCs) located at the ventrolateral clusters, where 

skeletogenesis is initiated (Figure 3.1 B2 and C2). Thus, these expression patterns 

suggest that Hh signaling acts as a paracrine signal, the Hh ligand being secreted from 

the endoderm to Ptc and Smo in the mesoderm. 
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Figure 3.1: Whole mount RNA in situ hybridization of hh, ptc and smo.  RNA probes 

are listed in the bottom left corner of each image, stages of each embryo are at the 

bottom right. Representative images of RNA localization for hh, ptc and smo are shown 

in A1-A3, B1-B3, and C1-C3 respectively. Abbreviations for stages are EG, early 

gastrula; LG, late gastrula; PR, prism; LPl, late pluteus. Images were captured at 20x. 
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Figure 3.1: Whole mount RNA in situ hybridization of hh, ptc and smo 
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Perturbations of the Hedgehog pathway affect patterning of the mesoderm 

To examine the function of the Hh signaling pathway during sea urchin 

embryogenesis six perturbations of Hedgehog pathway members were performed. Hh 

signaling was increased by three distinct treatments: knockdown of its antagonistic 

receptor Ptc via a morpholino antisense oligonucleotide (MASO), expression of an 

activated form of Smoothened (ActSmo), or overexpression of full-length Hh.  Two 

separate non-overlapping MASOs were tested for ptc and similar results were obtained 

with both.  Alternatively the pathway was constitutively inhibited by three distinct 

treatments:  Hh and Smo were knocked down with morpholinos, and the pathway was 

inhibited using the drug cyclopamine.  In each case the perturbations affected patterning 

of mesodermal subtypes.  All affected skeletal patterning, SMC subtype allocations, and 

SMC patterning.  Here, a detailed description is given for results based on the three 

treatments that augment signaling through the Hh pathway as these allowed a more 

precise analysis of the aspects of mesoderm patterning affected, rather than elimination 

of it altogether in the absence of Hh.      

ptc MASO was injected between 2.25mM and 0.5mM (1pl solution delivered per 

egg) and exhibited a dose dependent range of phenotypes in the mesoderm as predicted 

by the in situ analysis.  ptc MASO-injected embryos developed normally compared to 

controls until gastrulation.  At the onset of gastrulation at the highest concentration of 

ptc MASO PMCs failed to ingress by 18 hours post-fertilization and continued to 

appear as epithelial balls even after 48 hours. (Figure 3.2, A2 and A2’).   Normally 

PMCs ingress at 10 hours and the embryo arrives at the pluteus larval stage by about 22 

hours.  At 0.75 mM the ptc MASO-injected embryos also showed a delay in gastrulation 

(Figure 3.2, A3 and A3’), and more strikingly they produced an excess number of cells 

that have the morphological appearance of SMCs.  A skeleton formed in those embryos, 
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but by the pluteus larval stage, the skeleton was abnormally patterned (data not 

shown).  At 0.5 mM MASO the embryos gastrulated on time (Figure 3.2, A4) and had no 

gross morphological defects after 48 hours of development under Nomarski imaging 

(Figure 3.2, A4’), however they had altered pigment cell numbers, and upon first 

inspection the archenteron in the pluteus did not move as much as in controls, suggesting 

a possible effect on the muscle surrounding the gut. Thus, increased Hh signaling delayed 

gastrulation, perturbed skeletal patterning and appeared to alter PMC and SMC 

patterning. The effect on gastrulation may seem surprising since Hh receptors are not 

detected in the endoderm, however, normally, initiation of invagination is the 

responsibility of the SMCs, and the endoderm then follows these cells through the 

nascent blastopore.   
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Figure 3.2: Range of dosage dependent phenotypes resulting from ptc MASO 

injection. Images are at 18 hours in A1-A5 and 48 hours in A1’-A5’, times are noted at 

the bottom right of each image. Prime indicates matching dosage with embryo above 

each. Control or ptc MASO injection is indicated in the upper right of each image. 

Dosages of ptc MASO were: A2 and A2’, 2.25 mM; A3 and A3’, 0.75 mM; A4 and A4’, 

0.5 mM. Images were captured at 20x. 
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Figure 3.2: Range of dosage dependent phenotypes resulting from PtcMASO 
injection 
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The second way the Hh pathway was altered was by injection of an mRNA 

expressing a constitutively activated form of Smo (ActSmo).  This was created by a 

single base-pair mutation changing G to T resulting in an amino acid change of W to L, 

similar to human Activated Smoothened (Taipale et al., 2000; Xie et al., 1998).  

Increased Hh signaling, this time using actsmo, produced phenotypes similar to those 

described above with loss of Ptc expression.  actsmo-injected embryos, like the ptc 

MASO injected embryos, were also delayed in gastrulation.  At 0.63 pg/pl embryos 

were delayed relative to age-matched controls at 17 hours post-fertilization (Figure 3.3, 

A2 and A1 respectively). Those embryos also had excess SMC-like cells in the blastocoel 

and these persisted up to 48 hours of development (Figure 3.3, A2 and A2’). The actsmo- 

injected embryos appeared normal by the pluteus larva stage, however they often had 

an increased number of pigment cells (data not shown). Again, like in the ptc MASO 

injected embryos, the range of deficiencies became progressively milder as the 

concentration of injected actsmo mRNA was lowered (Fig 3, A3).  Quantification of  

SMCs with overexpression of ActSmo was determined by immunostaining with the 

SMC-2 antibody that marks SMC cells in 2 day old plutei.  Using this approach an 

average increase of 17% SMCs (p= 0.0049) was observed.  In addition, pigment cells 

were increased by an average of 21.8% in actsmo-injected embryos (p= 0.0001).  
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Figure 3.3: Range of dosage dependent phenotypes resulting from actsmo mRNA 

injection. Images are at 17 hours in A1-A4 and 48 hours in A1’-A4’, times are noted at 

the bottom right of each image. Prime indicates matching dosage with embryo above 

each. Control or actsmo injection is indicated in the upper right of each image. Dosages of 

actsmo were: A2 and A2’, 0.63 pg/pl; A3 and A3’, 0.32 pg/pl. Images were captured at 

20x. 
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Figure 3.3: Range of dose dependent phenotypes with ActSmo mRNA 
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In addition to SMC defects with increased Hh signaling, skeletal mispatterning 

was observed. To reveal pattern details, skeletons were stained with 1d5 antibody 

(Figure 3.4).  ptc MASO injected embryos at 0.75 mM had skeletal defects (data not 

shown) that were similar to those observed with actsmo-injected embryos (Figure 3.4, B2, 

B3, B4). When Hh signaling was increased by overexpression of hh ligand similar 

skeletal mispatterning was observed.  Embryos injected at 0.58 pg/pl had radialized 

skeletons, and lacked bilateral symmetry (Figure 3.4, A2, A3, A4).  Occasionally those 

embryos had a single arm-like appendage, which often contained multiple skeletal rods 

(Figure 3.4, A2). Thus, skeletal mispatterning was observed with all three perturbations 

of Hh pathway components resulting in increased Hh signaling.  Perturbations due to a 

loss of the Hh pathway caused a reduction or loss of skeletogenesis depending on dose 

of  hh morpholino, smo morpholino or concentration of cyclopamine (data not shown).  

Thus mesoderm patterning was affected by perturbation of Hh signaling. In addition to 

SMC defects with increased Hh signaling, skeletal mispatterning was observed. To 

reveal pattern details, skeletons were stained with 1d5 antibody (Figure 3.4).  ptc MASO 

injected embryos at 1.5 mM generally lacked skeleton and at 0.75 mM they had skeletal 

defects (data not shown) that were similar to those observed with actsmo-injected 

embryos (Figure 3.4, B2, B3, B4).  These abnormal skeletons also occurred with a graded 

response to increased levels of both ptc MASO (data not shown) and actsmo mRNA 

(Figure 3.4 B2-4).  When Hh signaling was increased by overexpression of hh ligand 

similar skeletal mispatterning was observed.  Embryos injected at 0.58 pg/pl had 

radialized skeletons, and lacked bilateral symmetry (Figure 3.4, A2, A3, A4).  

Occasionally those embryos had a single arm-like appendage, which often contained 

multiple skeletal rods (Figure 3.4, A2). Thus, skeletal mispatterning was observed with 

all three perturbations of Hh pathway components resulting in increased Hh signaling.  
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Perturbations due to a loss of the Hh pathway caused a reduction or loss of 

skeletogenesis depending on dose of hh morpholino, smo morpholino or concentration of 

cyclopamine (data not shown).  Thus mesoderm patterning was affected by 

perturbation of Hh signaling.   
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Figure 3.4: Skeletal mispatterning in embryos with activated Hh signaling. A1-A4 

show DIC images of 2 day old larvae with their skeletal patterns highlighted by 

polarized light.  A1 is a control larva. A2-A4 are larvae injected with 0.58 pg/pl of hh 

mRNA visualized under DIC with polarized light. B1-B4 are confocal projections of the 

skeletons of 2 day old larvae visualized by a skeleton specific antibody (1d5) in green.  

B1 is a control larva. B2-B4 are larve injected with actsmo mRNA (0.32 pg/pl, 0.63 

pg/pl and 0.63 pg/pl respectively). DIC images for A1-A4 were captured at 20x. 

Confocal images for B1-B4 were captured at 40x. 
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Figure 3.4: Skeletal mispatterning in embryos with activated Hh signaling 
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Hh signaling is not required for SMC specification  

Localized expression of hh, ptc and smo does not begin until the gastrula stages, 

and therefore after SMC specification has been initiated.  For this reason it was not 

likely that the Hh signal could impact the early SMC specification sequence.  

Nevertheless we assessed this possibility by examining expression of molecular markers 

specific to SMCs in general or to one of the SMC derivatives. Hh signaling was perturbed 

by loss of Patched (ptc MASO) or by expression of activated Smoothened (actsmo 

mRNA), and the expression of SMC markers was assessed by whole-mount in situ 

hybridization. 

The mesenchyme blastula stage is a convenient time to examine specification of 

SMCs because this stage occurs before Hh pathway members normally are expressed, 

yet a number of SMC GRN components are present in SMCs in a ring at the vegetal pole 

of the embryo.  AA29 is a marker for all SMCs (Croce et al., 2003).  In control embryos, 

the entire ring of SMCs is visible with stronger staining on the pigment cell side of the 

ring (Figure 3.5 A1&A1’).  Embryos injected with ptc MASO or actsmo are also AA29 

positive at the mesenchyme blastula stage with no difference seen between control and 

perturbed embryos (Figure 3.5 A2, A2’ and A3, A3’).  As a marker for pigment cells, we 

used gcm, since it is necessary for pigment cells and is expressed in the aboral half of the 

SMC ring by the mesenchyme blastula stage (Figure 3.5, B1 and B1’).  This pigment cell 

marker was expressed in both ptc MASO and actsmo-perturbed embryos (Figure 3.5, B2, 

B2’ and B3, B3’).  Finally, scl, which is highly expressed in blastocoelar cells (Hibino et 

al., 2006b), again displayed a similar pattern of expression in control and perturbed 

embryos (Figure 3.5, C1,C1’,C2, C2’ and C3, C3’).  Since specification of SMCs requires 

Notch-Delta signaling (upstream of the transcription factor GCM (Ransick and 

Davidson, 2006)), delta was another important SMC gene to examine.  Whole-mount in 
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situ hybridization with a delta probe was performed in control and actsmo-injected 

embryos. delta expression appeared to be normal in embryos expressing activated 

Smoothened (data not shown).  We conclude from these experiments that the Hh 

pathway does not influence early SMC specification.      
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Figure 3.5: In situ analysis of SMC markers at the mesenchyme blastula shows that 

early SMC specification occurs normally with activation of Hh signaling.  Markers are 

aa29 for all SMCs (A1-A3 and A1’-A3’), gcm for pigment cells (B1-B3 and B1’-B3’), and 

scl for blastocoelar cells (C1-C3 and C1’-C3’). Each marker is shown with both a lateral 

view and a corresponding vegetal view denoted by the prime symbol and VV. A1, B1, 

and C1 and A1’, B1’ and C1’are control embryos. A2 and A2’, B2 and B2’ and C2 and 

C2’ were injected with ptc MASO (0.75 mM).  A3 and A3’, B3 and B3’, and C3 and C3’ 

were injected with actsmo mRNA (0.32 pg/pl). All images were captured at 20x. 
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Figure 3.5: In situ analysis of SMC markers at the mesenchyme blastula stage  
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Hh signaling randomizes left/right coelomic pouch asymmetry, but does not affect 
ectodermal left/right asymmetry 
 

 Duboc and Lepage (2006) showed that Nodal is important for differentially  

patterning the right and left coelomic pouches.  As a consequence, several genes, 

including SoxE, were expressed asymmetrically in one or the other coelomic pouch. Since 

it appears that increased Hh signaling altered other SMC subtypes, we asked if altered 

Hh signaling would affect coelomic pouch patterning.   actsmo was injected into eggs and 

plutei were later examined by in situ hybridization for soxE  (sox9 in vertebrates) which 

normally is expressed throughout the presumptive coelomic pouch area at late gastrula 

and is then confined to the left coelomic pouch at prism and pluteus stages in control 

embryos (Figure 3.6 A1 and A1* and (Duboc and Lepage, 2006). soxE was expressed in 

the same number of cells in actsmo-injected larvae as in controls and that expression was 

limited to one side of the coelomic pouch at the early pluteus stage (Figure 3.6).  

Strikingly, however, in actsmo-injected plutei  soxE expression was randomized so that it 

was on the left side in 57.7% of larvae (Figure 3.6 part 3, A2 and A2*) and on the right 

side in 42.3% of larvae (Figure 3.6, part 3, A3 and A3*)(n= 45) while in control larvae its 

expression was localized to the left coelomic pouch in 100% of animals (n=56).  Thus, 

once again increased Hh signaling modified the late patterning of an SMC derivative. 

Since left-right asymmetric patterning of the coelomic pouch mesoderm is driven 

by the left/right asymmetric distribution of Nodal in the ectoderm (Duboc et al., 2005) 

we next asked whether perturbing Hh would also randomize the ectodermal left-right 

asymmetry.  We tested this by examining nodal expression by RNA in situ hybridization. 

In actsmo-injected larvae nodal was expressed in the right side ectoderm in 85.7% of 

larvae compared to 96.7% in control larvae (n=28 and 31 respectively).  The ectodermal 

nodal expression was not enhanced by increased Hh signaling at the pluteus larva stage, 
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nor was its domain of expression altered (Figure 3.6 B2 and B2*). Thus, although Hh 

signaling plays a role in left-right asymmetric decisions of the mesoderm, it does not 

have a pronounced effect on nodal expression in the ectoderm.   
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Figure 3.6: Increased Hh signaling randomizes left-right asymmetry of the coelomic 

pouch mesoderm, but not the ectoderm as shown by RNA in situ hybridization with 

the normally left coelomic pouch marker, soxE and the right side ectodermal marker, 

nodal. Images of larvae in A1-A3 are focused on the soxE positive cells and B1-B2 are 

focused on the nodal expressing cells.  A1*-A3* are the same larvae as in A1-A3 and B1 

and B2 are the same larvae as in B1* and B2*, but the focus is on the anal arms to 

provide orientation of the markers within the larvae.  A1 and A1* is control larva 

hybridized with soxE. A2 and A2* is a larva with normal left sided expression of soxE. 

A3 and A3* is a larva with right-sided expression of soxE. B1 and B1* is a control larva 

and B2 and B2* is a larva injected with actsmo mRNA (0.32 pg/pl) that have been 

hybridized with the nodal marker. All images were captured at 20x. 
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Figure 3.6: In situ analysis of left-right markers with increased Hh signaling 
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Increased Hh signaling mispatterns muscle and muscle behavior  

The first indication that an increased Hh signal may interfere with muscle 

differentiation and/or patterning was an observation that under Nomarski optics the 

gut of ptc MASO or actsmo-injected larvae was not executing normal movements, 

suggesting that muscles were affected. We asked whether those embryos were capable of 

swallowing. Control larvae or larvae injected with ptc MASO and actsmo were fed 10 

mm polystyrene beads for 30 minutes. Control larvae swallowed continuously and their 

midguts were filled with polystyrene beads after 30 minutes. (Figure 3.7, A1).  In 

contrast, larvae with increased Hh signaling swallowed few beads, if any, during the 

same period of time (Figure 3.7, A2 and A3 red arrows),  or even after an hour (data not 

shown). The perturbed larvae had mouths (Figure 3.7, A2’ and A3’ black arrows), and 

the beads were brought into the mouth area by movement of the ciliary band feeding 

mechanism (Figure 3.7, A2), but the beads were not swallowed. During five-minute 

observations of larvae injected with ptc MASO, it appeared that the guts of these 

embryos moved, suggesting some muscle contraction, but they failed to generate a 

coordinated peristalsis movement as seen in control embryos (Supplemental Movies 1 & 

2).  
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Figure 3.7: Ability to perform peristalsis was examined by bead swallowing for 1 

hour in 2 day old larvae. A1 and A1’ are control larvae that have midguts filled with 

swallowed beads.  A2 and A2’ are ptc MASO injected larvae (0.75 mM) and A3 and 

A3’ are actsmo-injected larvae (0.32 pg/pl). Red arrows show midguts with very few 

beads in larvae with increased Hh signaling. Black arrows show that mouths do form in 

those larvae.  White arrow indicates that beads do enter the mouth of those embryos. 

All images were captured at 20x. 
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Figure 3.7: Ability to perform peristalsis examined by bead swallowing 
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To address whether increased Hh signal affects muscle pattern, an anti-myosin 

antibody was used to view the circumesophageal muscle of the embryo (Figure 3.8, A1 

and A1*, B1).  Muscle fibers were disarrayed in ptc MASO-injected embryos (Figure 3.8, 

B2), and actsmo-injected embryos (Figure 3.8, B3). Alterations in muscle patterning 

resulting from activation of Hh signaling were accompanied by a decrease in muscle area 

and a decrease in the number of fibers, although the fibers remaining appeared thicker 

than controls.  Measurements of the muscle dimensions (Figure 3.9) revealed that the ptc 

MASO-injected embryos had a 32% reduction in muscle area on the ventral side as 

compared to control embryos (Table 3.1a). The dorsal side and diameter of the 

musculature was less affected (Table 3.1b and 3.1c).  Therefore, muscle fibers were 

mispatterned when Hh signaling was perturbed. 
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Figure 3.8: Myosin antibody staining showing normal foregut muscle organization 

and lack of muscle pattern in larvae with increased Hh signaling.  A shows a DIC 

image of a 2 day old control embryo with the fluorescent anti-myosin staining in A’ 

overlaid. B1-B3 are confocal projections of fluorescent anti-myosin antibody staining. B1 

is a control larva. Larvae in B2 and B3 with increased Hh signaling (through ptc MASO 

at 0.75 mM and actsmo mRNA injection at 0.32 pg/pl respectively) lack muscle 

organization.  DIC images were captured at 20x. Confocal images were captured at 40x. 
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Figure 3.8: Myosin antibody staining showing foregut pattern 
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Figure 3.9: Schematic of how muscle dimension measurements were taken  

from confocal projections of control and ptc MASO injected larvae 
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Table 3.1: Measurements of muscle area of control embryos versus ptc MASO- 

injected embryos. All measurements are in micrometers and were taken at the widest 

points of each dimension.  Dorsal and ventral measurements as well as the cross-section 

diameter are shown.  The average measurements for 18 control embryos and 28 ptc 

MASO-injected embryos (at 0.75 mM) are included. 
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Table 3.1: Measurements of muscle area  
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Although muscle pattern disruption may have accounted for the peristaltic 

movement failure in Hh-perturbed embryos, it was possible that abnormal neural control 

of the peristaltic process was also responsible.  In the sea urchin, nerves project to the 

muscle and the underlying endoderm (Nakajima et al., 2004).  To address the question 

of neural control we first examined the organization of the nerves innervating the gut 

muscle.  The antibody marker 1e11 stains the general nerve marker, Synaptotagmin 

(Burke et al., 2006b) and anti-serotonin stains serotoneurgic neurons in the sea urchin 

(Yaguchi et al., 2006).  Serotoneurgic neurons were present and properly localized in ptc 

MASO-injected larvae when compared to control larvae (Figure 3.10, A2 and A1 green). 

In addition, 1e11 staining revealed nerves throughout the oral hood and arms as in 

controls and these were well organized (Figure 3.10, A2 and B2 red and green 

respectively).  The nerves around the gut were also present and located directly beneath 

the muscle fibers so that the organization (or lack thereof) of the circumesophageal 

nerves is identical to that of the muscle in control larvae and in ptc MASO-injected 

larvae (Figure 3.10, B1 and B2 and data not shown).  Thus, the pattern of the neural 

circuitry did not appear to be affected by Hh pathway perturbations. 
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Figure 3.10: Patterning of the nerves throughout the larvae shown by confocal 

projections of fluorescent nerve markers. Anti-serotonin shows normal pattern of 

serotoneurgic neurons in green in A1 and A2. Anti-Synaptotagmin B shows all neurons 

in red in A1 and A2 and in green in B1 and B2. Myosin antibody staining in red shows 

the pattern of the circumesophageal muscle in B1 and B2. Nerves throughout the larvae 

are normally patterned in ptc MASO-injected larvae (A2 and B2) as compared to 

control larvae (A1 and B1) except for the nerves surrounding the esophagus which are 

altered to follow the organization of the overlying muscle (white arrows). ptc MASO-

injected embryos were injected with 0.75 mM of MASO. All images were captured at 

40x. 
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Figure 3.10: Antibody staining for nerve patterning 
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Even though the neural circuitry appeared normal anatomically, it was possible 

that the neural function was altered by Hh perturbations.  This was addressed in 

recombination studies.  The animal half of the embryo gives rise to the ectoderm of the 

embryo from which the neurons are derived (Yaguchi et al., 2006).  The vegetal half of 

the embryo gives rise to mesoderm, endoderm and some ectoderm (Davidson et al., 

1998; Logan and McClay, 1997).  To address the question of whether the mispatterning 

is intrinsic to the muscle or a secondary effect of neural function alterations, chimeric 

larvae were constructed. In reciprocal transplantation experiments where animal and 

vegetal halves from control-injected and ptc MASO-injected embryos were recombined 

(Figure 3.11, A2 schematic) we found that ptc MASO disrupted foregut muscle 

patterning and behavior only when present in the vegetal half (Figure 3.11, A4 and A4*) 

and had no effect when present in the animal half (Figure 3.11, A3 and A3*).  Therefore, 

Hh signaling is required in the vegetal half of the embryo (from which the muscles are 

derived) for proper peristaltic movements and has no effect on those movements when 

knocked down in the animal half (where nerves are produced).  Furthermore, the minor 

mispatterning of neurons occasionally observed around the foregut in ptc MASO injected 

embryos was most likely a secondary result of the mispatterning of the muscle.  
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Figure 3.11: Reciprocal transplantation of animal and vegetal halves from control 

and ptc MASO injected embryos. A1 is a fate map of animal and vegetal halves 

showing that the animal half (light gray) gives rise to the ectoderm and nerves of the 

larvae while the vegetal half (dark gray) gives rise to the endomesoderm and hence the 

muscle of the larvae. A2 is a schematic diagram of transplant recombinations where 

green halves are dye control and red halves are ptc MASO coinjected with a red dye. 

Fluorescent images of representative larvae of these recombinations are shown in A3 and 

A4. Corresponding confocal projections of fluorescent myosin antibody staining for the 

same larvae are shown in A3* and A4*. A3 is a larva with ptc MASO only in the animal 

half and a control vegetal half and A3* shows normal muscle organization of this larva. 

A4 is a larva with ptc MASO only in the vegetal half of the larva and a control animal 

half. A4* shows loss of muscle pattern in this larva with ptc MASO in the vegetal half 

which gives rise to the muscle.  ptc MASO was injected at 0.75 mM. A1-A3 were 

captured at 20x. A1*-A3* were captured at 40x. 
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Figure 3.11: Mosaic analysis with ptc MASO-injected embryos 
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Discussion 

Previously we reported that the main Hh pathway components are conserved in 

the sea urchin, as the pathway is found throughout the animal kingdom with few 

exceptions (Walton et al., 2006).  Here we report that Hh signaling functions in a 

paracrine fashion as Hh is expressed in the endoderm and signals through Ptc and Smo, 

which are expressed in the neighboring mesoderm.  Increasing, or decreasing, Hh 

signaling results in abnormal patterning of mesodermally derived tissues both 

skeletogenic and non-skeletogenic. Ectopic expression of full-length Hh, knockdown of 

Ptc expression by morpholino injection, or expression of an activated form of 

Smoothened all result in abnormal skeletal patterning, and also affect the development 

of SMCs after their initial specification. The number of pigment cells and blastocoelar 

cells was increased suggesting a role for the pathway in subdividing the SMC territory.   

In addition, increased Hh signaling results in randomization of the left-right asymmetry 

of the coelomic pouches as well as a disorganization of circumesophageal muscles 

leading to an inability to perform coordinated peristaltic movements. Together these 

results demonstrate that Hh signaling is involved in later specification and patterning of 

tissues derived from mesoderm in the sea urchin embryo while there were no indications 

that ectoderm or endoderm were directly affected. 

 

Hh signaling, a paracrine versus autocrine signal in sea urchin? 

Hh is a secreted protein and has been shown to act across germ layers and 

pattern a variety of tissues through both short and long ranges (Chuang and Kornberg, 

2000; Hammerschmidt et al., 1997; Johnson and Tabin, 1995).  For example, in 

Amphioxus, mouse, Xenopus, zebrafish and chick, Hh is expressed in endoderm while 
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Ptc, Smo and Gli are expressed in neighboring mesoderm which receives the paracrine 

signal and uses it for patterning (Ioannides et al., 2003; Koebernick et al., 2001; Krauss 

et al., 1993; Shimeld et al., 2007; Sukegawa et al., 2000; Weaver et al., 2003).  This 

paracrine role for Hh signaling is conserved in the sea urchin as hh is expressed in the 

endoderm while the receptors ptc and smo are expressed in the neighboring mesoderm.  

Furthermore, the mesodermal phenotypes we observed are consistent with endodermal 

Hh signal being received and used for patterning of both the skeletogenic and non-

skeletogenic mesoderm. 

Hh can also act as not only a paracrine signal, but as an autocrine signal as well.  

Examples of this are observed in both heart development and tooth development in 

mouse (Goddeeris et al., 2007; Wu et al., 2003). We did note that at high levels there 

were defects in gut morphology and placement, although with all of the other alterations 

it would be difficult to assess a specific role in endoderm.  Further inspection using 

various chimeric embryos may help to tease out what affect Hh signaling might have on 

the gut itself.  Although we did not detect ptc and smo in endoderm it is possible that it 

is expressed in endoderm at levels below what we can detect by RNA in situ 

hybridization. Thus, while we cannot rule out the possibility of an autocrine affect we 

consider this very unlikely.  Alterations in the endoderm could also occur via 

mesodermal feedback following the response to Hh signal rather than an autocrine Hh 

signal within the gut. The phenotypes that could involve endoderm result from a delayed 

invagination.  Since the mesoderm leads invagination and sets up initial patterning 

movements, it is likely that the Hh pathway perturbations bypass endoderm altogether 

and are a consequence of failures in mesoderm patterning.  In the patterning of the 

intestinal tract there are bidirectional signals emanating from the endoderm and 

mesoderm acting to pattern the reciprocal tissue (Kedinger et al., 1998; Li et al., 2007).  
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For example in the mouse intestine where Shh is expressed in the epithelium and Ptch1 is 

expressed in the neighboring mesoderm, alterations in Hh signaling produce mesodermal 

expansion and mispatterning which then secondarily affects epithelial formation 

(Madison et al., 2005). 

It may seem strange that the entire endoderm expresses hh, however this is not 

unprecedented as this also happens in vertebrates where there is a regional reception of 

that signal by mesoderm cells presumably at different gene regulatory states (Roberts et 

al., 1998).  Also, in Drosophila wings Hh is expressed in the entire posterior half of the 

wing imaginal disc while the signaling actually occurs only at the anterior-posterior 

boundary where Ptc is expressed most highly (Tabata and Kornberg, 1994).  As 

gastrulation proceeds, the intensity of hh staining by in situ hybridization is stronger in 

the areas directly adjacent to mesoderm locations, at the tip of the archenteron and in 

the hindgut, near the ventrolateral clustered PMCs (Walton et al., 2006).  Even later the 

mesodermal expression of ptc and smo becomes confined to the SMC territory 

surrounding the esophagus at which time hh expression is limited to the esophagus, 

suggesting that there is a mutual refinement of ligand and receptors, perhaps under the 

control of reciprocal feedback loops. 

 

Hh signaling and its relationship to Nodal signaling and left-right asymmetry 

The left coelomic pouch is a particularly interesting structure since it is the 

rudiment that gives rise to the entire adult sea urchin at metamorphosis in indirect 

developing species of sea urchins.  The formation of the rudiment on the left side is one 

hallmark of left-right asymmetry, and although the mechanism for establishing this 

asymmetry is not completely understood, recent studies have greatly advanced our 

knowledge (Hibino et al., 2006a).  Left-right axis specification in the sea urchin is 
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coupled with the aboral-oral (dorsal-ventral) axis, and cell signaling is required to set up 

asymmetry of the left-right axis.  That signaling is robust such that Lytechinus variegatus 

embryo halves are able to regulate and replace both sides up through the blastula stage 

(McCain and McClay, 1994).  In two other indirect-developing species of sea urchin, a 

series of surgical excisions of embryo portions showed that the right side ectoderm 

and/or coelomic pouch mesoderm coveys a signal to the left side to direct rudiment 

development there (Aihara and Amemiya, 2001). One right side signal was identified as 

Nodal; its ectodermal expression on the right side is essential to defining the left-right 

asymmetry of the coelomic pouch and restricting rudiment formation to the left side 

(Duboc et al., 2005).  

Since perturbation of Hh signaling randomized placement of left-right markers in 

the coelomic pouches we asked whether Hh perturbations affected Nodal. However, by 

in situ analysis nodal was always expressed at the same intensity and in a domain on 

the right side ectoderm similar to control embryos. Therefore, expression of nodal in the 

ectoderm was not affected by increased Hh signaling. This suggests that Hh operates 

either in a separate pathway from Nodal or that it acts downstream of Nodal to affect 

left-right asymmetrical patterning of the coelomic pouches.   

 

Hh does not affect neural patterning in the sea urchin as it does in other organisms 

Hh signaling is a key factor in neural patterning in other organisms (Briscoe and 

Ericson, 1999; Patten and Placzek, 2000).  In addition, improper innervation of the gut 

could lead to atrophy or defects in muscle pattern, therefore we were interested to know 

if the nerve pattern is affected by increased Hh signaling.  However, we found that all 

nerves were patterned normally except for the nerves surrounding the foregut. Nerve 

tracts surrounding the foregut project directly under, and innervate each 
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circumesophageal muscle fiber in the sea urchin (Burke, 1978).  Those foregut nerves 

were disorganized in a pattern identical to the overlying muscle fibers.  Two 

explanations are possible: either the nerves are disorganized because their pattern is 

generated based on the overlying muscle pattern, or they are disorganized because Hh 

signaling directly plays a role in neuron patterning as well.  Since all nerves except those 

associated with the mispatterned muscle fibers were normal, it is most likely that Hh 

signaling does not directly affect nerve pattern.  Rather, the circumesophageal nerve 

mispatterning is a secondary result to the muscle mispatterning.  

Fate mapping studies have shown that the animal half of the embryo gives rise to 

the ectoderm and nerves of the embryo while the vegetal half gives rise to the endoderm 

and mesoderm of the embryo, thus allowing a mosaic strategy to experimentally analyze 

the affects of Hh signaling independent of muscle patterning.  Mosaic analysis of 

microsurgically recombined embryos where ptc MASO was present only in the animal 

half of the embryo showed that a perturbed Hh signal has no direct effect on neural 

development as these embryos were able to swallow beads. Together these data suggest 

that the lack of peristalsis is the result of mispatterned muscle, and reinforces the 

conclusion that the mispatterning of the nerves underlying that muscle is secondary to 

the muscle mispatterning.   

 

Hh plays different roles in mesoderm development 

ptc and smo are in PMC ventrolateral clusters where skeletogenesis begins.  

Perturbation of Ptc, Smo, or Hh cause skeletal mispatterning.  Thus, a signal from 

hindgut endoderm (Hh) to the ventrolateral clusters appears to be necessary for correct 

skeletal patterning.  Other reports have suggested endodermal involvement in skeletal 

patterning without knowing the pathway (Benink et al., 1997; Croce et al., 2006).  This 
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is the first report where an endodermal signal has been identified to have receptors in 

the PMCs and interference of its pathway results in altered skeletal patterning.  

In spite of early specification occurring normally, Hh pathway perturbations 

affected the number of pigment and blastocoelar cells.  The expansion of pigment and 

blastocoelar cells, though statistically well supported, is modest and could come at the 

expense of endoderm and/or the remaining two subtypes, coelomic pouch and muscle.  

We were unable to find significant changes in endoderm cell numbers (though we cannot 

rule out the loss of a few cells per embryo).  In addition, staining with a coelomic pouch 

marker indicated that the correct number of cells (for at least one type of cells within the 

coelomic pouch) were present.  Localization of anti-Myosin showed that muscle is also 

specified and expresses a molecular differentiation marker with increased Hh signaling, 

however the amount of muscle was reduced.  Therefore, the increase in pigment and 

blastocoelar cells comes at the expense of muscle cells, and possibly from modest 

changes in coelomic pouch and/or endoderm.  It is also possible that an increase in 

proliferation and/or survival of pigment and blastocoelar cells may also contribute to 

their increased numbers as Hh signaling has been shown to enhance proliferation and 

survival in a variety of tumors and tissues including the mesoderm (Ahlgren et al., 2002; 

Cayuso et al., 2006; Feng et al., 2006; Hallahan et al., 2004; Hutchin et al., 2005; Kruger 

et al., 2001; Morton et al., 2007; Yu et al., 2002; Zhang and Kalderon, 2001). 

If, as the data indicates, Hh is acting on cells that already are specified, it might 

be expected that the result of the Hh signal transduction would differ in each of the five 

responding cell types.  Indeed, that is the case with each of the five mesodermal 

components. During the earliest phase of endomesoderm specification the micromere 

lineage becomes distinct from the remaining mesoderm and gives rise to the skeletogenic 

mesoderm. The SMC subtypes are specified in two phases with pigment cell and 
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blastocoelar cell specification occurring earlier, and muscle cell and coelomic pouch 

specification occurring later (Fernandez-Serra et al., 2004; Tokuoka et al., 2002).  As 

each cell type is specified, the GRN states become different in each cell type. Since Hh 

signaling affects each cell subtype late, the differences in response to the signal reflect 

the different GRN states in the subtypes at the time they receive the Hh signal.  

Therefore, we suggest that while the same Hh signal transduction apparatus is present in 

each mesoderm cell subtype,  the downstream targets for that transduction differ due to 

the different GRN states present in the responding cells. 

 

Model of a mesoderm subcircuit 

Expression of Hh is dependent upon FoxA; loss of FoxA through MASO knock-

down in Strongylocentrotus purpuratus and Lytechinus variegatus results in a loss of hh 

mRNA (Oliveri et al., 2006). Increased Hh signaling results in alterations in mesodermal 

patterning.  Together these results suggest a model in which the endodermally derived 

FoxA repressor inhibits a negative regulator of hh expression, thus leading to 

transcription of hh.  That Hh signal is secreted and acts in a paracrine fashion to pattern 

structures derived in the mesoderm.  Understanding in more detail how Hh signaling fits 

into the sea urchin endomesodermal gene regulatory network at later stages, as well as 

how those  network states feed into left-right asymmetry and muscle organization, will 

augment an understanding of patterning mechanisms as well as possibly providing 

important clues to patterning in other species. 
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Chapter 4: 

Repression of mesodermal fate by FoxA, a key endoderm 

regulator of the sea urchin embryo 
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Introduction 

FoxA belongs to the forkhead family of transcription factors. Orthologous genes 

have been isolated in many different species, including Drosophila (Weigel and Jackle, 

1989), C. elegans (Mango et al., 1994), mouse (Ang et al., 1993), ascidians (Corbo et al., 

1997);(Olsen and Jeffery, 1997), hemichordates (Taguchi et al., 2000), and cnidarians 

(Fritzenwanker et al., 2004; Martindale et al., 2004). A common feature of this family of 

transcription factors is that FoxA factors are restricted to endodermal cells just prior to, 

or during gastrulation, and are necessary for specification and the differentiation of 

endodermal structures. In Xenopus, foxA2/hnf3  is initially expressed at the vegetal pole 

of the embryo, but is excluded from the mesoderm during gastrulation (Suri et al., 2004). 

In Xenopus embryos foxA2/hnf3  has the major role of determining the mesodermal 

boundary by repressing mesoderm fate in the endoderm.   

Sea urchin foxA was originally identified in Hemicentrotus pulcherrimus and 

named hnf3 (Harada et al., 1996).  The nomenclature used here is current for Forkhead 

transcription factors of this class (Kaestner et al., 2000). In situ hybridizations showed 

HpfoxA to be expressed initially in the vegetal plate, then surrounding the blastopore 

and finally in the gut of the embryo.  Here we characterize the functional role of FoxA in 

the endomesoderm regulatory network by adding a high-resolution analysis of the foxA 

expression pattern in Lytechinus variegatus, performing experimental perturbations, 

embryological manipulations, and using biochemical approaches to show that FoxA acts 

to assure that veg2 endoderm cells do not express mesoderm genes.  We also find that 

FoxA is upstream of expression of hedgehog in the endoderm. 
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Methods 

Isolation and sequence analysis of foxA clones 

A 224bp fragment of SpfoxA cDNA (from position 644 to 867 in the GenBank sequence, 

accession number DQ459376), corresponding to the most conserved region of the 

forkhead domain (a kind gift of Cathy Yuh) was used as probe for screening S. 

purpuratus and L. variegatus bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) genomic libraries.  

The 150kb 41I19 S. purpuratus clone (GenBank accession number AC131450) and the 

55kb L. variegatus clone 4G18 (GenBank accession number AC131500) were sequenced 

by Joint Genome Institute and Institute for Systems Biology respectively. Sequences are 

publicly available at http://sugp.caltech.edu/resources/annotation.psp. 

 

Whole-mount in situ hybridization (WMISH) 

Whole-Mount in situ hybridizations were performed as previously described 

(Walton et al., 2006). The endo16 probe was prepared as in (Beane, 2007) and the gcm 

probe was prepared as described in Chapter 3. 

 

Morpholino oligo antisense and mRNA injection constructs 

A morpholino antisense substituted oligonucleotides (MASO) was synthesized 

(Gene Tools) complementary to the sequence just upstream of the first possible 

methionine, viz. 5’-TGGGTTCCTCTTTGAAATCCACGAT-3’. A morpholino standard 

control 5’-CCTCTTACCTCAGTTACAATTTATA-3’ was provided by Gene Tools. 

MASO injection solutions were in 40% glycerol with Rhodamine Dextran, at final 

concentrations of 50mM to 300mM. The foxA coding construct was made using a vector 

derived from BlueScript (Statagene, La Jolla, CA), which contained the 3’UTR and 

5’UTR of the globin gene (Lemaire et al., 1995). A fragment containing the entire coding 

sequence of the foxA gene was obtained by PCR, using the primers (FoxA Cod F) 5’-
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CATACACATCAGTGGAGGCT-3’ and (FoxA Cod R) 5’-

TCCATCTATAACTGGTCGTG-3’. The 1659 bp PCR fragment was initially subcloned 

into pGEM-T easy vector (Promega). A foxA pGEM-T positive clone was digested with 

EcoRI to release the 1659 bp fragment having ends compatible with the EcoRI cloning 

site of the pBlueScript derived vector. The orientation of the cloned fragments was 

tested by PCR.  To build the 5’foxA-GFP construct, a 540 bp fragment containing 150 bp 

of 5’UTR and 390 bp coding sequence was amplified by PCR, using the primers (FoxA 

HindIII R) 5’-CCCCAAGCTTGATACGATCAATAGA-3’ and (FoxA KpnI F) 

5’CCCCGGTACCAGGCTGACACTATATACT-3’.  The GFP coding sequence was 

subcloned in frame as described in Oliveri et al., (2002). The template used for these 

PCR reactions was the BAC clone 41I19. Each construct was checked by sequencing. 

RNAs used for injection were synthesized as described by Oliveri et al. (2002). The 

injection solutions were concentrated to 20ng/μl, 50ng/μl or as indicated, and the RNA 

was injected together with rhodamine dextran in 40% glycerol (10 pg/pl; Sigma). 

 

Embryo manipulation and imaging 

Embryo cultures of Lytechinus variegatus and microsurgical procedures were 

carried out as described earlier (McClay, 2000; Oliveri et al., 2003; Sweet et al., 2002).  

L. variegatus embryos were placed into Kiehart chambers in calcium-free SW.  After 

surgery the embryos were returned to SW. 

 

Quantitative PCR (QPCR) 

 Total RNA was isolated from batches of 60 embryos injected with foxA 

MASO. The RNA was extracted using Trizol reagent as previously described in Walton 

et al., 2006.  First-strand cDNA was synthesized using random hexamers and the Taq 

Man kit (PE Biosystems) as described by the manufacturer. Following RNase treatment, 
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the cDNA was directly used for quantitative PCR analysis. QPCR was conducted as 

previously described (Walton et al., 2006). For all QPCR experiments, the data from 

each cDNA sample were normalized against ubiquitin mRNA levels, which are known to 

remain relatively constant during development (Nemer et al., 1991; Oliveri and 

Davidson, 2004; Ransick et al., 2002). The primers used can be found in the website 

http://sugp.caltech.edu/resources/methods/q-pcr.psp. 
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Results 

Dynamic and spatial expression of the sea urchin foxA gene 

A temporal expression profile from fertilized egg to late pluteus is shown in Fig. 

1. The foxA gene is not expressed maternally. Its zygotic expression begins between the 

60 cell stage and the early blastula stage and continues throughout embryogenesis. At 

high levels FoxA represses its own expression as seen by the decrease in foxA between 

the late gastrula and prism stages (Figure 4.1). The temporal expression profile displays 

a striking similarity to that of the hedgehog gene (Figure 4.1, shown in light blue and 

published previously in Walton et al., 2006).  
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Figure 4.1: Temporal mRNA expression profiles for foxA and hedgehog. Temporal 

expression of the LvfoxA gene (purple line) and Lvhedgehog gene (light blue) in embryonic 

development.  QPCR data obtained from different time points were converted to 

number of transcripts per embryo, by reference to a known standard (Material and 

Methods).  The similarity in expression pattern of hh as compared to foxA suggests a 

relationship between the two. The decrease in foxA expression at higher levels of foxA 

also suggests an autorepressive feedback loop. 
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Figure 4.1: Temporal mRNA expression profiles for foxA and hedgehog.  
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foxA transcripts are first visible in a localized pattern in a ring of endodermal 

cells corresponding to the veg2 layer at the mesenchyme blastula stage (Figure 4.2, MB 

and MB veg view).  By the early gastrula stage, foxA is expressed in both veg2 and veg1 

endodermal cells (Figure 4.2, EG) and continues to be expressed throughout the 

endoderm during gastrulation (Figure 4.2, MG-Pl).  This pattern of expression agrees 

with the previously published expression patterns for H. pulcherrimus (Harada et al., 

1996) and S. purpuratus (Oliveri et al., 2006). The gene is transcribed unequally in the 

two sides of the endodermal ring (Figure 4.2, EPr vegetal view). There is also a 

stomodeal expression domain evident in this view.  The expression profile for hedgehog 

is very similar to that of foxA and appears to follow the timing and pattern of 

expression of foxA throughout gastrulation (Figure 4.1 blue line, and Figure 4.8). 
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Figure 4.2: Spatial expression pattern of LvfoxA during development. WMISHs were 

performed at seven different developmental stages, as indicated in the upper left corner 

of each panel. The arrows in MG and LG stages and the staining on the flat oral side at 

EPr indicate expression of foxA in stomodeal region of the oral ectoderm.  At the EPr 

and EPl stages higher expression levels in foregut and hindgut relative to the midgut are 

visible. Stages are: EB, early blastula; MB, mesenchyme blastula; EG, early gastrula; MG, 

midgastrula; LG, late gastrula; EPr, early prism; EPl, early pluteus; Pl, pluteus. 
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Figure 4.2: Spatial expression pattern of LvfoxA during development 
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Loss of FoxA expression results in conversion of endoderm to mesoderm 

A morpholino antisense substituted oligonucleotide (MASO) complementary to 

the translational start sites of foxA mRNA was tested for efficacy in arresting 

translation using a GFP construct (5’foxA-GFP), which contained in-frame the target site 

sequence of the gene. foxA MASO very effectively blocks translation of RNA containing 

the initial ATG of the foxA message (Figure 4.3), thereby blocking expression of the GFP. 
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Figure 4.3: A and A* are DIC and fluorescent images of embryos injected with the 

5’foxA-GFP fusion mRNA.  Expression of foxA is shown by coexpression of the GFP 

seen in the green in A*.  When foxA MASO is coinjected with 5’foxA-GFP mRNA (B and 

B*) embryos do not show any GFP fluorescence (B*) but do display the foxA MASO thin 

gut phenotype (B) which is described further in Figure 4.4. An asterisk (*) indicates that 

the fluorescent and DIC images are of the same embryo. 
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Figure 4.3: foxA MASO is able to block translation of a foxA-GFP construct 
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Given that control, we next tested different concentrations of foxA MASO during 

development.  foxA MASO was injected into eggs.  Up to PMC ingression, the foxA 

MASO-injected embryos appeared normal, but at gastrulation MASO treatment caused 

embryonic phenotypes of increasing severity with increasing concentrations.  At the 

highest concentrations invagination failed completely (data not shown), but with 

decreasing levels of MASO, gastrulation proceeded with more and more endoderm being 

formed (Figure 4.4, B1 and B2).  Under the influence of the MASO levels of expression 

of genes essential to endoderm specification are decreased as measured by QPCR and 

expression of these genes is reduced as seen by in situ hybridization (Oliveri et al., 2006, 

Supplemental Table 4.1).  The overall effect of foxA MASO treatment is reduction in the 

mass of endoderm. 
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Figure 4.4: Embryos injected with foxA MASO have a concentration dependent decrease 

in gut tissue.  The embryo in B2 was injected with more foxA MASO than the embryo in 

B1. In addition, the foregut of these embryos is missing and they fail to form a mouth. 
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Figure 4.4: Loss of endoderm with injection of foxA MASO 
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foxA MASO treated embryos produce excess numbers of pigment cells (Figure 

4.5) by an average increase of 40-70%, (3 experiments, n=10 experimental and 10 

control embryos counted at the same stage in each experiment).  These data suggest that 

absence or reduction of FoxA leads to excess mesodermal cells at the expense of cells 

with an endodermal fate. The MASO phenotypes are consistent with the expression 

data shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2, and together with them confirm FoxA as a key 

regulatory gene of the endomesoderm GRN. 
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Figure 4.5: Embryos injected with foxA MASO also have an increase in pigment 

cells. The increase in pigment cells occurring on MASO treatment can be seen by 

comparing control embryos (A) to MASO treated (B) where the pigment cells appear as 

dark red cells positioned throughout the aboral ectoderm on the anal side and over the 

oral hood. In addition, the control embryo in A has a mouth while the embryo injected 

with foxA MASO in B does not have a mouth. 
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Figure 4.5: Pigment cells are increased in foxA MASO injected embryos 
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The foxA gene and the endomesoderm GRN 

Figure 4.6 shows effects, as reflected by QPCR, on genes that execute functions 

essential to mesoderm specification.  Absence of FoxA has very specific effects, and 

expression of a large majority of genes tested were not quantitatively perturbed in the 

timeframe studied (data not shown). By contrast, mesodermal markers gcm, snail and 

alx1 are all increased consistent with an expansion of mesoderm (Figure 6, blue, red and 

yellow bars respectively). The level of foxA transcript itself also increases when foxA 

mRNA translation is inhibited (Figure 4.6, green bar). This suggests that the foxA gene is 

subject to repression by FoxA protein.   In addition, FoxA also is an important regulator 

of hedgehog (hh) expression as hh mRNA is decreased with injection of foxA MASO 

(Figure 4.7).   The similarity in expression pattern of hh to foxA is striking as hh follows 

foxA expression both in timing and location (Figure 4.1 and 4.8).  Since FoxA normally 

acts as a repressor, it is likely that FoxA has a positive affect on hh transcription by 

repressing a repressor of hh.  Similar effects were seen on mesodermal and endodermal 

gene expression patterns with foxA MASO knockdown in S. purpuratus (Supplemental 

Table 4.1). 
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Figure 4.6: Loss of FoxA results in increased expression of mesodermal genes and 

foxA itself. Mesodermal markers tested were gcm (blue), alx (red), and snail (yellow) 

were all increased with foxA MASO perturbation.  In addition foxA itself (green) was 

also increased. Three separate sets (60 embryos per set) of injected embryos were used 

to prepare the cDNA for QPCR.  The averages of these three runs are represented.  The 

error bar is the standard error of the mean for the three runs. 
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Figure 4.6: Mesodermal  genes and foxA are increased with FoxA knock-down 
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Figure 4.7: hh mRNA levels were measured by QPCR in embryos injected with foxA 

MASO (red bar) or foxA mRNA (green bar).  hh is greatly reduced in foxA MASO 

injected embryos and only slightly increased in foxA mRNA injected embryos. Three 

separate sets (60 embryos per set) of injected embryos were used to prepare the cDNA 

for QPCR.  The averages of these three runs are represented.  The error bar is the 

standard error of the mean for the three runs. 
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Figure 4.7: hh mRNA levels in foxA MASO injected embryos is decreased 
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of mRNA expression profiles for foxA and hedgehog.  The 

localization patterns of foxA and hedgehog are similar as shown by a comparison at four 

stages of gut development.  hedgehog is also expressed at higher levels in the foregut and 

hindgut as compared to the midgut at the early prism stage (EPr) similar to foxA. 
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of mRNA expression profiles for foxA and hedgehog 
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Together these data show that FoxA normally acts to promote endoderm 

formation in the separation of endomesoderm during gastrulation and loss of FoxA 

results in an expansion of mesoderm at the expense of endoderm.  These data also 

suggest an essential role of FoxA in confining endodermal cells to their appropriate fate, 

as demonstrated by the following experiments.  

 

FoxA repression is required to exclude mesoderm fate in endoderm cells 

foxA MASO reduces gut size or eliminates it, and additional pigment cells are 

observed (Figures 4.4 and 4.5). Since in normal embryos foxA is expressed exclusively in 

veg2 endoderm after very early stages of development, the implication is that a specific 

function of this gene is to prevent a number of veg2 progeny from executing mesodermal 

fates.  To test this hypothesis directly, a mosaic analysis was performed, as illustrated 

in Figure 4.9.   

 The foxA MASO was injected into a group of eggs along with Rhodamine 

dextran.  At the 60-cell stage, two fluorescent, MASO bearing cells from each embryonic 

tier were transplanted to equivalent positions in place of two normal cells in an 

unlabeled host embryo, as shown in the diagrams to the left in Figure 4.9.  These mosaic 

embryos were then compared with the respective mosaic control embryos, in which the 

fluorescent transplanted blastomeres contained no MASO.  As shown in Figure 4.9, 

control and foxA MASO animal tier, veg1 and micromeres cells behaved identically in 

the host embryos.  However, as Figure 4.9 shows, the fate of foxA MASO-injected veg2 

cells was very different from that of their controls. Transplanted veg2 blastomeres 

unable to generate the FoxA protein produced only dispersed mesodermal cell types, 

whereas the control dye-injected veg2 cells became normal gut endoderm as well as 

mesodermal cells (n=24 for each control and foxA MASO-injected embryos). Some 
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experimental veg2 transplant embryos had a few fluorescent cells in the gut, but these 

were always many fewer in number than in control archenterons, and these often 

differentiated as ectopic pigment cells or ectopic coelomic pouches, both SMC 

derivatives. Thus, one function of the foxA gene is to repress mesodermal specification in 

the subset of veg2 cells normally fated to generate gut endoderm. 
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Figure 4.9: Mosaic analysis of the fates of specific blastomeres bearing foxA MASO.  

Lytechinus variegatus eggs were injected with foxA MASO and coinjected with 

Rhodamine dextran as a dye tracer. Control donor embryos were injected with 

Rhodamine dextran alone.  At the 60 cell stage two injected cells from each tier were 

transplanted to host embryos as indicated on the left diagrams.  Top row of 

transplants: Cells of the “an2” tier normally form ectoderm and foxA MASO injected 

cells behaved like controls. Second row: veg1 cells normally contribute to hindgut, 

midgut and vegetal ectoderm, and the foxA MASO injected veg1 cells also contributed to 

gut and ectoderm.  Third row: veg2 cells normally contribute to foregut, midgut and 

SMCs.  The foxA MASO cells contributed almost exclusively to SMCs. The red 

arrowhead points to the gut in both control and experimental.  Bottom row: foxA 

MASO and control micromeres became normal PMCs. 
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Figure 4.9: Mosaic analysis of FoxA function in specific vegetal tiers of cells 
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Loss of FoxA resulted in embryos with decreased expression of endodermal 

genes and increased expression of mesodermal genes concomitant with an expansion of 

mesoderm and a loss of endoderm.  In addition mosaic analysis revealed that the effects 

of FoxA on endomesoderm occur within the veg2 lineage.  Therefore FoxA function acts 

to promote endoderm through repression of mesodermal genes within the veg2 cells as 

the endomesoderm is separating.   

Since loss of FoxA function resulted in a loss of endoderm, we also asked if 

ectopic expression of FoxA could increase endoderm.  Injection of foxA mRNA resulted 

in embryos with large guts (Figure 4.10).  The size of the guts also increased with 

increasing dose of mRNA.  Furthermore, pigment cells were decreased with ectopic FoxA 

(data not shown). 
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Figure 4.10: Embryos injected with foxA mRNA have expanded endodermal 

territories as compared to control embryos.  The gut territories of the embryos in A-C 

are outlined in red in A*-C*.  The amount of gut expansion is dose dependent as the 

embryos in B and B* were injected with 0.035 pg/pl of foxA mRNA while C and C* were 

injected with 0.023 pg/pl. 
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Figure 4.10: FoxA overexpression expands the gut territory 
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FoxA effects on spatial gene expression patterns 

WMISHs were carried out on foxA-injected and control embryos at the 

mesenchyme blastula stage (Figure 4.11). We looked at endo16 expression as an 

indicator of endoderm specification and gcm as an indicator of mesoderm specification. 

As expected, endo16 expression is expanded with increased levels of foxA while gcm is 

decreased in a concentration dependent manner.   Therefore, as expected, ectopic foxA 

mRNA expression represses mesoderm and expands endoderm, the opposite of what is 

seen with loss of FoxA.  Together these data show that FoxA normally acts as a 

repressor of mesodermal genes within the veg2 lineage in order to promote endoderm 

specification. 
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Figure 4.11: Spatial expression of endomesoderm genes, in foxA perturbed embryos.  

L. variegatus embryos at mesenchyme blastula injected with foxA mRNA or dye control 

were hybridized with WMISH probes for an endodermally expressed gene (endo16) or a 

mesodermally expressed gene (gcm) as indicated in the lower left corner of each panel. 

Embryos are in lateral view with the vegetal pole towards the bottom of each panel in A, 

A1, A2 and B, B1 and B2.  Embryos are in vegetal view in A’, A1’, A2’ and B’,B1’, and 

B2’. The increase of endoderm is dosage dependent as endo16 increases with increased 

foxA mRNA (A1 was injected with 0.035 pg/pl and A2 was injected with 0.023 pg/pl).  

The decrease of mesoderm is also dosage dependent as gcm decreases with increasing 

foxA (B1 was injected with 0.035 pg/pl and B2 was injected with 0.023 pg/pl).  At 

higher levels gcm could be completely abolished (data not shown). 
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Figure 4.11: Ectopic FoxA expands endoderm at the expense of mesoderm 
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Discussion 

Here the foxA regulatory gene is shown to repress mesodermal genes (gcm, snail, 

alx) and mesoderm specification in the presumptive endoderm of the mesenchyme 

blastula embryo in order to promote endoderm development. This effect is specific to 

the veg2 tier of cells which receive mesodermal induction signals from the neighboring 

micromeres.  Furthermore, FoxA is upstream of hedgehog expression in the endoderm 

and it controls its own expression through a negative autoregulatory feedback loop. 

Endoderm is derived from both the veg2 and the veg1 tier of cells in the sea 

urchin, however the conversion to an SMC fate with loss of FoxA affects only veg2 and 

not veg1 endoderm. This difference is attributed to different gene regulatory states of the 

veg2 and veg1 tiers.  The veg2 tier is directly adjacent to the micromeres at the early 

blastula stage and so it is able to receive two different Delta signals from those 

micromeres. Delta-Notch signaling from the micromeres effects both a mesodermal 

inductive signal (through GCM downstream from Suppressor of Hairless, (Sherwood 

and McClay, 1999; Sweet et al., 2002) (Ransick, 2006) and later an endodermal 

inductive signal (through GataE, Lee et al., 2007). The veg2 tier of cells is then capable of 

becoming mesoderm or endoderm during the separation of endomesoderm; in contrast, 

veg1 becomes endoderm or ectoderm. Since the gcm gene is directly activated by Notch 

signaling via Su(H) as well (Ransick, 2006), and since foxA expression in the endoderm 

normally represses gcm (Figure 4.6 and 4.11), the effect of preventing FoxA expression is 

to promote ectopic gcm expression in cells that normally would become endoderm. 

These cells now become respecified as mesodermal cells (Figure 4.9 and 4.11).   In other 

words, a means of preventing gcm expression in endoderm is essential as a device to 

permit endoderm specification to utilize the Notch input through GataE.  
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The C. elegans ortholog of the foxa gene, pha4, recognizes high and low affinity 

target sites according to its concentration (Ao et al., 2004; Gaudet and Mango, 2002; 

Gaudet et al., 2004).  The same appears to be true in the sea urchin since we can see a 

FoxA concentration dependent increase or decrease of mesoderm or endoderm specific 

genes according to the perturbation employed.  In addition, the autofeedback loop of 

FoxA repression of itself is observed at high levels of foxA expression, allowing an 

internal control mechanism to fine-tune the system. 

Notch signaling is directly or indirectly required for specification of the late 

delaminating SMC derivatives, muscle and coelomic pouches (Oliveri et al., 2002; Sweet 

et al., 2002; Peterson and McClay, 2005; Sherwood and McClay, 1999). The precursors 

of these cells are sorted out within an endomesoderm domain during the blastula stage 

(Ruffins and Ettensohn, 1996); foxA is transiently expressed there in an overlapping 

domain with gcm. Since Notch signaling activates the gcm gene, normally many of the 

Veg 2 cells are specified as SMCs (Ransick, 2006)  Cells that do not receive the Notch 

signal in the Veg 2 tier amplify FoxA which represses gcm, thereby directing the fate of 

these cells to endoderm. Experimentally, therefore, the excess pigment cells produced by 

foxA MASO treatment would reflect alteration of SMC/endoderm fate balance.  

Additionally, FoxA is upstream of hedgehog expression and in Chapter 3 it is shown 

that Hedgehog signaling affects SMC patterning through Patched and Smoothened, 

which are expressed in the mesoderm (Chapter 3).  Therefore, FoxA is important not 

only for repressing mesodermal genes and activating endodermal genes within the veg2 

lineage to promote endoderm specification, but it also indirectly affects mesodermal 

patterning through activation of Hedgehog signaling. 
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Supplemental Figure 4.1: Quantitative effects of FoxA function knock-down on 

endomesodermal genes. Numbers shown are DCT, or normalized CT differences 

between foxA MASO-injected embryos and control embryos. DCT is calculated as 

previously described (Oliveri and Davidson, 2004a). A positive number means the 

number of transcripts of the target gene is increased by the foxA MASO; a negative 

number means the number of target gene transcripts is decreased. Listed data are 

considered significant when DCT is <-1.6 or >+1.6. Smaller effects are shown as non 

significant (NS). NE, the gene is not normally expressed at this time point of 

development and the QPCR result is irrelevant; NA, result not available.  Measurements 

carried out in independents batches of cDNA are separated by semicolon. Each result 

has been repeated at least in two separate injection experiments. In this table are shown 

quantitative results for genes affected by FoxA knock-down during the developmental 

time period analyzed. Many other genes are not affected by foxA MASO at any 

timepoints: otx a, otx b1/2, krl, gatac, hmx, not, nrl, pks, tbr, brn1/2/4, delta, eve, foxc, 

hox11/13b, krox, wnt8, lox, bra, wnt5, delta, apoL, hnf6, lim1, dri, soxB, foxb, alx1, ets1. 

b  Domain of expression in untreated embryos. EM, endomesodoerm; E 

endoderm; SMC secondary mesenchyme cells. For detailed description of the expression 

pattern of the genes in the table see text.  

c S. purpuratus embryos were collected at 18hr (blastula), 23-24 hr (mesenchyme 

blastula), 30-34hr (early gastrula) and 48hr (late gastrula).  

d This number, even if below significance, shows the same trend of response to 

perturbation.  
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Supplemental Table 4.1: Quantitative effects of FoxA function knock-down on 
endomesodermal genes. 
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Chapter 5: 

Summary and Future Directions 
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Summary 

A network of signals are involved in setting up endomesoderm development and 

subsequent patterning of the structures derived from those tissues.  Within that network 

Notch, FoxA and Hedgehog are three key players.  Notch sets up the initial specification 

and participates in some of the subdivision of mesenchymal subtypes.  FoxA acts 

between the two Notch signals to prevent mesenchymal genes from being expressed 

within the subset of endomesoderm that will become endoderm.  It also results in 

positive regulation of endodermal genes including hedgehog.  Hedgehog signaling from the 

endoderm is received by its receptors in the mesoderm and in turn acts to further 

delineate patterning of the mesoderm.  Together Notch, FoxA and Hedgehog function 

within a global endomesodermal GRN towards the goal of making and patterning 

mesoderm. 

 

Model of an Endoderm to Mesoderm Subcircuit 

Expression of hh is dependent upon FoxA; loss of FoxA through MASO knock-

down in Strongylocentrotus purpuratus and Lytechinus variegatus results in a loss of hh 

mRNA (Oliveri et al., 2006). Increased Hh signaling results in alterations in mesodermal 

patterning.  Together these results suggest a model (depicted in Figure 5.1) in which the 

endodermally derived FoxA repressor inhibits a negative regulator of hh expression, thus 

leading to transcription of hh.  That Hh signal then is secreted and acts in a paracrine 

fashion to result in patterning of the structures derived from the mesoderm that receives 

those signals.  Understanding in more detail how Hh signaling fits into the sea urchin 

endomesodermal gene regulatory network as well as how that network feeds into left-
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right asymmetry and muscle organization will provide important clues in how 

mechanisms that define patterning across species have evolved. 
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Figure 5.1: Model of an Endoderm to Mesoderm Subcircuit 
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Future Directions 

And so the culmination point arrives when we consider what we have learned 

and, as with all good research projects, discover that each question answered has in turn 

provoked a new set of questions.  I have chosen to focus on three topics that are most 

pertinent to the current studies taking place in the McClay lab.  The first is to elucidate 

the role of mesodermal feedback in endodermal patterning following Hh signaling in the 

mesoderm.  The second is to define the mechanism for Hh signaling in left-right 

asymmetry.  Finally, it would be of great value to identify more genes that are involved 

in muscle and coelomic pouch specification and patterning. 

 

Signaling from the Mesoderm to Pattern Endoderm 

Reciprocal feedback loops of cell-signaling between the endoderm and mesoderm 

are essential for the proper patterning of both tissues, and Hedgehog signaling in 

particular has been shown to play a crucial role in this feedback mechanism (Madison et 

al., 2005; Sukegawa et al., 2000).  At the low doses of the various perturbations which 

were able to affect mesoderm, no gross morphological defects in the endoderm were 

observed.  However, at higher doses of perturbations the gut was abnormally 

proportioned and displaced to one side of the blastocoel or failed to form at all.  Since 

Hh signaling is taking place in the mesoderm, it is likely that the morphological defects in 

the endoderm are the result of a mesodermal feedback signal that acts in the patterning 

of the gut.  Since all of our methods of perturbation thus far require injection of a means 

to modify Hh signaling at the one cell stage or administration of a drug to the embryo as 

a whole, the effects observed could be the result of an ectopic activation of Hh or a 
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toxicity response to too much of a treatment.  To sort this out, more specific means of 

delivering perturbations of Hh signaling must be employed. 

One way to specifically deliver a perturbation is through surgical construction of 

chimeric embryos.  For example, specific cells from embryos injected with actsmo mRNA 

could be recombined with a dye injected control host so that the Act-Smo is only 

expressed in the transplanted cells.  Cells from the coelomic pouch mesoderm area of an 

actsmo-injected embryo could be transplanted into a control host so that increased Hh 

signaling is only present within the mesoderm.  Then any effects on the gut present in 

transplanted embryos, but not in sham operated embryos should be the result of a 

mesodermal feedback signal.  In addition, further elucidation of cells from the veg2 tier 

(normally veg 2 divides into mesoderm and endoderm) could be combined with a host 

animal half so that the effect of increased Hh signaling within just the veg2 lineages 

could be assessed.  In this way it might be possible to tease out a more specific role for 

Hh signaling in both within the patterning of mesoderm and its feedback on endodermal 

morphogenesis.  

Another means of delivering perturbations more specifically is through a more 

recent technical advance in sea urchin biology.  Following cis-regulatory analysis, it is 

possible to use the identified regulatory regions for a particular gene as a means to 

control where and when an injected DNA construct for that gene is expressed.  For 

example, if the cis-regulatory region for gli were determined then it would be possible to 

take that regulatory region and add it to a DNA construct of the activator and/or 

repressor forms of gli which would be injected into embryos, still at the one cell stage, 

however that DNA would only be transcribed and translated in the same location and 

at the same time as the endogenous gene.  Through these means better delivery of the 

perturbation may be achieved without the non-specific effects so that mesodermal  
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phenotypes could be more precisely analyzed as well as allow for tests on  interference 

with feedback to the gut. 

 

Defining the mechanism for Hh signaling in left-right asymmetry 

Nodal has been shown to be upstream of Hedgehog signaling in the neural tube in 

mice and zebrafish and may directly activate transcription of shh, therefore Nodal 

secreted from the ectoderm may exert left-right patterning of the coelomic pouch through 

Hedgehog pathway signaling (Muller et al., 2000; Rohr et al., 2001).  Nodal signaling 

also induces pitx which is another asymmetrically expressed gene (Duboc et al., 2005).  

Therefore it would be interesting to determine whether Hh signaling is downstream from 

Nodal and whether it is upstream or downstream from PitX.  Another gene involved in 

left-right patterning of mesodermal structures is cripto (the founding member of the EGF-

CFC family of TGF  co-receptors).  Cripto has also been shown to play a role in 

endomesoderm development in mouse (Minchiotti et al., 2002).  Recent work in the 

McClay lab indicates that Cripto is involved in endomesoderm development in the sea 

urchin and it seems likely that its role in left-right asymmetry may also be conserved in 

the sea urchin.  Many of the reagents necessary for making epistatic analyses to 

construct a left-right axis specification network in the sea urchin are already established 

in the lab (nodal, hedgehog, cripto, and a partial clone of pitx, as well as some drug 

treatments that are known to affect left-right patterning) making this an extremely 

inviting project! 

 

Identification of Muscle and Coelomic Pouch Specification and Patterning Genes 

Two approaches could be used in combination to identify more genes that are 

involved in muscle and coelomic pouch specification and patterning.  The first is a 
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candidate approach of perturbing expression of genes known to be involved in muscle 

specification and/or patterning in other organisms and assessing whether those genes 

affect mesoderm development.  The second is a broad stroke approach of comparing 

microarray analyses following perturbations that have known effects on mesoderm 

development. 

 In collaboration with Dr. Deb Gumucio’s lab at the University of Michigan, we 

identified a list of candidate genes.  These genes were highly enriched in RNA extracted 

from mesoderm as compared to RNA from endoderm in a microarray comparison. The 

list of presumably mesodermal genes was then narrowed further by cross-referencing 

those genes with a database of expression of those genes at various stages of sea urchin 

embryonic development and selecting only those genes which are specifically highly 

expressed during the time frame when endoderm and mesoderm are separating in the 

sea urchin.  Careful analysis of perturbations of these genes one by one should yield 

more genes involved in mesoderm specification and patterning.  

Combining the above list with microarray analysis of perturbations known to 

affect mesoderm patterning in the sea urchin should further refine the list of candidate 

genes to assess first.  In addition, more genes could be discovered that were not 

previously identified, in particular, genes that are specific to sea urchin mesoderm 

development. 
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Appendix 1: 

Published manuscript for “Repression of mesodermal fate by 

FoxA, a key endoderm regulator of the sea urchin embryo” 
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INTRODUCTION
The endomesoderm gene regulatory network (GRN) models the
transcriptional control system defining vegetal specification of the
sea urchin (Strongylocentrotus purpuratus) embryo during the first
30 hours of development. The GRN is a nuclear view of
transcriptional regulation and incorporates data from many sources.
In addition, it includes known signal transduction events that
subdivide the endomesoderm into subnetwork modules during this
initial 30-hour period. By gastrulation, mesoderm and endoderm
have been defined, and have acquired competence to undergo the
morphogenetic movements of gastrulation. The network model
further provides the genomic regulatory code for subsequent steps
of differentiation and morphogenesis.

The GRN is activated by maternal inputs at the vegetal pole, first
seen as nuclearization of �-catenin in the micromeres and in
macromeres (Logan et al., 1999). Between the fourth and sixth
cleavage, the early signal, the molecular nature of which is not yet
known, from the micromeres provides added input to the
macromeres to accelerate endomesoderm GRN activation (Ransick
and Davidson, 1995; Oliveri et al., 2003). At sixth cleavage, the veg2
tier of endomesoderm cells separates from their sister veg1 cells, the
veg2 tier occupying a more vegetal position. Between the seventh
and ninth cleavages, the innermost veg2 cells receive a Delta signal
from the adjacent micromeres, and the Notch-activated cells become
secondary mesenchyme (SMC) precursors. This Notch (N) signal
functionally distinguishes SMC from endoderm specification
(Sherwood and McClay, 1999). A second Delta signaling event later
originates in the SMC precursors, contributes to SMC specification,
and is required to define the adjacent veg2 endoderm
subcompartment (Sherwood and McClay, 1999; Sweet et al., 2002;

Peterson and McClay, 2005). In the sea urchin embryo, at least 16
transcription factors are activated specifically in cells that become
endoderm, and among these is the foxa gene.

Foxa belongs to the forkhead family of transcription factors.
Orthologous genes have been isolated in many different species,
including Drosophila (Weigel et al., 1989), C. elegans (Mango et al.,
1994), mouse (Ang et al., 1993), ascidians (Corbo et al., 1997; Olsen
and Jeffery, 1997), hemichordates (Taguchi et al., 2000) and
cnidarians (Fritzenwanker et al., 2004; Martindale et al., 2004). A
common feature is that Foxa factors are restricted to endodermal
cells just prior to, or during, gastrulation, and are necessary for the
specification and differentiation of endodermal structures. Later,
these factors are required in other domains and other developing
structures. In Xenopus, foxa2/hnf3� is initially expressed at the
vegetal pole of the embryo, but is excluded from the mesoderm
during gastrulation (Suri et al., 2004). In this embryo during
gastrulation, foxa2/hnf3� has the major role of determining the
mesodermal boundary by repressing mesoderm fate in the
endoderm.

Sea urchin foxa was originally identified in Hemicentrotus
pulcherrimus and named hnf3 (Harada et al., 1996). The
nomenclature used here is current for Forkhead transcription
factors of this class (Kaestner et al., 2000). In situ hybridization
showed Hpfoxa to be expressed initially in the vegetal plate, then
surrounding the blastopore and finally in the gut of the embryo.
Here, we characterize the functional role of foxa in the
endomesoderm regulatory network by adding a high-resolution
analysis of the foxa expression pattern in both S. purpuratus
and Lytechinus variegatus, by performing experimental
perturbations and embryological manipulations, and by using
biochemical approaches to show that foxa has at least three
major roles in the embryo: it assures that veg2 endoderm cells do
not express mesoderm genes; it is required in the stomodeal
region of the oral ectoderm for the production of the mouth; and
it provides a controlling function for postgastrular development
of the gut.

Repression of mesodermal fate by foxa, a key endoderm
regulator of the sea urchin embryo
Paola Oliveri1,*, Katherine D. Walton2, Eric H. Davidson1 and David R. McClay2,*

The foxa gene is an integral component of the endoderm specification subcircuit of the endomesoderm gene regulatory network in
the Strongylocentrotus purpuratus embryo. Its transcripts become confined to veg2, then veg1 endodermal territories, and,
following gastrulation, throughout the gut. It is also expressed in the stomodeal ectoderm. gatae and otx genes provide input into
the pregastrular regulatory system of foxa, and Foxa represses its own transcription, resulting in an oscillatory temporal expression
profile. Here, we report three separate essential functions of the foxa gene: it represses mesodermal fate in the veg2
endomesoderm; it is required in postgastrular development for the expression of gut-specific genes; and it is necessary for
stomodaeum formation. If its expression is reduced by a morpholino, more endomesoderm cells become pigment and other
mesenchymal cell types, less gut is specified, and the larva has no mouth. Experiments in which blastomere transplantation is
combined with foxa MASO treatment demonstrate that, in the normal endoderm, a crucial role of Foxa is to repress gcm expression
in response to a Notch signal, and hence to repress mesodermal fate. Chimeric recombination experiments in which veg2, veg1 or
ectoderm cells contained foxa MASO show which region of foxa expression controls each of the three functions. These experiments
show that the foxa gene is a component of three distinct embryonic gene regulatory networks.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Isolation and sequence analysis of foxa clones
A 224 bp fragment of Spfoxa cDNA (from position 644 to 867 of the
GenBank sequence, Accession number DQ459376), corresponding to the
most conserved region of the forkhead domain (a kind gift of Cathy Yuh,
Division of Biology, Caltech) was used as probe for screening
Strongylocentrotus purpuratus and Lytechinus variegatus bacterial artificial
chromosome (BAC) genomic libraries. The 150 kb 41I19 S. purpuratus
clone (GenBank Accession number AC131450) and the 55 kb L. variegatus
clone 4G18 (GenBank Accession number AC131500) were sequenced by
the Joint Genome Institute and the Institute for Systems Biology,
respectively. Sequences are publicly available at http://sugp.caltech.edu/
resources/annotation.psp.

Whole-mount in situ hybridization (WMISH)
Whole-mount in situ hybridization was performed as previously described
(Minokawa et al., 2004). An RNA probe for foxa was synthesized in vitro
from 200 ng of PCR fragment amplified from the 224 bp cDNA clone using
the primers pSport F (5�-GTG CTG CAA GGC GAT TAA GT-3�) and
pSport R (5�-TGT GGA ATT GTG AGC GGA TA-3�). For gcm probe
description, see Ransick et al. (Ransick et al., 2002), and for gatae probe,
see Lee and Davidson (Lee and Davidson, 2004).

Morpholino oligo antisense and mRNA injection constructs
A morpholino antisense substituted oligonucleotide (MASO) was
synthesized (Gene Tools) complementary to the sequence just upstream of
the first possible methionine, namely 5�-TGGGTTCCTCTTTGAAA-
TCCACGAT-3�. A morpholino standard control 5�-CCTCTTACCTCA-
gTTACAATTTATA-3� was provided by Gene Tools. MASOs were injected
in a 120 mM KCl solution, at final concentrations of 50 mM to 300 mM. The
foxa coding construct was made using a vector derived from BlueScript
(Statagene, La Jolla, CA), which contained the 3�UTR and 5�UTR of the
globin gene (Lemaire et al., 1995). A fragment containing the entire coding
sequence of the foxa gene was obtained by PCR, using the primers Foxa Cod
F (5�-CATACACATCAGTGGAGGCT-3�) and Foxa Cod R (5�-TCC-
ATCTATAACTGGTCGTG-3�). The 1659 bp PCR fragment was initially
subcloned in pGEM-T easy vector (Promega). A foxa pGEM-T positive
clone was digested with EcoRI to release the 1659 bp fragment with ends
compatible with the EcoRI cloning site of the pBlueScript derived vector.
The orientation of the cloned fragments was tested by PCR. To build the
5�foxa-GFP construct, a 540 bp fragment containing 150 bp of 5�UTR and
390 bp coding sequence was amplified by PCR, using the primers Foxa
HindIII R (5�-CCCCAAGCTTGATACGATCAATAGA-3�) and Foxa KpnI
F (5�CCCCGGTACCAGGCTGACACTATATACT-3�). The GFP coding
sequence was subcloned in frame as described by Oliveri et al. (Oliveri et
al., 2002). The template used for these PCR reactions was the BAC clone
41I19. Each construct was checked by sequencing. RNA used for injection
was synthesized as described by Oliveri et al. (Oliveri et al., 2002). The
injection solutions were concentrated to 20 ng/�l, 50 ng/�l, or as indicated,
and the RNA was injected together with fluorescein dextran or rhodamine
dextran (10 pg/pl; Sigma).

Embryo manipulation and imaging
Embryo cultures of L. variegatus or S. purpuratus, and microsurgical
procedures, were carried out as described earlier (McClay, 2000; Oliveri
et al., 2003; Sweet et al., 2004). L. variegatus embryos were placed into
Kiehart chambers in calcium-free sea water, whereas S. purpuratus
embryos were placed in calcium-free sea water after two washes in
Hyaline Extraction Medium. After surgery the embryos were returned to
sea water.

Quantitative PCR (QPCR)
Total RNA was isolated from batches (100-200) of embryos injected with
different MASOs and/or mRNA. The RNA was extracted using the RNeasy
Micro Kit (Qiagen) according to manufacturer’s instructions. First-strand
cDNA was synthesized using random hexamers and the Taq Man Kit (PE
Biosystems), as described by the manufacturer. The cDNA was used directly
for quantitative PCR (QPCR) analysis. QPCR was conducted as previously
described (Rast et al., 2000). For all QPCR experiments, the data from each

cDNA sample were normalized against ubiquitin mRNA levels, which are
known to remain relatively constant during development (Nemer et al., 1991;
Oliveri and Davidson, 2004a; Ransick et al., 2002). The primers used can be
found on the website http://sugp.caltech.edu/resources/methods/q-pcr.psp
and have been previously published by Davidson et al. (Davidson et al.,
2002).

RESULTS
Isolation and sequence analysis of the foxa gene
The S. purpuratus and L. variegatus foxa genes were identified and
sequenced as described in the Materials and methods. In both
species, the foxa gene consists of a single exon. A search for the foxa
gene in the recently available S. purpuratus genome sequence
showed that foxa is a single copy gene, as was previously determined
for Hemicentrotus pulcherrimus foxa (Harada et al., 1996).

Sea urchin Foxa is a class A forkhead transcription factor.
Predicted amino acid sequences for the sea urchin Foxa proteins are
98.1% identical between S. purpuratus and H. pulcherrimus, 94.5%
identical between S. purpuratus and L. variegatus, and 95% identical
between L. variegatus and H. pulcherrimus, over the whole length
of the protein. There is thus no doubt that these genes are true
orthologs. The phylogenetic relationship of Spfoxa, and thus Lvfoxa,
to other forkhead class transcription factors has been resolved by Tu
et al. (Tu et al., 2006).

Dynamic spatial expression of the sea urchin foxa
gene
The analysis previously performed on H. pulcherrimus (Harada
et al., 1996) was repeated to provide a higher resolution whole-
mount in situ hybridization (WMISH) expression of foxa (Fig. 1).
At 18 hours of development, foxa is expressed at a low level in the
veg2 endomesoderm; the micromeres are devoid of expression
(Fig. 1A,B). By 21 hours, expression of foxa becomes restricted
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Fig. 1. Spatial expression pattern of Spfoxa. (A-L) WMISH was
performed at seven different developmental stages, as indicated in the
upper right corner of each panel. Note that starting at 21 hours
postfertilization, asymmetric expression of foxa is observed across the
endoderm (C,H,L). This is not as apparent in D, which is purposely
overdeveloped to reveal that only endoderm expresses foxa. The
asterisks in E-G,K,L indicate the stomodeal region of the oral ectoderm.
Arrows (I,J) indicate higher expression levels in foregut and hindgut
relative to the midgut. LV, lateral view; VV, view from the vegetal plate;
OV, view from the oral ectoderm.
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to the endodermal ring (Ruffins and Ettensohn, 1996). The gene
is transcribed unequally in the two sides of the endodermal ring
(Fig. 1C). At 21 hours and beyond (asterisk in Fig. 1E-G), the oral
side of the endoderm, marked by the stomodeal expression,
expresses a higher level of foxa than does the aboral side. The
stomodeal expression domain was not identified in the previous
analysis (Harada et al., 1996). Following primary mesenchyme
cell (PMC) ingression (Fig. 1D), the endoderm expresses the gene
at a high level. Thus, initially there is a transient expression in the

endomesoderm, some of which will be specified as muscle and
coelomic pouch SMCs, then, later, foxa is exclusively an
endodermal and stomodeal gene.

A temporal expression profile at a 3-hour resolution is shown in
Fig. 2. The foxa gene is not expressed maternally. Its zygotic
expression begins at about 15 hours postfertilization, and continues
throughout embryogenesis. The temporal expression profile displays
a striking oscillatory periodicity, as has also been described for the
starfish foxa gene (Hinman et al., 2003).

Conversion of endoderm to mesoderm on
interference with foxa expression
A morpholino antisense substituted oligonucleotide (MASO)
complementary to the translational start site of both the S.
purpuratus and L. variegatus foxa mRNA was tested for efficacy
in arresting translation using a GFP construct (5�foxa-GFP),
which contained in-frame the target site sequence of the gene. As
illustrated in Fig. 3J,K, the foxa MASO very effectively blocks the
translation of RNA containing the initial ATG of the foxa
message, but fails to block the translation of an altered form (5
base changes) that no longer recognizes the MASO (data not
shown). Two different concentrations of foxa MASO were then
injected into fertilized eggs. The embryonic phenotypes observed
were of increasing severity at higher concentrations, and were
equivalent in both species. Up to PMC ingression, the foxA
MASO-injected embryos appeared normal, but at gastrulation
MASO treatment caused a delay of gut invagination, and, at
increased concentrations, a complete failure of invagination (Fig.
3A,B). If invagination occurred in MASO-treated embryos, the
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Fig. 2. Temporal expression of the Spfoxa gene in embryonic
development. QPCR data obtained from different time points were
converted to number of transcripts per embryo, by reference to a
known standard (see Materials and methods). The transcript prevalence
describes an oscillating pattern of expression with a period of 10±1
hours.

Fig. 3. Effects of foxa MASO on
development. (A-L) Strongylocentrotus
purpuratus embryos; (M-P) Lytechinus
variegatus embryos. (A-C,J-L) Early-mid
gastrula, (D-F) late gastrula, (G-I,M-P) pluteus
stage larvae, respectively corresponding to 35
hours, 48 hours and 70 hours of development
for S. purpuratus. (C,F,I,J,M,O) Control
embryos treated as specified in each panel.
(A,B,D,E,G,H,K,L,N,P) foxa MASO-treated
embryos. The concentration of MASO injected
is indicated in each panel. Black arrows (B)
indicate that the SMCs reach their correct
position even if a severe reduction of gut
extension has occurred. (J) Fluorescent image
of embryos injected with the 5�foxa-GFP
fusion mRNA: all of the cells express GFP as
shown by the (false) green color. (K,L) When
foxa MASO is co-injected with 5�foxa-GFP
mRNA embryos do not show any GFP
fluorescence (K) but do display the foxa
MASO phenotype (L). Fluorescent and bright
field images of the same embryo. Red
arrowheads (E,F,H,I) point to the foregut or to
the location where the foregut should be. The
increase in pigment cells occurring on MASO
treatment can be seen by comparing control
embryos (M,O) to MASO-treated embryos
(N,P), where the pigment cells appear as dark
red cells positioned throughout the aboral
ectoderm on the anal side (M,N) and over the
oral hood (O,P). The control embryo in O has
a mouth, whereas the embryo in P injected
with foxa MASO does not.
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foregut of the embryonic archenteron was truncated or missing
altogether (Fig. 3E,H). This region of the archenteron is most
sensitive to the absence of Foxa, consistent with the hypothesis
that the high level of foxa expression in the foregut region during
gastrulation is crucial for specification (Fig. 1I,J). At higher
concentrations of MASO the whole gut is absent, and in its place
is a small, everted, scar-like structure (Fig. 3D,G). In both species,
the overall effect of foxa MASO treatment is a reduction in the
mass of endoderm. Even if invagination occurs, the gut fails to
connect with the oral ectoderm and a mouth never forms (Fig. 3P).
In addition, MASO-treated embryos produce excess numbers of
pigment cells (Fig. 3M,N; an average increase of 40-70%, three
experiments, n=10 experimental and 10 control embryos counted
at the same stage in each experiment). These data suggest that an
absence or reduction of Foxa leads to a diversion of presumptive
endodermal cells to mesodermal fate, and a reduction in
endoderm specification. The MASO phenotypes are consistent
with the expression data shown in Fig. 1, and together with that
data confirm foxa as a key regulatory gene of the endomesoderm
GRN.

The foxa gene and the endomesoderm GRN
Table 1 shows the effects, as reflected by QPCR, on genes that
execute functions essential to endomesoderm specification.
Absence of Foxa function has very specific effects, and the
expression of the large majority of genes tested was not
quantitatively perturbed in the timeframe studied. The level of foxa
transcript itself increases sharply when foxa mRNA translation is
inhibited. Thus, the foxa gene is subject to repression by Foxa
protein. This result at least partially explains the oscillatory
character of the temporal expression profile observed for the foxa
gene (Fig. 2). An early repressive effect was also seen on gatae at
the blastula stage, when foxa is still transiently expressed in the
endomesodermal territory and gatae is expressed in territory that
will become late SMC mesoderm (Fig. 1) (Lee and Davidson,
2004). By the time the expression of gatae occurs in definitive
endoderm at mesenchyme blastula stage, there is no evident foxa
repression of gatae. Expression of both gatae and endo16, a well-
known endodermal marker gene, are controlled at this stage by
other known endodermal regulators (Yuh et al., 1994) (Table 1). At
late gastrula stage in foxa MASO-treated embryos, the gatae and
endo16 genes show a strong decrease in the level of expression, an
obvious consequence of the prior failure of endomesoderm
specification (Fig. 3). These last results are not interpreted as
evidence for direct regulatory gene interactions in late gastrula, but

as a consequence of the earlier failure of Foxa to contribute to
endoderm specification. Foxa is also an important regulator of
hedgehog (hh) expression, which is known to be expressed in
endoderm beginning just before mesenchyme blastula stage
(Walton et al., 2006).

A second important result (see Table 1) is that the early SMC-
specific gcm gene (Ransick et al., 2002) is revealed to be a target
of foxa repression in a time window that begins after 24 hours
and extends at least until 34 hours. This result provides a direct
explanation for the essential role of foxa in confining endodermal
cells to their appropriate fate, as we demonstrate in the following
experiments.

foxa repression is required to exclude mesoderm
fate in endoderm cells
foxa MASO reduces gut size or eliminates it, and additional pigment
cells are observed (Fig. 3N,P). Because in normal embryos foxa is
expressed exclusively in veg2 endoderm after very early stages of
development, the implication is that a specific function of this gene
is to prevent a number of veg2 progeny from executing mesodermal
fates. To test this hypothesis directly, a mosaic analysis was
performed (see Fig. 4).

The foxa MASO was injected into a group of eggs along with
Rhodamine dextran. At the 60-cell stage, two fluorescent, MASO-
bearing cells from each embryonic tier were transplanted to
equivalent positions in place of two normal cells in an unlabeled host
embryo, as shown in the diagrams to the left in Fig. 4. These mosaic
embryos were then compared with the respective mosaic control
embryos, in which the fluorescent transplanted blastomeres
contained no MASO. As shown in Fig. 4, control and foxa MASO
animal tier, veg1 and micromeres cells behaved identically in the
host embryos. However, the fate of foxa MASO-injected veg2 cells
was very different from that of their controls. Transplanted veg2
blastomeres unable to generate the Foxa protein produced only
dispersed mesodermal cell types, whereas the control dye-injected
veg2 cells became normal gut endoderm, as well as mesodermal
cells. This same outcome was observed both in embryos of S.
purpuratus and L. variegatus; 24 cases of each tier in each species
were scored. Some experimental veg2 transplant embryos had a few
fluorescent cells in the gut, but these were always far fewer in
number than in control archenterons, and these often differentiated
as ectopic pigment cells or ectopic coelomic pouches, both SMC
derivatives. Thus, one function of the foxa gene is to repress
mesodermal specification in the subset of veg2 cells normally fated
to generate gut endoderm.
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Table 1. Quantitative effects of Foxa knockdown on endomesodermal genes
Expression* Blastula† Mesenchyme blastula† Early gastrula† Late gastrula†

foxa EM, E +3.1; +1.4‡; NA; NA +2.0; +1.6; +2.5; +2.1 +1.3‡; +1.4‡; +1.8; NA +2.5; +1.9; NA; NA
gatae EM, E +2.9; +1.8; NA; NA NS; NS; NS; NS NS; NS; NS; –1.6 –1.6; –1.6; –2.5; –1.7
endo16 EM, E NS; +1.6; NA; NA NS; NS; NS; NS NS; NS; NS; NS –2.7; –3.2; –3.3; –2.7
gcm SMC NS; NS; NA NS; NS; NS +2.2; +1.6; +3.0 NS; NS; NS
hh E NE –5.8; –4.9; –3.4 NA; –2.5; –2.3 –2.7; –3.3; NA

Numbers shown are �CT, or normalized CT differences between foxa MASO-injected embryos and control embryos. �CT is calculated as previously described (Oliveri and
Davidson, 2004a). A positive number means the number of transcripts of the target gene is increased by the foxa MASO; a negative number means the number of target
gene transcripts is decreased. Listed data are considered significant when �CT is <–1.6 or >+1.6. Smaller effects are shown as not significant (NS). NE, the gene is not
normally expressed at this time point of development and the QPCR result is irrelevant; NA, result not available. Measurements carried out in independent batches of cDNA
are separated by semicolon. Each result has been repeated at least in two separate injection experiments. This table shows quantitative results for genes affected by foxa
knock-down during the developmental time period analyzed. Many other genes are not affected by foxa MASO at any timepoints: otx a, otx �1/2, krl, gatac, hmx, not, nrl,
pks, tbr, brn1/2/4, delta, eve, foxc, hox11/13b, krox, wnt8, lox, bra, wnt5, delta, apoL, hnf6, lim1, dri, soxB, foxb, alx1, ets1.
*Domain of expression in untreated embryos. EM, endomesodoerm; E, endoderm; SMC, secondary mesenchyme cells. For a detailed description of the expression pattern of
the genes in the table, see text.
†S. purpuratus embryos were collected at 18 hours (blastula), 23-24 hours (mesenchyme blastula), 30-34 hours (early gastrula) and 48 hours (late gastrula) postfertilization.
‡This number, even if below significance, shows the same trend of response to perturbation.
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Further evidence of mesoderm fate exclusion:
foxa MASO effects on spatial gene expression
patterns
WMISH was carried out on foxa or control MASO-injected embryos
at blastula (data not shown), mesenchyme blastula, early gastrula and
late gastrula stages (18 hours, 23-24 hours, 30-34 hours and 48 hours
postfertilization for S. purpuratus), along with non-injected controls.
The genes targeted in this series of experiments were those implicated
as being downstream targets of foxa in the QPCR experiments (see
Table 1), namely foxa itself and the mesoderm regulator gcm
(Ransick et al., 2002). In addition, we looked at gatae expression as
an indicator of endoderm regulatory state. Representative WMISH
results are reproduced in Fig. 5. As expected (Table 1), gatae
expression appeared normal until the onset of gastrulation (data not
shown). As the MASO phenotype indicates, the foxa gene is required
as a positive regulator of later endoderm development (Fig. 5C,F).
Even though gastrulation of foxa MASO-treated embryos was
delayed or did not occur at all, they produced a higher level of foxa
transcripts than did controls (Fig. 5G-L), just as had been
demonstrated by the QPCR data (Table 1). As indicated earlier, one
MASO effect is the maintenance of a high level of foxa transcripts in
the veg2 cells, by cancellation of the foxa autorepression circuit.

The reallocation in foxa MASO embryos of endodermal cells to
a mesodermal state is also visualized by WMISH, by expression of
gcm. No difference from controls is observed until 24 hours (Fig.
5A,D). By the beginning of gastrulation (32 hours), there is an
expansion in the number of cells expressing gcm in MASO-treated
embryos (Fig. 5B,E; 33% more gcm positive cells, n=6 experimental
embryos and 6 controls). This is consistent with the derepressive
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Fig. 4. Mosaic analysis of the fates of specific blastomeres
bearing foxa MASO. L. variegatus eggs were injected with foxa
MASO and co-injected with rhodamine dextran as a dye tracer. Control
donor embryos were injected with rhodamine dextran alone. At the 60-
cell stage, two injected cells from each tier were transplanted to host
embryos as indicated on the left diagrams. (Top row) Cells of the ‘an2’
tier normally form ectoderm and foxa MASO-injected cells behaved like
controls. (Second row) veg1 cells normally contribute to hindgut,
midgut and vegetal ectoderm, and the foxa MASO-injected veg1 cells
also contributed to gut and ectoderm. (Third row) veg2 cells normally
contribute to foregut, midgut and SMCs. The foxa MASO cells
contributed almost exclusively to SMCs. The red arrowhead points to
the gut in both control and experimental embryos. (Bottom row) foxa
MASO and control micromeres became normal PMCs.

Fig. 5. Spatial expression of endomesoderm genes in foxa
perturbed embryos. (A-O) S. purpuratus embryos at different time
points injected with foxa (A-C,G-I) and control MASO (D-F,J-L) or mRNA
(M-O) were hybridized with WMISH probes as indicated in the lower
right corner of each panel; developmental time is indicated at lower
left. Embryos are in lateral view with the vegetal pole towards the
bottom of each panel, unless specified otherwise. AV, view from the
apical plate; VV, view from the vegetal plate; OV, view from the oral
ectoderm. An identical pattern of gcm expression is observed at
mesenchyme blastula stage, in foxa MASO (A) and control (D) embryos.
At 32 hours postfertilization, more cells stained positively for gcm are
observed in the foxa MASO-injected embryo (B) than in control (E, see
text for quantitation). The red arrowhead indicates a cell of the
invaginating endoderm that is expressing gcm. (C,F) gatae expression at
48 hours in foxa MASO and control (late gastrula) embryos. At this
stage, gatae is normally expressed in midgut, hindgut and coelomic
pouches (Lee and Davidson, 2004); expression is nearly abolished in
Foxa-depleted embryos (C). (G-L) Expression of foxa in foxa MASO and
control embryos. At all three stages shown, the intensity of expression
is increased by foxa MASO (G-I), compared with controls (J-L). The
normal expression boundaries are maintained, however; although the
remaining endoderm at 48 hours has failed to invaginate. (N,O) mRNA
overexpression of Foxa. Complete repression of gcm relative to control
embryos (M) is seen only at high concentrations (N) of injected mRNA.
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effect of foxa MASO on gcm expression seen by QPCR (Table 1).
Furthermore, ectopic foxa mRNA overexpression (Fig. 2), depresses
the expression of gcm (Fig. 5M-O) in a concentration-dependent
manner. Only high concentrations of injected mRNA completely
abolish gcm expression to a level equivalent to the endogenous spike
of foxa expression.

foxa is required for repression of mesoderm
specification in veg2 endoderm only
In normal embryos, the mesoderm territory arises from those veg2
cells that are exposed to a Delta signal expressed in the PMCs during
cleavage (McClay, 2000; Sherwood and McClay, 1999; Sweet et al.,
2002). The Delta signal is transduced by the Notch (N) receptor in
these cells. For early SMC specification, a primary regulatory gene
target of N signaling is gcm. The genomic interaction is direct,
as Su(H) target sites that mediate these N effects have been
demonstrated in the cis-regulatory apparatus of the gcm gene
(Ransick and Davidson, 2006). At the beginning of the mesenchyme
blastula stage, the delta gene is expressed in the SMCs, and this later
signal is received by both late-specified SMCs (Sweet et al., 2002)
and veg2 endoderm (Peterson and McClay, 2005). It is reasonable
to suppose, therefore, that foxa repression of mesoderm fates in the
endoderm is required to preclude the same response to N signaling
in the endoderm. Embryo recombinants were designed as tests of
this proposition.

We investigated whether the foxa MASO could produce a
transformation to mesodermal fates in veg1 endoderm, as these cells
are not exposed to Delta-Notch signaling. At the 60-cell stage,
fragments from embryos injected with Rhodamine dextran and foxa
MASO, were recombined with control embryo fragments, labeled
with fluorescein (Fig. 6A,D). Veg1 plus the animal hemisphere of
foxa MASO embryos were combined with control veg2 plus
micromere fragments, and the reciprocal recombinations were also
generated. When the veg2 tier contained the foxa MASO, excess
SMCs were produced by this tier, and there was very little veg2

contribution to the gut (Fig. 6A-C). Instead, the control veg1 cells
made up almost all of the gut, even the foregut, which normally
receives almost no contribution from the veg1 descendants. The
foregut patches in Fig. 6B,C (red) were observed frequently, and
much of that tissue became mesodermal coelomic pouches.
Essentially, this is the same as the result shown in the mosaics (Fig.
4). In the reciprocal combination (Fig. 6D-F), in which all veg1 cells
contained the foxa MASO, most of the gut is derived from the
control veg2 cells (green). Thus, there is a subnormal contribution
of veg1 cells (red) to the gut. The foxa MASO-injected veg1 cells
contributed a small amount of gut in some cases (the MASO-treated
cells produced a subnormal amount of hindgut, see Fig. 6E,F), but
in each case the control veg2 cells regulated to compensate for the
reduced endoderm formed by foxa-MASO veg1 cells. It follows that,
in the veg1 cells, the foxa gene contributes to postgastrular
specification of the endoderm, as, in its absence, far fewer veg1 cells
become hindgut and midgut endoderm. Notably, no excess SMC
types of veg1 origin were observed. Veg1 cells do not receive the
Delta-Notch signal, and therefore one function employed by Foxa
in veg2 cells (gcm repression) is not detectable in veg1 cells.

Formation of the mouth requires foxa gene
expression in the oral ectoderm
The foxa gene is expressed in the oral ectoderm region, beginning at
about 24 hours after fertilization (Fig. 1), and, in the whole embryo,
foxa MASO precludes formation of the mouth (Fig. 3). To confirm
directly that oral expression of foxa is necessary for mouth
formation, chimeric recombinations were generated (see Fig. 7).
Recombinants were produced at the 32- to 60-cell stage. Uninjected
halves (green) were reciprocally recombined with foxa MASO-
injected halves (red; see Fig. 7A,D). The embryos were imaged at
40 hours. Embryos with control (green) animal halves had a normal
mouth (Fig. 7C). Embryos without Foxa in the animal half (Fig.
7E,F) make a normal gut but no mouth. Thus, the oral territory of
foxa expression is indeed required for production of the mouth.
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Fig. 6. Veg1 contributions in recombinant embryos bearing foxa
MASO. (A,D) Diagram of recombinants consisting of an animal half
plus veg1 (top part), recombined with veg2 plus micromeres (lower
part). Control L. variegatus embryos were dyed green with fluorescein
dextran, and experimental embryos were injected with foxa MASO and
co-injected with RITC (red) before recombination. (B,C,E,F) In the
recombinants, the control (green) endoderm from veg 1 (B,C) or from
veg 2 (E,F) makes much of the gut; this is dependent upon whether
veg2 (B,C) or veg1 (E,F) contains foxa MASO. Recombinations were
made at the 60-cell stage. (B,C) Pluteus stage chimeras as in A. (E,F)
Pluteus stage chimeras as in D. See text for interpretation.

Fig. 7. Oral expression of foxa is required for mouth formation.
Red indicates foxa MASO-injected cells; green indicates control cells.
(A,D) Diagram of the experiment. Reciprocal combinations of animal
and vegetal halves were recombined. (B,C) Control animal half,
showing normal mouth (arrowhead, C). The foxA MASO vegetal half
(red) produces a truncated gut, with most of the red cells becoming
SMCs, and extra pigment cells (compare black cells in C and F).
(E,F) foxa MASO-injected animal half (red) produces ectoderm with no
mouth. The control vegetal half (green) produces a normal gut,
including foregut that leads to a dead end. (B,E) DIC images
superimposed on fluorescent images. (C,F) Fluorescent image only at a
slightly higher magnification, focused on the mouth region.
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DISCUSSION
We have shown that the foxa regulatory gene executes three different
classes of function in the development of the sea urchin embryo.
Only the first of these can, at present, be understood in mechanistic
detail, as only this function takes place in the context of the
established endomesoderm GRN: foxa represses gcm and mesoderm
specification in the presumptive endoderm of the mesenchyme
blastula-early gastrula embryo. The two other roles of foxa, later
specification of endoderm and specification of a mouth in the oral
ectoderm, occur later in the postgastrular embryo, which has yet to
be analyzed at the gene regulatory network level. Foxa involvement
in endoderm specification has been observed in all bilaterarians
examined to date. In addition, expression of foxa is necessary for
development of the stomodeum, a new observation.

The participation of a given regulatory gene in multiple
developmental processes, controlled by separate GRNs, is an
emergent theme in regulation molecular biology. From an external
point of view, this is an obvious and general requirement stemming
from the fact that all bilaterians use essentially the same regulatory
gene toolkit, so that in their immensely diverse developmental
processes the same genes have to be deployed over and over again
for different purposes (for reviews, see Davidson, 2006; Erwin and
Davidson, 2002). Furthermore, in the sea urchin embryo, 80% of
all regulatory genes are used just to get to the late gastrula stage
(Howard-Ashby et al., 2006), and multiple re-use of these genes is
therefore an inescapable inference. Many particular examples of
regulatory genes that execute totally distinct functions during
sea urchin embryogenesis are indeed already in hand, for example
hnf6 (Otim et al., 2004), otx (Li et al., 1997; Yuh et al., 2002),
deadringer (Amore et al., 2003), gsc (Angerer et al., 2001), and
blimp1/krox (Livi and Davidson, 2006a; Livi and Davidson,
2006b). The C. elegans ortholog of the foxa gene, pha4, regulates
different gene batteries at different times (Ao et al., 2004; Gaudet
and Mango, 2002; Gaudet et al., 2004), and a particular aspect of
its multiple capabilities is that the Foxa transcription factor
recognizes high and low affinity target sites according to its
concentration. That the same is likely to be true for sea urchin foxa
is implied by the oscillatory time course shown in Fig. 2. This is
clearly due to foxa autorepression (Table 1). But when the
autorepression is blocked from occurring by the introduction of
foxa MASO, there is no change in the location of expression (Fig.
5), so the only significance of the normal oscillation is to alter the
concentration of the foxa gene product over time within the cells
of the endoderm. Where the specific targets of foxa are known, i.e.
in the early phase of its function, we can associate the level of foxa
expression with a given function, and from the time course of the
oscillation phase we can determine the temporal duration of that
function.

The foxa gene in the endomesoderm GRN
During the blastula stage, foxa has no input into any known portion
of the regulatory apparatus controlling endoderm specification
(Table 1; genes not affected by foxa MASO), nor does the blockade
of Foxa translation cause any digression from normal
developmental morphology up to gastrulation. But nonetheless, this
gene has a function that is essential for endoderm specification,
namely, to permit this specification to occur at all. Fig. 8A shows
the inputs that activate foxa in the veg2 endoderm. Following
mesoderm specification, the delta gene becomes active in
mesoderm cells (Fig. 8C), although this second phase of Delta
expression is independent of the first PMC Delta signal (Sweet et
al., 2002). The second signal is received in the adjacent veg2 cells,

where it is essential for activation of the essential endoderm
regulatory gene gatae. This has been shown to be a direct cis-
regulatory input mediated by the Su(H) transcription factor (P. Y.
Lee and E.H.D., unpublished). As the gcm gene is directly activated
by N signaling via Su(H) as well (op cit), and because foxa
expression in the endoderm normally represses gcm (Table 1, Fig.
5), the effect of preventing foxa expression is to promote ectopic
gcm expression in cells that normally would become endoderm.
These cells now become respecified as mesodermal cells (Figs 4,
6). In other words, a means of preventing gcm expression in
endoderm is essential as a device to permit endoderm specification
resulting from the N input.

Seen in this light, the fine-tuned elegance of the foxa regulatory
architecture (Fig. 8) is thought provoking when viewed in
evolutionary terms. Both PMCs and precociously specified pigment
cells are echinoid specialties, and so at least parts of this architecture
are likely to have been installed since the divergence of euechinoids.
In starfish, there is also a N input into gatae in the endoderm at the
equivalent stage, and foxa also represses itself, but gcm is expressed
quite differently and in cells arising elsewhere (Hinman et al., 2003)
(V. F. Hinman and E.H.D., unpublished). The foxa repression
function has different targets in the starfish, including gatae in the
mesoderm (Hinman et al., 2003). Since divergence, not only has
foxa repression of gcm in the endoderm been inserted in the
euechinoid lineage, but its operation is temporally regulated by its
own autorepression so as to operate at just the right time to control
N signal effects; high levels of foxa gene product are apparently
required for both gcm repression and foxa autorepression.

Notch signaling is directly or indirectly required for specification
of the late delaminating SMC derivatives, muscle and coelomic
pouches (Sweet et al., 2002; Oliveri et al., 2002; Peterson and
McClay, 2005; Sherwood and McClay, 1999). The precursors of
these cells are sorted out within the SMC domain during the blastula
stage (Ruffins and Ettensohn, 1996), when foxa is transiently
expressed in an overlapping domain with gcm. Because N signaling
activates the gcm gene, and indeed is the necessary input required
earlier to activate gcm in the mesoderm cells in response to the initial
Delta signal received from the PMCs (Ransick and Davidson, 2006),
and because Foxa represses gcm, the early phase of foxa expression
could affect fate allocation among SMCs as well. In this case, some
of the excess pigment cells produced by foxa MASO treatment
would reflect an alteration of SMC fate balance.

Later functions of foxa
Only phenotypical evidence suggests later roles of foxa, and no
direct gene targets in either the archenteron or the stomodeal area are
demonstrated. Furthermore, it must be considered whether the
effects of foxa MASO treatment on development of the archenteron
(see Fig. 3A-I, Fig. 5A-F) could, at least in part, just be secondary
effects of the conversion of veg2 cells to SMC fates. Alternatively,
convincing arguments suggest that foxa directly promotes the gene
expression required for further development of the archenteron. The
postgastrular roles of this gene are most simply interpreted as the
provision of positive inputs into gut and stomodeal genes, even
though the pregastrular role, the only one of which we know the
mechanism, is a repressive one. It is possible that the amplitude of
expression seen in Fig. 2 is permanently damped after gastrulation
gets underway, and, as we speculate above, perhaps Foxa acts as a
repressor only when expressed at high levels. This would explain the
autorepression revealed by increased foxa production in the presence
of foxa MASO, and the repression effect on gcm expression only at
a time when endogenous foxa is at its highest levels.
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The conversion to an SMC fate affects only veg2 and not veg1
endoderm. In the absence of veg2 endoderm, or if veg2 is unable
to express foxa, veg1 endoderm can form the entire gut. The
chimera experiments (Fig. 6) show clearly that when veg1 contains
the foxa MASO it fails to generate hindgut endoderm or contribute
at all to the midgut, as it does in normal embryos (Logan and
McClay, 1997; Ransick and Davidson, 1998). But because veg1 is
not subject to conversion to SMCs (because it has not received the
Notch signal), the foxa MASO must interfere with other functions
of foxa needed in the postgastrular endoderm of the hindgut. Note
that foxa is normally expressed in the late gastrula in all of the gut
(Fig. 1). It is likely that the MASO effects on foregut development
are also due to the failure of regulatory interactions needed for
that aspect of gut morphogenesis and differentiation, this time in
veg2 derivatives. These deductions predict postgastrular GRN
subcircuits in which the foxa gene, no doubt together with other
regulators, operates batteries of downstream genes that are
required in the anterior and posterior domains of the gut,
respectively.
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